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ABSTRACT 

A photovoltaic pumped closed-loop solar domestic hot water (SDHW) system 

was built and investigated experimentally. The SDHW system comprised two 1.2 m by 

2.4 m fiat plate collectors, a positive displacement vane purnp driven by a permanent 

magnet direct current (D.C.) motor. a photovoltaic (PV) module and a shell-and-coi1 

natural convection heat exchanger (S-C NCHE). Two pumps and iwo motors were tested 

to determine electrical and hydrauiic performance. The collector flow rate and PV power 

were found to vary Iinearly with insolation. The pressure drop in the supply line, retum 

line, coilectors and heat exchanger were measured. The system was tested with the two 

collectors comected in parallei and series. The pressure drop across the collectors 

dropped significantly for parallel coIIectors and higher flow rates were obtained for each 

PV module tested. The optimum collector flow rate was found to be 0.2  min-rnL . 

A 20 W, PV module was found to be appropriate for the S D W  system. The motor 

starting insolation levef was determined for each PV module. pump and motor tested. 

The necessity of a linear current booster (LCB) in providing the required motor starting 

current was established. 

Tliirteen (1 3) PV modules ranging in size boom L O W, to 75 W, were mounted on 

the roof and connected to the expenmental set up to operate the SDHW system. The 

performance of the PV modules was tested four times in four different seasons. The 

operating voltage and current as well as the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit cment  

were tested for al1 PV modules. Different types of PV modules were found to degrade at 

different rates due to aging and temperature rise. 

xiv 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Solar Energy 

The sun radiates, through a continuous process of thermonuclear fusion, a very 

large amount of energy into space every day. While the earth's daily receipt of a minute 

&action of this energy depends on its distance fiom the Sun, as well as sunspot activity on 

the solar surface, it always amounts to approximately 4.14 x 10" kWh each day. 

Although this is much less than one billionth of the sun's total output, earth's total share 

is still a large amount of energy, thus a much smailer quantity, known as solar constant, 

is used to describe energy intensity. The solar constant is defined as the density of solar 

radiation on a surface normal to the sun's rays beyond the earth's atmosphere at the 

average earth-sun distance, 150,000,000 kilometers. Insolation is also used to quantify 

incident energy per unit area per unit tirne, but is nearly always measured on or close to 

the earth's surface, giving nse to wide variations in its magnitude. 

Aside fiom this obvious difference between the solar constant and terrestrial 

insolation, there are other complications. Although al1 extraterrestrial solar energy 

consists of direct beams of solar radiation, terrestrial insolation does not. Significant 

portions of energy are deflected by the atmospheric scattering effects, and thus approach 

the earth's surface fiorn ail positions above the horizon, not just Born the direction 

towards the sun. This component is called diffuse radiation, and becomes the dominant 

component of solar flux on cloudy or hazy days. 

Another fiaction of the solar energy reaching a collection surface is rebounded 

€rom the surrounding terrain, surface water, vegetation or manmade structures in the area. 
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This component is reflected radiation. Whiie this type of radiation is usually so small a 

part of the total sunlight that reaches the collection surface as to be negligible, looking at 

a field of snow on a bright winter day shows that this situation can change. Indeed, many 

systems are designed to take advantage of reflected sunlight. 

It is then, a combination of direct, d i f i e  and reflected radiation that strikes a 

collecting surface and is recorded as total insolation. This is significant when interpreting 

insolation data, since systems such as concentrating coliectors and solar fumaces can only 

utilize direct radiation during their operation [Cheremisinoff and Regino 19781. 

The solar radiation available outside the earth's atmosphere, as expressed by the 

solar constant of 1353 W l m', is reduced in intensity by atmospheric absorption and 

reflection before reaching the surface of the earth. Ozone in the atmosphere absorbs 

radiation of short wave lengths (ultraviolet); carbon dioxide and water vapor absorb some 

of the radiation in the longer (uifiared) wave lengths. In addition to the attenuation of the 

earthbound direct or beam radiation by this absorption, some radiation is scattered by gas 

molecules, dust and water vapor in the atmosphere before reaching the eaah as diffuse 

radiation. Further attenuation occurs if the receiving surface is not at nght angles to the 

incoming beam. 

In some cases direct radiation is the predominant form of solar radiation available, 

and is thus the component for which certain solar collecting systems should be designed. 

Direct radiation is . by defmition, directional in nature. The orientation of the collecting 

surface with respect to that direction of incidence is extremely important to the 

performance of any solar systern, regardless of the mechanisin of collection. 



1.2 Photovoltaic (PV) Modules 

The various solid materials that exist in nature exhibit a large difference in how 

easily they conduct an electric current (flow of electrons through the matenal). Some are 

excellent at it, such as pure silver, gold or copper, and are classed as conductors. On the 

other end, materials such as fused quartz have very low conductivities. These materials 

fa11 into a category known as insulators. Matenals that fa11 into the intermediate range of 

conductivities are known as semiconductors. 

All atorns possess a certain number of electrons orbiting about the nucleus. 

Depending upon the nurnber of electrons the material possesses, the orbiting electrons fil1 

up a certain number of different concentric energy orbits or shells (each shell corresponds 

to a specific level of energy). As the number of electrons increases. with progressively 

more complex matenals. each successive energy level is filled with the proper nurnber of 

electrons, in a direction outward from the nucleus. The outer energy shell of a material 

will be either partially or completely filled. It is this distribution of electrons in the 

outermost or highest energy bands that determines most of the electrical and thermal 

properties of a matenal. 

The good electrical insulators are those materials whose outer energy bands are 

completely empty or fiiled, and an extemally applied field of energy cannot easily change 

the energy state of the outer electrons, which would cause an electric current flow. 

hsulators also possess a fairly wide energy gap (forbidden energy gap) across which the 

electrons would have to jump to support an electric current. Most metallic crystals have 

partially filled outermost energy bands and can thus easily support a current flow. 
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Semiconductors are stnicturally similar to insulaton, but have a rnuch narrower 

forbidden energy gap. This allows serniconductors to support a current flow easily, after 

a certain minimum arnount of light energy (photons) input has been supplied. This 

energy must be of the correct fiequency for the particular semiconductor being used. In 

the dark, these sarne materials are good insulators [Cheremisinoff and Regino 19781. 

Electricity c m  be generated directly fiom sunlight without going through a 

thermal process by taking advantage of the photovoltaic effect. The photovoltaic effect is 

defined as the generation of electric potential by the ionization by light energy (photons) 

of the area at or near the p-n junction of a semiconductor. The p-n junction consists of 

a one-way potential barrier which permits the passage of photon-generated (-) electrons 

From the p to the n material and (+) holes fiorn the n to the p material. The resulting 

excess of (-) electrons in the n material and (+) holes in the p material produces a voltage 

at the terminal comparable to the junction potential [Baumeister, Baurneister iII and 

AvalIone 19781. 

Devices that use the photovoltaic effect to generate a voltage when sunlight is 

used as the source of the ionizing radiation are called solar cells. These solar cells should 

be distinguished from devices usually referred to as photocells, which detect light 

intensity by use of the photoconductivity characteristics of matenals. Photocells are very 

sensitive to light, since their conductivities may change by many orders of magnitude 

with small variations in light intensity. These photocells are typically used for light 

meters in cameras. They do not generate a voltage and thus require batteries for their 

operation. 

During the 19501s, solar cells were developed at Bell Telephone and RCA 

laboratories [Cheremisinoff and Dickinson 1980aj. These cells proved to be the best 

power source for extraterrestrial missions, and more than 1000 satellites using solar cells 
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were utilized during the 1960's and 1970's. In the mid 1 WO's, efforts were initiated to 

make solar cells for terrestrial applications. Since 1975, most of the solar ce11 market has 

been for use on earth, although they remain the dominant source of power for space 

applications. 

The photovoltaic effect c m  be observed in almost any junction of materials that 

have different electrical characteristics, but the best performance to-date has been from 

cells using semiconductor materials. Most solar cells for space and terrestrial 

applications have k e n  made of the semiconductor silicon. Future cells may use the 

semiconductors gallium anenide (GaAs) and cadmium sulphide (CdS). To obtain a 

usehl power output From photon interaction in a semiconductor, three processes are 

required : 

1. The photon has to be absorbed in the active part of the matenal and result in 

electrons being excited to a higher energy potential. 

2. The charge carriers created by the absorption must be physically separated and 

moved to the edge of the cell. 

3. The charge camers m u t  be removed fiom the ce11 and delivered to a usehl 

load before they lose their extra potential. 

The normal confiiguration for a solar ce11 is to make a p-n junction 

semiconductor as s h o w  in figure (1.1). The junction of the p-type and n-type materials 

provide an inherent electnc field which separates the charges created by the absorption of 

sunlight. This p-n junction is usually obtained by putting a p-type base rnatenal into a 

diffusion fumace containing a gaseous n-type dopant such as phosphorous and allowing 

the n-type dopant to d i f i e  into the surface about 0.2 W. The junction is thus formed 

slightly below the planar surface of the ce11 and the light impinges perpendicular to the 

junction. 



The positive and negative charges created by the absorption of photons drift to the 

fiont and back of the solar cell. The back is cornpletely covered by a rnetallic contact to 

remove the charges to the electrical load. The collection of charges fiom the fiont of the 

ce11 is aided by a fine grid of narrow metallic fingers. The surface coverage of the 

conducting hgers  is typically less than 1% in order to allow as much light as possible to 

reach the active junction. An anti-reflective coating is applied on top of the cell. 

CURRENT 

\- METAL CONDUCTOR COMPLETELY 
COVER t NG BACK 

Figure (1.1): SchemaUc of a typical solar ce11 [Cheremisinoff and Dickinson 198OaJ. 



Each solar ce11 will produce power at about 0.5 volt with the cwent directly 

proportional to the ce11 area and the solar flux. The individual celis are comected in 

series-parallel combination, called photovoltaic module, to meet the voltage and power 

requirements of the particular application. Space cells are covered with transparent cover 

slips to absorb the hi&-energy particles in space that could cause damage to the ce11 and 

result in a degradation of output. For terrestrial applications the solar ce11 panels have to 

be encapsulated to protect them from degradation due to oxidation of the metal contacts, 

which would cause peeling and an open circuit. Materials such as glass, acrylics or silicon 

epoxies are used to provide a clear, weathertight fiont covering for the panels. 

A typical commercially available solar cell consists of a 10 cm by 10 cm by 

0.2 cm thick silicon wafer of n material and having a thin layer (several microns) of boron 

(p material) d i t h e d  on the side to be exposed to light [Baumeister, Baurneister ül and 

Avallone 19781. Connections are made by nickel plating and soldering. The nickel 

plating on the light-exposure side is restricted to a narrow strip so as not to interfere with 

the transmission of light. 

The efficiency of a photovoltaic ce11 varies with the s p e c t m  of light. The 

maximum theoretical efficiency of a single-junction single-transition ce11 with solar 

illumination is about 22%. The efficiency increases substantially with monochromatic 

light. The practical efficiency of commercially available silicon cells with sun 

illumination is about 1 5%, and with tungsten-lamp illumination it is about 1 7%. 

The open-circuit voltage of a ce11 varies with the material used and the operating 

temperature. The open-circuit voltage of a silicon ce11 is about 0.6 volt at X ° C .  This 

increases or decreases inversely with temperature at a rate of approximately 0.002 VIK, 

for the Solarex polycrystalline PV modules. and approximately 0.003 ViK, for the 
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Siemens rnonocrystalline PV modules. This means that for a 36-ceIl PV module, the 

voltage would drop about 0.072 V K ,  with the Solarex polycrystalline PV module, and 

about 0.1 10 V K ,  with the Siemens monocrystalline PV module [Baumeister. Baumeister 

III and Avallone 19781. The maximum power of a 12.4 cm by 12.4 cm (1 5% efficiency) 

silicon ce11 is 2 watts at 25OC. The power varies inversely with temperature at a rate of 

0.001 WIK. Other types of cells that have been proposed are gallium arsenide and 

cadmium sulphide. The former has the potential for lower cost, but at the sacrifice of 

efficiency and reliability. Gallium arsenide cells offer promise of higher eficiencies, but 

with costs probably much higher than silicon. 

VOLTAGE. V 
ta 1 "oc 

HI T E M P  

CURRENT VOLTAGE 

Figure ( 1.2): Basic solar ce11 characteristics [Cheranisinoff and Dickinson 1980bj. 



The electrical characteristics of solar cells c m  be obtained fiom the 1-V curve of 

the ceIl [Cheremisinoff and Dickinson 198ObI. The c w e s  of figure ( 1.2) indicate the 

power-generation characteristics for a single solar ce11 or a senes-parallel matrix of solar 

cells, PV module. Curve (a) shows the typical variation of voltage with current for a solar 

ce11 under constant illumination at constant temperature. The curve is developed by 

varying the load impedance across the ce11 and measuring the corresponding voltage atid 

cwent. The maximum power point (Pm,) represents the conditions for which the 

vo ltage-current product is maximum. The curve designates V, (open-circuit voltage), 

V,, (maximum power voltage), 1, (short-circuit current) and I m p  (maximum power 

current ). 

Solar ce11 designers strive to increase fil1 factor values, by rninimizing interna1 

losses. Typical fil1 factors faIl in the range of 0.7 to 0.78 . The fil1 factor for a solar ce11 

is defined as: 

Fil1 factor = (Imp . Vmp) 1 ( I w  . Vue ) = Pm, / ( 1, . V, ) 

Within the insolation and temperature ranges of interest, curve (b) illustrates that 

1, is directly proportional to insolation. With slight deviation I,, is also proportional to 

insolation. Both 1, and I,, are relatively insensitive to temperature. Curve (c) illustrates 

that V,and V,, are inveneiy proportional to temperature. Both are relatively insensitive 

to insolation. For a given level of insolation, curve (c) shows that reduced operating 

temperatures are significant for achieving higher performance. 

Some typical numbers illustrate these characteristics. For a single crystal silicon 

ce11 of 12% efficiency, the maximum power at 1000 w/m2 of ce11 area and a 28°C cell 
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temperature would be 120 w/m2 of ce11 area. An open-circuit ceil voltage of 0.60 V 

would drop to 0.46 V at the maximum power point, and short-circuit current of 272 Nm' 

would be 261 A./rn2 at the maximum power point. The eficiency would fa11 by 0.05% per 

1 K ce11 temperature rise, that is, 11% efficiency at a ce11 temperature of 48°C. A fiee- 

standing air-cooled flat-plate assernbly of such cells with a passive thermal design would 

experience a temperature rise of about 30 K above ambient in still air. Wind velocity of 5 

m/s would limit the rise to about 10 K above ambient [Cheremisinoff and Dickinson 

1980bj. 

ln general, the p-n junction, silicon ce11 is fairly well understood and the 

efficiencies are approac hing expected limits. The main activi ty and development in the 

hiture will be making lower-cost solar cells. These lower-cost cells will come about 

either by the use of non-silicon materials or by changing the fabrication steps for silicon 

cells. A third alternative may be to use optical concentraton to reduce the required 

amount of expensive cells. Concentration does allow the possibility of using a 

cornbination of different bandgap materials to utilize a greater percentage of the s p e c t m  

of the photons. These multiple-junction devices could have the vanous junctions in 

optical series or could separate the concentrated sunlight into different bands of frequency 

and expose each band of light to an optimized junction. These multiple-ce11 devices may 

be able to achieve 30% to 35% efficiency. 

Photovoltaic (PV) modules are commercially available in different types. Some 

use single crystal silicon cells. some use polycrystalline cells and a few use amorphous 

silicon [Thomas 19891. 

1. Single crystal silicon cells are thin wafers of single crystal silicon. in 

bnght sunlight, a single crystal ce11 converts sunlight with an eficiency of about 

10% to 15%. 
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2. Polycrystailine silicon cells are square wafers sliced nom silicon that is melted 

and cast into ingots. These cells are about 10% to 12% eficient. 

3. Tbin film modules are made by depositing very thin layers of various 

semiconducting matends (e.g. amorphous silicon) ont0 sheets or rolls of stainiess 

steel, plastic or glass. Typically these modules are less costly to make but they are 

less efficient than crystalline silicon-based modules. 

1.3 Solar Domestic Hot Water (SDHW) Systems 

The simplest and, presently, the most cost-effective way in which to use solar heat 

is to apply it towards producing domestic hot water (DHW). The cost-effectiveness is 

brought about predominantly by the essentially uniform year-round nature of hot water 

demand. ailowing the system to be fully used at al1 tirnes when sunshine is available. A 

large number of these are designed to operate in a passive mode, by using natural 

convection (thermosiphon effect). While a properly sized SDHW system c m  supply 

essentially al1 of the summer demand, auxiliary energy input should be provided for 

effective year-round DHW demand satisfaction [Cheremisinoff and Regino 19781. 

SDHW systems usually resernble small liquid-type space-heating systems in both 

appearance and performance. In passive, thermosiphoning types natural convection 

provides circulation, and in active types a pump circuiates the solar collector coolant. As 

with ail solar heating systems, a conventional backup system (in this case a water heater) 

is needed. Both the passive and active water heating systems m u t  provide some hot 

water storage. 
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The recommended collector tilt for solar water heating is the angle of latitude. 

Since the hot water load is essentially constant al1 year, a steeper tilt and larger collector 

area may be more economical and productive in some locations. Because water rernains 

in the collectors overnight, precautions against fieezing must be taken. in areas where 

occasional fieezing occurs, night tirne insulation or circulation of warm water through the 

collectors may be sufficient. In more severe climates, antifieeze c m  be used in the 

collectors and a heat exchanger installed between the collectors and the storage tank. An 

alternative is to drain the collectors at night. 

Thermosiphoning water heaters are the most comrnon type of solar water heaters. 

As the water in the collector is heated it becomes less dense and rises. CoId water fiom 

the bottom of the storage unit enters the bottom of the collector and heated water fiom the 

top returns to the storage tank. The storage unit should be placed at least 0.3 m above the 

top of the collector surface. This placement will facilitate efficient daytime 

thermosiphoning and prevent cooling of the water at night by allowing cool, dense water 

to settle in the collector. A check valve may be instalIed to prevent reverse 

thermosiphoning if it is impossible to place the storage tank above the top of the 

collector. 

The active hot water system, where a pump circulates the potable water through 

the collectors, has two storage tanks connected in series. The first and larger tank 

preheats the water. the honest of which enters the second tank, which is a conventional 

water heater (and the backup heater). If the solar heated water is not hot enough to use. it 

is heated by the backup water heater to the proper temperature [Fisk and Anderson 19821. 

The SDHW system may use a mixture of propylene glycol antifieeze and distilled 

water as the solar heat transfer fluid. When solar heat is available a pump is 

automatically activated, using a photovoltaic module. or an automatic digerential 
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temperature controller, and the heated fluid flows through the heat exchanger, heating the 

potable water in the solar water tank. The solar tank provides solar preheated water 

directly to the conventional water heater- 

When an antifreeze solution is used in the SDHW system and circulated through 

the collectors, the heat absorbed is transferred to the water in the storage tank by means 

of a heat exchanger. If the antifieeze solution is toxic, a heat exchanger with double-wall 

construction may be required. Tbe effects of the heat exchanger and the properties of 

glycol-water solution on the performance of the system are important and must be taken 

into consideration. Using a heat exchanger reduces the efficiency of the system because 

of the temperature drop across the heat exchanger behveen the glycol-water solution and 

potable water. The properties of glycol-water solution also reduces the eficiency of the 

system because the thermal conductivity of the glycol-water solution is less than that of 

the potable water [Jansen 19851. 

A photovoltaic pwnped solar domestic hot water (PV-SDHW) system uses 

photovoltaic panels as the power supply to a direct-current rnotor/purnp which circulates 

the solar collecter working fluid. The thermal performance of a PV-SDHW system has 

been studied and compared with a thermosiphon and a conventionally-pumped solar 

domestic hot water system. A comparison was made by cornputer simulation of the three 

system types [Mertes and Carpenter 19851. 

Two mathematical models were developed for the above mentioned study. The 

first relates temperature-insolation input to the photovoltaic panel, to the voltage-current 

output. The second relates the voltage-current input to a direct-current motor which drives 

a pump. to the head-flow output. Knowing the flow rate, the thermal performance of the 

PV-SDH W system was determined. 
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Mertes and Carpenter found that the flow rate in a thermosiphon SDHW system 

fluctuates with solar insolation and temperature to reflect the characteristics of an ideal 

control system. A conventional SDHW system with its constant flow rate does not have 

this type of control and cannot perform as well as a thermosiphon system. The PV- 

SDHW system performs better than the conventional system because of its sensitivity to 

insolation, but not as well as the thermosiphon system because PV panel output (and 

therefore flow rate) is reduced by high ambient temperature. 

The thermal performance of al1 three systems was optimized with respect to flow 

rate and compared. n i e  study concluded that for an antifieeze SDHW system with a 

collector area of 6 m' (located in Ottawa, Canada), at the optimum flow rate, the 

thermosiphon system saved 62% of energy dernanded. the photovoltaic system saved 

59% and the conventional system saved 57% . 

The main conclusions of the study were : 

1. A PV-SDHW system performs better than a conventional system but not as 

well as a thermosiphon system. 

2. Careful selection of components in a PV-SDHW system is essential for proper 

system operation. 

3. An average flow of 0.25-0.30 L /(min-m2 ) optimizes system performance. 

It was Van Koppen [Van Koppen et al 19791 who originally suggested the concept 

of low flow in a SDHW system, which formed the subject of a number of studies. One 

of the most recent studies was that of Wuestling et al [Wuestling et al 19831 who used a 

cornputer simulation to predict that a stratified tank system would deliver 15% more 

energy if the flow rate through the collector were reduced to about 0.18 Umin per m' of 

collector area. When a SDHW system designed for cold climates has been properly 
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re-engineered for low flow. it is much simpler to install and contains fewer, less 

expensive components than the corresponding high flow system. Re-engineering for low 

flow also brings major savings, for example: tank-side purnp is eliminated by 

thermosiphon, collector costs are reduced, controls are simplified, the very expensive 

piping cost is greatly reduced and collecter-side pump power is dramaticaily reduced 

because of the reduced flow rate and piping pressure drop [Hollands, Richmond and 

Mandlestam 1986). Such a re-engineered low flow system has been built and tested at 

the University of Waterloo laboratory. The test has shown that the concept is basically 

sound in the mechanical and themal Function of its components. Yearly computer 

simulations have been perforrned on a PV-SDHW system and the predicted performance 

was up to 5% better than conventional systems [Mertes and Carpenter 19851 and [Miller 

and hittle 1 9931. 

The performance of a PV-SDHW system has been investigated experimentally by 

MacLeod [Allen and MacLeod 19941. The PV-SDHW system consisted of two 3 m' 

solar collectors, a supply line with an outer diarneter of 9.53 mm (3/8"), two return lines 

with outer diameters of 6.35 mm (114") and 7.9 mm (5/16") and three PV modules with 

rated maximum powers of 17 W, 20 W and 22 W. The following results were obtained. 

The collector flow rate and PV power were found ro vaiy linearly with insolation. n i e  

pressure drop in the supply and return h e s  was measured. The flow was found to be 

larninar in the supply line and turbulent in the return line at full, or near full, sun 

conditions. MacLeod concluded that collector flow rates were too low, 0.21  min-mL at 

hl1 sun. for the tested systems resulting in glycol and water temperatures that were higher 

than desired. The study suggested two ways to increase the system flow rate, using the 

same PV power. First, by tuning the linear curent booster input voltage to maxirnize PV 

power output. Second, by reducing system hydraulic losses by increasing the diameter in 

the return line. The first suggestion is not possible, since the optimum power PV voltage 

is 14.5 volts. The second suggestion was implemented and tested throughout this work. 



1.3.2 Pumps 

In a hydrauiic system, the pump converts mechanical energy into hydraulic 

energy. A pump generates an increasing volume on the intake side and a decreasing 

volume at the discharge side. But the different types of purnps vas, greatly in methods 

and sophistication. The flow capacity of a purnp can be expressed as displacement per 

revolution or output in liters per minute (Urnin). 

Theoretically, a pump delivers an amount of fluid equal to its displacement during 

each cycle or revolution. in reality, the actual output is reduced because of intemal 

leakage or slippage. As pressure increases, the leakage fiom the outlet back to the inlet 

(or to the drain) also increases, causing a decrease in volumetric efficiency. Volumetric 

efficiency is equal to the actual output divided by the theoretical output. A pump is 

generally rated by its maximum operating pressure capability and output flow at a given 

drive speed [Vickers 19891. 

There are two basic types of purnps. The first is the nonpositive displacement 

pump. This pump design is used mainly for fluid transfer in systems where the only 

resistance found is created by the weight of the fluid itself and friction. Most nonpositive 

displacement purnps operate by centrifuga1 force. Although it provides a smooth, 

continuou flow, the output ftom this type of pump is reduced as resistance is increased. 

For this and other reasons, nonpositive displacement pumps are seldom used in power 

hydraulic systems today. 

The second type is the positive displacernent pump. It is the most comrnonly used 

in industrial hydraulic systems. A positive displacement pump delivers to the system a 

specific arnount of fluid per stroke, revolution or cycle. This type of pump is classified as 
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fixed or variable displacement. Fixed displacement pwnps have a displacement which 

can not be changed without replacing certain components. However, with variable 

displacement pumps it is possible to Vary the size of the pumping chamber (and the 

displacement) by using extemal controls. 

One of the bat-known positive displacement pumps is the vane pump. The 

operating principle of a vane pump is as follows. A slotted rotor is splined to the drive 

shaft and twns inside a cam ring. Vanes are fitted to the rotor slots and follow the imer 

surface of the ring as the rotor turns. Generally, a minimum starting speed throws the 

vanes out against the ring, where they are held by centrifuga1 force and pump outlet 

pressure. Purnping chambers are formed between the vanes and are enclosed by the rotor, 

ring and two side plates, see figure ( 1 -3 ). 

Because the ring is offset (eccentric) from the rotor center-line, the chambers 

increase in size. creating a partial vacuum that collects fluid entering the inlet port. As 

they cross over the center, the chambers become progressively smaller, forcing the fluid 

to be expelled at the pump outlet. The displacement of the pump depends on the widths 

of the ring and rotor and on the distance the vane is allowed to extend trom the rotor 

surface to the ring surface. An exploded view of the Procon vane pump is shown in 

Figure ( 1 . 4 ) -  

Figure (1.3): A sliding varie positive displacement pump [Eastop and McConkey 19781. 



Figurc (1.4): An exploded view of the Procon pump (Procon 19961 



The contact between the ring surface and vane tips means that both are subject to 

Wear. To maintain a constant degree of contact. the vanes corne further out of their dots 

as they Wear down. Vane pumps cover the low to medium-high volume ranges with 

operating pressures up to 21 MPa. They are reliable, efficient and easy to maintain. 

Along with this high efficiency, vane pumps have a low noise level and a long Me. 

1.3.3 Direct Current Motors 

These motors operate on the principle that a conductor carrying current in a 

magnetic field tends to move at right angles to that fie!d. These direct current (D.C.) 

motos are of two types. The fint type uses a winding to create the magnetic field, and 

the general arrangement of the motor is as follows. The fixed part consists of a number 

of iron cores, referred to as pole cores. attached to an iron or steel ring, called the yoke. 

The pole cores are usually made of steel plates nveted together and bolted to the yoke, 

which may be of cast steel or fabricated rolled steel. Each pole core has pole tips, partly 

to support the field winding and partly to increase the cross-sectional area and thus reduce 

the reluctance of the airgap [Hughes 19771. Each pole core cames a winding so 

comected as to excite the poies altemately N and S. h the second type, a permanent 

magnet, which replaces the pole cores, the yoke and the field winding, is used to create 

the magnetic field needed. 

A permanent magnet is one that retains a considerable amount of magnetism 

indefinitely. Permanent magnets are used in electrical instruments, telephone receivers, 

loud speakers. magnetos, tachorneters, magnetic chucks and for many purposes where a 

constant magnetic field or a constant source of magnetisrn is desired. The magnetic 

matenal should have high retentivity, a high remanence and a high coercive force. These 
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properties are usually found with hardened steel and its alloys and also in ceramic 

permanent magnet materials [Baumeister, Baumeister JII and Avallone 19781. 

Permanent magnets are magnetized either by placing them over a bus bar carrying 

a large direct current, by placing them across the poles of a powerfùi electromagnet or by 

an arnpere-turn pulse. Unless permanent magnets are subjected to artificial aging, they 

gradually weaken until after a long period they stabilize at 85% to 90% of their initial 

strength. With magnets for electrical instruments where a constant field strength is 

imperative, artificial aging is accomplished by mechanical vibration or by immersion in 

oil at 12 1 O C  for a period of a few hours. 

The armature core, in both types, consists of iron laminations, about 0.4-0.6 mm 

thick, insulated form one another and assembled on the shaft in the case of small 

machines and on a cast-iron spider in the case of large machines. The purpose of 

laminating the core is to reduce the eddy-current loss. Slots are starnped on the periphery 

of the laminations, partly to accommodate and provide mechanical security to the 

armature winding and partly to give a shorter airgap for the magnetic flw to cross 

between the pole face and the armature teeth [Hughes 1 9771. 

The conductors of the motor rotate in a magnetic field and therefore generate an 

electromotive force (emf). The induced emf is given by: 

where K is a constant, 0 is the flux entering the armature fiom one north pole and N is 

the rotational speed (rpm). 
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This emf is in opposition to the terminal voltage and tends to oppose current entering the 

armature. Its value is given by: 

where V is the terminal voltage, 1, is the armature current and R, is the armature 

tesistance. 

From ( 1.2) it is seen that the fundamental speed equation for a motor is: 

where K, = L / K 

By substituting ( I.4) into ( 1.3) we obtain the general equation for the speed of a motor: 

The intemal torque developed by an armature is proportional to the flux and to the 

armature current; i-e., 

TI = KI 0 I, 

where K, is a constant. 

The torque at the shafi is slightly less than the internai torque due to the torque 

necessary to overcome the rotational losses. such as friction, windage. eddy-curent and 

hysterisis losses in the armature iron. The total mechanical power developed intemally is: 



The interna1 torque thus becomes : 

Let VI be the motor input. The output is V 1 q where q is the eficiency. The output 

power is given by : 

Po = V I q  W 

And the output torque is : 

The ernf generated in a conductor of a direct current armature is an altemating ernf 

and the current in a conductor is in one direction when the conductor is moving under a 

N-pole and in the reverse direction when the conductor is moving under a S-pole. This 

reversal of current in a coil has to take place while the two commutator segments to 

which the coil is c o ~ e c t e d  are being short-circuited by a brush. and the process is termed 

commutation. 

The brushes on the cornmutator of a motor should be set in such a position that 

the induced emf in the armature coils undergoing commutation and hence short-circuited 

by the brushes. is zero. in practice this condition can at best be only approximately 

realized. Frequently conditions are such that it is far from being realized. At no load, the 

brushes should be set in a position corresponding to the geometrical neutral of the rnotor. 

for under these conditions the induced emf in the coiIs short-circuited by the brushes is 

zero. As Ioad is applied, two factors cause sparking under the brushes. The 

magnetomotive force (mrnf) of the armature, or armature reaction, distorts the flux; when 
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the current in the coils undergoing commutation reverses, an ernf of self-induction tends 

to prolong the current flow which produces sparking [Baumeister. Baumeister IIi and 

Avallone 1 9781. 

1.4 Objectives 

The main objectives of this study are as follows: 

1. Study the performance of the different types of PV modules under different 

operating conditions, such as temperature and insolation. 

2. Investigate the aging factor Ui degrading the performance of the different types 

of PV modules. 

3. hvestigate the significance of using quarter, half or complete solar cells and its 

effect on the performance of the PV module. 

4. hvestigate the significance of utiliuig rnonocrystalline, polycrystalline or 

amorphous silicon solar cells and its effect on the performance of the PV module. 

5. Study the performance of the SDHW system using different positive 

displacements vane pumps and permanent magnet D.C. motors with different 

charactenstics. 

6. Investigate the significance of the different characteristics in improving the 

performance of the SDHW system. 

7. Determine the optimum PV modules for the SDHW system. 

8. Investigate the change in the performance of the SDHW system when two 

coliectors, connected in series, are connected in parallei. 



CHAPTER 2 

EXf ERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

2.1 Experimental Set Up 

The experimental set up consisted of a one tank, closed loop, solar domestic hot 

water (SDHW) system using 50/50 propylene glycol as the collector coolant. Two 1.2 m 

x 1.4 m ( 4' x 8') flat plate coilectors (first connected iii series then in parallel) were used 

giving a total collector area of 6 m2 . The collectors were mounted on the roof, 10 m 

above the tank, and c o ~ e c t e d  to the heat exchanger by two 17.6 m insulated copper 

tubes with an outer diameter of 9.53 mm (3/8"). One tube was used as the supply line to 

the collectors. the other was used as the retum line. The heat exchanger was a shell-and- 

coil. natural convection heat exchanger (S-C NCHE) with four helical coils in a 102 mm 

(4") shell. Water from the storage tank. driven by buoyant forces. circulates on the shell 

side of the heat exchanger. The collector coolant was circulated by a sliding vane 

positive displacement pump driven by a permanent magnet D.C. rnotor. The D.C. motor 

was powered by one of thirteen (1 3) PV modules. comected to the experimental set up. 

Between the PV module and the D.C. motor was a linear current booster (LCB). A 

schematic diagram of the experimental set up is shown in figure (2.1 ). 

2.1.1 PV Modules 

Thirteen (13) PV modules were mounted on the roof and c o ~ e c t e d  to the 

experimental set up to power the D.C. motor which drives the vane pump. A 13-position 

switch was provided to select the required PV module. The types and characteristics of 

the PV modules. provided by the manufacturer. are shown in table (2.1 ). 





Table (2.1): Types and characteristics of the PV modules. 

--- 

Astropower 44 PoIycrystalline silicon 9-5 36 44 3 21.3 ( 
Megasol GS 1220 Polycrystalline silicon 1 I 36 20 1.3 

S iernens M 1 O Monocrystalline silicon 1 4 34 10 0-68 19.9 

Siemens M20 Monocrystalline silicon 1 2 30 20 1.6 18 

Siemens PC I Monocrystalline silicon 1 2 -4 36 17 1.2 22 

Siemens PRO 1 JF Monocrystalline silicon 1 2.4 36 17 1.2 22 

Siemens f R 0 2  JF Monocrystalline silicon 9.7 36 35 2.4 22 
- - -- - - - - 

S iernens ~ ~ 0 4  JF Monocrystalline silicon 7.2 36 75 4.8 22 

Solarex MSX- 1 O Polycrystalline silicon 13 36 1 O 0.6 20.6 

Solarex MSX-30 Polycrystalline silicon 12 36 20 1.23 21.1 

Solarex MSX-3 0 Polycrystalline silicon 10.3 36 30 1.9 21.1 

Solec S-18 Monocrystalline silicon 1 1.1 36 18 1.35 21 

Sunwize 35 Monocrystalline silicon 1 1.2 36 25 1.65 22 

Uni-Solar IMBC-262 Amorphous silicon 23 -6 13 1 1  0.9 21 

The PRO JF and PC 1 PV modules utilize high-efficiency monocrystalline silicon 

solar cells and contain 36 solar cells comected in series. White the P R 0 4  JF PV module 

utilizes 36 complete solar cells (a complete solar ce11 is 12.4 cm x 12.4 cm), the PRO 1 JF 

utilizes 36 quarter cells and the PRO2 JF PV module utilizes 36 half cells. The Siemens 

M-series PV modules also utilize high-efficiency monocrystalline silicon solar cells that 

offer excellent low light level performance. The Siemens Ml0 PV module contains 34 
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quarter cells (a complete solar ce11 is 10.3 cm x 10.3 cm), while the Siemens M20 PV 

module utilizes 30 half cells. The Solarex PV modules utilize polycrystalline silicon 

solar cells and contain 36 solar cells. While the Solarex MSX-30 PV module utilizes 36 

half solar cells (a complete solar cell is 1 1.4 cm x 1 1.4 cm), the Solarex MSX-20 utilizes 

36 one-third cells. The Uni-Solar MBC-262 PV module utilizes morphous silicon solar 

ceils (a cornpiete soiar ceil is 4.3 cm x 3 1 cm) and contains 13 soiar celis c o ~ e c t e d  in 

series. The Solec S-18 PV module (which was tested during September 1996 and then 

replaced by the Solarex MSX-20) contained 36 quarter cells (a complete solar ce11 is 13.7 

cm x 12.7 cm). The PV modules are s h o w  in figures (2.3) through (2.7). 

The voltage and current of the PV module are higher than the maximum values 

that can be nieasured by the Sciemetric 8082A Eiectronic Measurement System (8082A 

EMS). Those values were rneasured using a circuit. consisting of a network of resiston. 

The PV voltage was measured using a voltage divider on the input to bring the value 

within range. By choosing the appropriate resistor values the voltage was scaled down to 

a level within range ofthe 8082A EMS. The resistors were chosen based on two criteria: 

1. The correct 8083A EMS voltage is achieved. and 

2. Minimal power is dissipated in the divider network. 

The values chosen for measuring the voltage of the PV module were : 

R ,  = 9995 ohms R, = 1002 ohms 

The voltage across R,  was measured by the 8082A EMS, and the PV voltage was 

calculated using the formula: 



The PV current was measured by instailing a small value resistor in series with the PV 

module ( Rpv = 0.033 1 ohms) and measuring the voltage across that resistor. The PV 

current was then calculated using the formula: 

PV power was not measured directly. hstead. it was calculated as the product of the 

voltage and the current using: 

PPV = VPV - [Pb  

The PV module performance factor was corrected for ternp 

calculated using the following formula: 

erature and solar flux and 

where P,, is the PV power. Pp,,, is the PV maximum power at 1000 w!m2 and 25°C. 

4 is the solar flux or insolation level and Tp, is the PV module temperature. 

The I-V characteristics, at different temperatures. for three PV modules (Solarex 

MSX-30. Solarex MSX- 18 and Siemens PRO 1 JF) are shown in figure (2.2). The figure 

shows that the open-circuit voltage of the Solarex MSX-30 and Solarex MSX-18 drops 

by 3.7 volts if the module temperature is increased fiom 25 to 75OC, which is 0.073 VIK. 

The figure also shows that the open-circuit voltage of the Siemens PRO1 JF drops by 

1 volts if the module temperature is increased From 25 to 60°C . which is 0.1 IO V/K. The 

number 0.0067 in equation (2.4) came €rom Dufie and Beckrnan [Dufie and Beckrnan 

19801 who found that the temperature coefficient of maximum power point eficiency is 
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approximated by equation (2.5). When this equation is applied to the three PV modules, 

it gives a higher temperature coefficient of maximum power point eficiency for the 

Siemens PRO1 .IF PV module, as shown below. Therefore, this module was selected for 

temperature correction of the PV module eficiency as s h o w  in equation (2.4). 

which gives pp,mp = ( 4  V /  35 K ) /  17 V,, = 0.0067(1/K) 

for the Siemens PRO1 .JF, whereas it gives 0.0037 (1K) and 0.0041 ( 1 K )  for the Solarex 

MSX-30 and Solarex MSX- 1 8, respectively. 

(a) Solarex MSX-30 and MSX- 18 (b) Siemens PRO 1 JF 

Figure (2.2): 1-V characteristics at different temperatures [Solarex 1988 and Siemens 1995 1. 



Sienens PR04 Jf 75 V 

Siemens PRO2 JF Solorex 

Figure (2.3): Locations of the P V  modules and pyanometers on the board. 



Figure (2.4): Collecrors and PV modules 

Figure (2.5) : Monocryslalline silicon PV module (Siemens PRO 1 JF) 



Figure (2.6): Polycrystalline silicon PV module (Solarex MSX-30) 

Figure (2.7): Amorphous silicon PV module (Uni-Solar Ml3C-262) 



2.1.2 Direct Current Motors 

A number of permanent magnet D.C. motors with different characteristics were 

used to operate the vane pump and the performance of the system was evaluated. The 

rnotors had an operating current between 0.5 and 2 amperes, and a maximum current 

between 3 and 3.8 arnperes, figure (2.8). 

The voltage and current of the motor are also higher than the maximum values 

that can be measured by the 8082A EMS. Those values were rneasured, as in the case of 

the PV module. using a circuit. consisting of a network of resistors. The motor voltage 

was measured by using a voltage divider on the input to bring the value within range. By 

choosing the appropriate resistor values the voltage was scaled down to a leveI within 

range of the 8082A EMS. The values chosen for measuring the voltage of the motor 

were: 

R, = 9981 ohms R, = 1000 ohms 

The voltage across R, was measured by the 8087A EMS. and the motor voltage was 

calculated using the formula: 

The motor current was also measured by installing a small value resistor in series with the 

motor ( R, = 0.0336 ohms) and measuring the voltage across that resistor. The motor 

current was then calculated using the formula: 
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The rnotor power was not measured directly. As for the PV module, it was calculated as 

the product of the voltage and the current using: 

2.1.3 Vane Purnps 

A number of Procon vane pumps with different characteristics were tested and the 

performance of the system was studied for each of them. The Procon sliding vane 

positive displacement pump circulated the collector coolant through the closed loop 

SDHW system. The Procon vane purnps are ideally suited for handling many clean 

fluids. They have the unique ability to handle many liquids with low lubricating 

characteristics at relatively high pressures. The pump had a forged brass housing, a 

stainless steel rotor. an external bail bearing and two intemal carbon graphite bearings. 

The Procon 1300 series vane pump has the protection of an integral 100 mesh inlet 

strainer. and has special carbon graphite internai vanes and liners which allow low 

starting torque and no metal-to-metai contact. The vane pump used had a capacity of 

2.2 L/min @ 1725 RPM and a maximum discharge pressure of 1.380 kPa. figure (2.8). 

However, the pumps were operated at much lower RPM. in the range 200-900 RPM to 

obtain hipher eficiency. At 800 RPM the pump delivers approximately 1 -2 L!min, which 

is the design flow rate for the 6-m' SDHW system. 

2.1.4 Linear Current Booster 

The linear current booster (LCB) reduces PV module to load impedance 

mismatch. The LCB is an impedance matching device that takes the high voltage. low 
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current input from the PV module at low solar flux. and provides the hi& current 

necessary to stan the motor. The result is much improved performance during periods of 

low solar flux. It cm  also elirninate/reduce PV module to load mismatch at hl1 sun 

depending on the load voltage. The LCB was used between the PV module and the D.C. 

rnotor to provide the required motor current and to keep the PV voltage at 14.5 volts. or 

higher depending on the system load. The maximum power voltage for a 36-ce11 PV 

module is 17 volts at 25°C. However, V,, was kept at 14.5 volts to prevent power 

reduction at higher temperatures. where current falls off sharply at V,, = 17 volts. The 

LCB efficiency represents the ability of the LCB to keep the motor power as close to the 

PV module power as possible. it was calculated using: 

2.1.5 Storage Tank 

A 453-liter, Rheem, 75 mm insulated. domestic hot water (DHW) tank was used 

as a storage tank. Ten ( 10) thermocouples were installed on a probe and fitted at the 

center of the tank to measure the temperatures at ten different levels fiom the bonom to 

the top inside the tank. A pressure-temperature relief valve. set at 860 kPa and 99OC. was 

installed on top of the tank and c o ~ e c t e d  to the drain. A solenoid valve was installed on 

top of the tank for automatic draining of water which simulated the daily hot water usage 

profile (about 300 literskiay). Another solenoid valve was installed on the incoming cold 

water supply line to drain the warrn water trapped inside the water piping within the 

building (about 15 liters) before it closes to let cold water go to the tank to replace the hot 

water used. These two draining processes and cold water supply process were controlled 

by a Commodore cornputer connected to the system. 



Figure (2.8): Pump/motor/heat excanger unit 

Figure (2.9): The data acquisition system 



2.2 System Instrumentation 

2.2.1 General 

Instrumentation is the science and technology of complete rneasurement systems 

with which physical quantities are measured so as to obtain data which can be transmitted 

to recording and display devices. Sorne important tems used in the technology of 

measurement systems are defmed as follows. The measurand is the physical quantity to 

be measured, i.e. temperature, pressure, flow rate, strain. displacement, etc. A transducer 

is a detecting element which is used to convert the physical quantity being measured 

(measurand) into a signal of more usable form. The output signal from a transducer must 

be conveyed to the display, data processing or recording device by various rneans. e.g. an 

clectrical cable or a pipe. this is known as the transmission path [Collett and Hope 19831. 

Between the transducer and the recording or display device the signal nonnally 

requires some fom of processing. This processing can take a number of different forms 

and it can occur either before or afier the transmission path. Some common forms of 

signal processing are: amplification. filtration, modulation, and analogue to digital 

conversion. Al1 measuring systems include these three basic elernents: 

1. A detecting and measuring element (transducer) which detects the physical 

variable to be measured (measurand) and converts the signal into a more usable 

form. Ln practice the transducer output is usually a mechanical. pneumatic. 

hydraulic or electrical signal. 

2. An intermediate stage which modifies the signal from the transducer so that a 

desirable output is available. 

3. An indicating or recording device. 
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Two exarnples of the general measurement system are the simple bourdon tube 

pressure gauge and the piezoelectric pressure transducer. Recording and display devices 

rnay be broadly divided into two groups. The first group is indicating instruments where 

the value of the measured quantity is visually indicated but not recorded, and these 

instruments rnay be analogue or digital. The second group is recording instnunents where 

the values of the measured quantity are recorded on a chart. digital cornputer or data 

Iogger. 

The performance characteristics rnay be broadly divided into two groups, namely 

static and dynarnic characteristics. Static characteristics are used to define the 

performance criteria for the measurement of quantities that remain constant, or Vary only 

qui te slow ly like: accuracy, sensitivity, linearity, resolution, threshold, repeatability, 

hysteresis. drift, zero stability, dead band. readability and range. Dynamic characteristics 

are concerned with the relationship between the system input and output when the 

measured quantity (measurand) is varying rapidly like: system response and Frequency 

response. In practice, the characteristics of the one group rnay well influence the 

c haracteristics of the other. in order to assess overal 1 instrument performance. however. 

the two groups of characteristics are normally studied separately and then a semi- 

quantitative superposition is carried out. 

The particular advantages offered by the use of electronics in mechanical 

measurements [Collett and Hope 19831 rnay be surnmarized as follows: speed of response 

is high. the instruments are versatile and convenient to use. the instruments rnay be 

adapted to dificult conditions of measurement and it is not always necessary to have a 

physical comection between the measuring device and the indicating or recording 

instrument. 
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In any general measurement system, the sensing eiement or transducer converts 

variations in the measured quantity into corresponding electrical signals. ui order to 

make the electrical output fiom the transducer suitable for instrumentation purposes, 

signal conditioning is usually required. Many transducers give a very small electrical 

output which m u t  be amplified before it can be used to operate an indicator or recorder. 

in other applications it may tK necessary to convert a (D.C.) signal into an (A.C.) signal 

or convert the signal into pulses for digital indication. transmission of information or 

computer processing. The third stage of the rneasuring system is that of indication or 

recording and a nurnber of methods are available depending on the type and accuracy of 

the information required. It is often necessary to c o ~ e c t  various items of electncai 

equipment such as transducer, pre-amplifier and an indicating or recording instrument in 

order to obtain a complete measurement system. in practice certain precautions must be 

taken regarding impedance matching and distortion. 

A computer controlled data acquisition system (Sciemetric 8082A EMS) was set 

up to rneasure system parameters such as temperatures and pressures at the purnp inlet 

and outlet, supply lines entrance (after flow rneasuring devices), collector inlet and outlet, 

return lines exit. insolation, collector flow rate and the voltage and current on the PV and 

motor sides of the LCB. A circuit consisting of a network of resistors was built to 

measure the voltage and current on both sides of the LCB. A typical daily hot water 

usage profile was simulated by computer controlled draws from the storage tank. The 

temperature. pressure. insolation and flow sensors used were as described below. 

2.2.2 Thermocouples 

A potential difference always exists between two dissimilar metals in contact with 

each other. Thus if two dissimilar metals are joined together to form a closed circuit 

(themiocouple) and one junction is maintained at a different temperature from the other, 
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a current will flow spontaneously through the circuit. This is called the Seebeck effect. 

The magnitude of the current and its direction depend upon the thermoelectric 

characteristics of the two metals concemed and the temperature of their junctions [Collett 

and Hope 19831. As an approximation, the output voltage varies linearly with the 

temperature. 

Thermocouples have some advantages like: self powered, nigged, inexpensive, 

fast response in small sizes, resist mechanical shocks and they have large temperature 

range. However, they have some disadvantages like: non-linear. reference temperature is 

needed. low level signal. hi& temperature use c m  result in calibration change over time 

and least sensitive. Therrnocouples of type T were used to measure the required 

temperatures of the experimental set up. The type T thennocouple consists of  copper (+) 

and constantan (-1 metals, and has a usehl temperature range of -270 to 400°C. The 

electromotive force (emf) over this usefûl range is approximately -7.7 mV to 2 1 mV. and 

the output per O C  is approximately 43 rnicrovoits. 

Type T thermocouples were identified in the prograrn where the output voltage 

signal produced by the thennocouple was analysed and transformed into degrees celsius. 

The signal analysis was performed by the Sciemetric 901 CPU module in which the 

characteristics of the T type thermocouples are built. The temperature was then read 

directly fiom the output of  the program in degrees celsius. 

2.2.3 Strain Gauge Pressure Transducers 

This type is one of the most cornmon passive electrical pressure transducers. it 

operates on the principle that the electricai resistance of a wire varies as the Iength of the 

wire is varied [Collett and Hope 19831. in the unbonded strain gauge transducer four 
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wires are comected between a fixed fiame and a rnovable m a t u r e .  The wires are 

located to the fiame and movable armature by eIectrica1Iy insulated pins. The wires are 

installed under an initial tension and form the active legs of a conventional bridge circuit. 

When pressure is applied to the elastic element the movable armature is displaced causing 

two of the wires to elongate while the tension in the other two wires is reduced. The 

change in resistance due to length changes causes a bridge unbalance proportional to the 

applied pressure. The use of four wires considerably increases the bridge sensitivity. in 

the bonded type of strain gauge transducer, a wire or foi1 strain gauge is fastened by a 

suitable cernent to a flexible plate that takes the load of the elastic element. Normally 

two strain gauge elements are c o ~ e c t e d  to the bridge measunng circuit so as to achieve 

temperature compensation. 

The pressure transducers used were of the strain gauge type with 10 VDC input, 

0- 100 mV output. an operating temperature range of -20 to 80T. an operating pressure 

range of 0-690 kPa (0-100 psia), an accwacy of 0.25 O/O (including linearity, hysteresis 

and repeatability) and a response time of 1 ms. 

2.2.4 Flowmeters 

Quantity flowmeters measure the total quantity of fluid which has flowed in a 

certain iime. If the quantity rneasured in a certain time is divided by that time. then the 

average rate of flow of the fluid cm be determined. A large number of positive 

displacernent flowrneters are available for metering the flow of liquids where the highest 

degree of accuracy is required [Collett and Hope 1983). The principle of operation is that 

as liquid flows through the rneter it rnoves a rneasuring elernent which seals off the 

rneasuring chamber into a number of cornpartments of definite volume. As the rneasuring 

element rnoves these compartments are successively filled and emptied. Thus. for one 
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cycle of the measuring element a known quantity of liquid passes from the inlet to the 

outlet of the meter. The number of cycIes of the measuring element may then be 

indicated by means of a pointer moving over a dial. Some typical liquid positive 

displacement flowmeters are: rotating lobe flowrneter, rotating vane flowmeter, nutating 

disc flowmeter and reciprocating piston flowmeter. 

Positive displacement flowrneters are extremely usehl for measu-ing pulsating 

flow as their accuracy is not affected by pulsation. Also. more accurate measurements 

may be made with Iiquids of higher viscosity than with many other types of flowrneters. 

Owing to their high accuracy these flowmeters are fiequently used for metering oil and 

water for accounting purposes. If the temperature. density and viscosity of the metered 

liquid Vary from the values at the calibration conditions. sources of error will occur. 

Flowmeters are usually either fiequency. voltage or pulse output. The pulse 

output type are usually positive displacement type flowmeters. which yield a voltage 

pulse every time a certain volume of fluid passes through the flowmeter. These 

flowmeters can be measured with the Sciemetric 8082A EMS using the pulse-period- 

measurement function. An Oval Mark il positive displacement. oval gear flowmeter with 

a pulse output was used to measure the collecter flow rate. The flowrneter was c o ~ e c t e d  

to the 8082A EMS through the Sciemetric PC8 pulse counter. Another display-type 

flowrneter was connected to the system to give a direct reading of the flow rate. 

2.2.5 Pyranometers 

One of the most commonly used instruments for measuring the insolation is the 

pyranometer. in the Eppley precision spectral pyranometer. the sensor consists of a 

thermopile of copper electroplated on constantan wire for one-half of each turn of the 
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wire-wounded multi-junction thermopile, which is itself coated with Parson's black 

lacquer [Jansen 19851. By using a shadowband. the instniment measures the diffuse 

radiation only. The pyranorneter provides a D.C. voltage output which is a function of 

the radiation level. This relationship is generally linear. One of the most cornmon 

pyranometers used is the Kipp and Zonen which is designed to measure solar intensity. 

usually expressed in ~ l m '  . The voltage outputs in this meter is in the order of 10 to 15 

microvolt per w/mL . which leads to a full sun (Le. 1000 w/mL ) output of 12 to 18 

millivolt. A Kipp and Zonen C M 4  pyranometer was installed on the roof and used to 

measure insolation for the collecter and PV modules of the experimental set up. The 

correct gain was selected to ensure the full scale analogue to digital converter input 

voltage is not exceeded under maximum sunshine conditions. 

The pyranometer had a proportionality constant of 1 1.75. which means it gives an 

output of 11.75 pvolts for every ~ / m '  . The flux or insolation level was calculated 

using: 

where V, is the py~anorneter voltage. 

Al1 the measurement devices (thermocouples. pressure transducers. pyranometer 

and flowrneter) were comected to the data acquisition system which comprised of a 

Sciemetric 8082A EMS. 901 CPU module. PC8 pulse counter and an SE/30 Apple 

Macintosh computer as shown in the block diagram of figure (2.3). A regulated D.C. 

power supply provided the 12 VDC required by the 901 CPU module and the 8082A 

EMS. Another regulated D.C. power supply of 10 VDC power supply was used to 

operate the pressure transducers. These system components are described below in sorne 

details. 



2.2.6 Sciemetric 8082A EMS 

The 8082A electronic measurement system (EMS) is a versatile measurement 

device for applications in scientific research, engineering, process monitoring, etc. The 

8082A EMS is an 80-channel analogue and digital fiont end measurement system for 

use in cornputer monitoring applications, figure (2.10). It can be used to measure 

virtually any quantity for which a transducer exists to convert the parameter's signal to 

one of the following electrical quantities: 

1. D.C. voltage ( - 4.096 to 4.096 volts ) 

2. D.C. current ( - 4.096 to 4.096 milliamperes ) 

3. D.C. resistance ( 0 to 1.36 megaohms ) 

4. A.C. frequency ( 0 to 30 kilohertz ) 

It is important to choose the appropriate transducer to obtain a signal within the 

range of the S082A measurement capabilities. The 8082A c m  measure temperature. fluid 

flowrate, pressure, hurnidity, radiation. D.C. voltage. A.C. voltage. current, resistance. 

power and many other quantities. If any of these quantities is not directly measurable 

with one transducer, it can be obtained by calculating the quantity from various 

transducer outputs in software. One exarnple is power which can be calculated from the 

product of current and voltage rneas urements. 

The 8082A has eighty (80) electrically independent charnels available for sensor 

comection. Sixty four (64) of these channels are general purpose channels and 

electrically identical. The other sixteen ( 16) charnels are special purpose channels used 

for level sampling applications. Al1 eighty (80) c h m e l s  have connectors mounted 

directly on the printed circuit board. The 8082A selects. under software control. the 

desired channel. and routes the signal to the appropriate conditioning circuitry, depending 
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upon the type of measurement that is required. The basic hardware modules within the 

8082A EMS are: analogue multiplexer. signal conditionhg circuitry, amplifier, analogue 

to digital (MD) converter and digital control and interface circuitry 

2.2.7 901 CPU Module 

The 90 1 CPU module is a single-board. microprocessor controlled. intelligent 

interface for the Sciemetric 8082A EMS. It pmvides a powerfûl ASCiT-based cornrnand 

set with which to operate the 8082A EMS [Sciemetric instniments]. The 901 CPU 

module was operated through automatic program control using a serial communication 

port. where the program has complete control over cornmands sent and measurements 

received through the serial port. The 901 CPU module acts as a serial interface between 

the host computer and the measurement and control modules. Commands are sent to the 

901 CPU module using PRINT or WRiTE statement. It executes the cornmand. after 

examining it for errors. and sends the results to the host cornputer. where the data can be 

read using a READ or NPUT staternent. The 90 1 CPU module was connected to a serial 

communication port supplied with the SEi30  Apple Macintosh computer. figure (2. IO). 

2.2.8 PC8 Pulse Counter 

The PC8 pulse counter was used to count incoming pulses from the flowmeter and 

provide an analogue voltage to a scanning data acquisition system for data collection 

purposes. figure (2.10). It yields an analogue output voltage directly proportional to the 

number of counts. The PC8 pulse counter was comected between the 8082A EMS and 

the Oval Mark II positive displacement. oval gear flowrneter with a pulse output to 

measure the system flow rate. 





2.3 Data Collection Procedure 

A cornputer prograrn was written in QuickBasic to control the data acquisition 

system. High-Ievel ASCII cornmands, provided by the 90 1 CPU module, were included 

in the program to operate the 8082A EMS. Over forty five (45) commands are defmed in 

the 901 CPU module software. Some of the comrnands defrned in the prograrn are: 

ECHO, SETCAL, THMST, SETREF, SETAZ, OHMS2W, TIMES, DATES. TCP and 

DCV. These commands were defined to set calibration constants, thermistor reference 

chamel, auto-zero reference chamel, time, date, temperature measurement channels and 

pressure measurernent c hannels . 

Channels were defined to measure the following pararneters: solar tank 

ternperatures. inlet and outlet temperatures of the glycol and the water in the heat 

exchanger. inside and outside ambient temperatures. collector inlet and out let 

temperatures. PV module and coId water supply ternperatures, solar flux, pump outlet 

pressure, atmospheric pressure. collector inlet and outlet pressures, glycol supply and 

retum pressures. reservoir pressures, motor voltage and current, PV module voltage and 

current and flowmeter pulse counter signal. 

The types and sizes of the pump. PV modules, motor and LCB used were also 

defined along with those of the heat exchanger to collector lines, collector, tank and heat 

exchanger. The default settings were specified for the pump, PV module. motor and 

LCB. The calculations for viscosity, density, specific heat. pressures, pressure drops. and 

effïciencies of the collector. PV module, motor. pump, heat exchanger and the overall 

system were then made using the formulas and data required. Complete details of the 

formulae, calculations, results and analysis are explained in chapter 3. The complete 

QuickBasic program is in appendix A. 



CHAPTER 3 

FORMULAE, RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The 8082A EMS measured al1 the incoming signals from the pyranometer. 

flowmeter. thermocouples and pressure tramducers. Those values were input to the 

program. written in QuickBasic. to be analyzed and the necessary formulas were used to 

perform the calculations required. The output data from the data acquisition control 

program was then analyzed using Microsofi Excel. The insolation level. temperatures. 

voltages and currents. pressures and pressure drops. Reynolds numbers. fiction factors 

and the eficiencies of the components of the SDHW systern were al1 calculated and 

evaluated. The formulas and calculation procedure aIong with the results and an anaiysis 

of those results are explained below. 

3.1 Formulae 

The pressure transducer measures the pressure of the fluid and produces an output 

voltage signal. in millivolts. The 808219 EMS records the output voltage signal in volts. 

The program transforms that signal back into millivolts to calculate the magnitude of the 

pressure using the formula: 

where V, is the output voltage signal and Pm,, is the maximum pressure of the pressure 

transducer. 
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The pressure drop in every component of the system as well as the overall system 

pressure drop were calculated. The difference in elevation was accounted for by 

subtracting it fiom, or adding it to, the pressure drop measured to get the pressure &op 

that occurred due to the fluid flow only. This pressure drop was calculated using 

equation (3.2). or equation (3.3), depending on weather the flow is opposed to or with the 

direction of gravity, respectively. 

where Pt, is the entrance pressure. Po, is the exit pressure. p is the density. g is the 

gravitational acceleration and h is the difference in elevation. 

The density and dynamic viscosity of the 40/60 propylene glycol used were found 

[Dow 19961 using the correlations: 

where T, is the glycol temperature. 

The supply line mean temperature replaced Tg to find the density and dynamic viscosity 

of the glycol in the supply line while the r e t m  line mean temperature replaced Tg to find 

the same properties in the retum line. The mass flow rate was measured by the positive 

displacement Bowmeter and PC8 pulse counter in kgis. The PC8 pulse counter counted 
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the incoming pulses fiom the flowmeter and provided an analogue voltage to the scanning 

data acquisition system. This analogue voltage. which was calculated using equation 

(3.6)- is proportional to the number of counts, which are proportional to the quantity of 

the fluid that passed through the flowmeter. The proportionality constants were then used 

to calculate the mass flow rate. 

where Vs is the output voltage signal. 

The specific heat of the water was calculated using: 

where T is the water temperature. 

The Reynolds number in the supply and retum lines was calculated using the 

following formula: 

where V,. is the mean fluid velocity. D is the tube inside diameter. v is the kinematic 

viscosity, p is the density and p is the dynamic viscosity. 

The mean fluid velocity V,. can be calculated if the density. mass flow rate and the tube 

inside diameter are known using: 



Which gives: 

The Reynolds number in the supply line was calculated by replacing A, D and p 

in equation (3.10) with the mass flow rate, dynarnic viscosity of the fluid in the supply 

line and the tube inside diameter of the supply line while the Reynolds number in the 

r e m  line was calculated by replacing m. D and p with the rnass flow rate, dynarnic 

viscosity of the fluid in the return line and the tube inside diameter of the return line 

The mean velocity of the fluid in the supply line was calculated using equation 

(3.9) by replacing A, p and D with the mass flow rate, density of the fluid in the supply 

line and the tube inside diameter of the supply line while the mean velocity in the return 

line was calculated by replacing m. p and D with the rnass flow rate. density of the fluid 

in the return line and the tube inside diameter of the return line 

Based on the measured pressures. tube diameters and mass flow rate. the friction 

factor in the supply and retum lines was calculated from the Darcy-Weisbach equation 

shown beIow. 

where AP is the pressure drop, f i s  the friction factor. L is the length of the flexible tube, 

D is the tube inside diameter, p is the density, V, is the mean velocity of the fluid. 

Using (3.1 1 )  and substituting for AP. L. D. p and V, in the supply line. the friction 

factor in the supply line was calculated while substituting for AP. L. D, p and V, in the 
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return line gave the fnction factor in the return line. The laminar flow friction factor was 

calculated using Hagen-Poiseulle equation: 

This formula may be used for laminar flow and applies to al1 rougfuiesses, as the head 

loss or pressure drop in laminar flow is independent of wall roughness. The critical 

Reynolds number is about 2000, and the critical zone, where the flow may be either 

laminar or turbulent, is about 2000 to 4000. AppIying this relation and substituting for 

Reynolds number in the supply line gave the laminar flow Friction factor in the supply 

line while substituting for Reynolds number in the retum line gave the laminar flow 

friction factor in the retum line. Blasius was the first to correlate the smooth pipe 

experiments in turbulent flow. The Blasius formula is vaiid up to Re = 100,000 and was 

used to calculate the turbulent flow friction factor as: 

3.2 Results and Analysis 

3.2.1 Characteristics and Performance of the PV Modules 

The performance of the PV module is determined by the manufacturer at the 

standard conditions (i.e. at 1000 W I  m2 and 25°C). but the performance changes fiom one 

moment to another as a result of the change in the operating conditions. such as 

temperature and flux. The PV modules were tested in the four seasons to study their 

performance under different operating conditions. 
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The PV modules were first tested during the penod September 03 to 18, 1996. 

The test data is in tables (6.1) through (6.3) of appendix B. Aging of the PV modules 

causes their performance to degrade. especially during the first three to six (3-6) months, 

after which it is stabilized. The short-circuit current increased linearly with increasing 

flux, and increased with increasing PV module size. The short-circuit current of the old 

PV modules, which have been used for more than six months, was found to be lower than 

the rated short-circuit current due to aging. The short-circuit current of the newly 

installed PV modules was found to be the same as, or very close to. the rated short-circuit 

current because they were not yet aged, figure (3.1). 

The operating current of the PV modules increased with increasing flux, and 

increased with increasing the PV module size, figures (3.2) and (3.3).  However, the 

following observations were made: 

1. The Siemens PRO1 IF  ( 17 W,) PV module performed better than the Solec-18 

( 18 W,) and better than the Siemens PC 1 ( 17 W, ). The reason was because the PRO 1 IF  

was newly installed while the PC 1 and Solec- 1 8 were already aged and degraded. figures 

( 3 2 )  and (3.3). 

2. The Uni-Solar MBC-262 (1 1 W,) PV module performed better than the Megasol 

GS 1220 (20 W,) at a flux below 110 ~ l m ' .  better than the Siemens PCl (17 W,) at a 

flux beiow 240 ~ / m '  and better than the Solec-18 at a flux betow 290 ~ l r n ' .  It was 

because they were already degraded. due to aging, and because the Megasol GS1220 

utilized half solar cells and the Siemens PC 1 and Solec-18 utilized quarter solar cells, 

while the Uni-Solar MBC-262 was newly installed and it utilized complete solar cells, 

figures (3.2) and (3.3). Quarter solar cells performed less at low flux because with the 

quarter solar cells there is only one path for the PV current, while there are two paths with 

the half and complete solar cells. 
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3. The Siemens Ml0 ( 10 W,) PV module perfomed better than the Siemens PC 1 

( 17 W,) at a flux below 148 ~ / m '  and better than the Solec-18 at a flux below 133 

w/m2 even though ail of them were already aged. The reason could be the differencr in 

quality where the Siemens MI0 did not degrade as much as the Siemens PCI and the 

Solec- 18, figures (3.2) and (3.3). 

4. The Siemens MZO (20 W,) PV module perfomed lower than manufacturer's 

specifications. For example. at 500 w/rn2. I,, = 0.75 ampere at 25°C according to 

manufacturer's specifications. figure (3.4). while measured I,, = 0.6 ampere at V,, = 

14.5 volts. figure (3.5). This could be because of the high PV temperatures in Septernber 

1996. Figure (3.1) also shows how the Siemens M2O PV module is sensitive to 

temperatures where L,, drops from 1.5 amperes to 1.0 arnpere by changing the 

temperature from 25 to 47"C, at 1000 ~ l m '  solar flux and V,, = 14.5 volts. The 

Siemens M20 PV module performed well at a flux below 650 ~ i m '  afier which the 

operating currenc started to fluctuate. figures ( 3 . 5 ) .  This was justified as follows. With 

the Siemens M20. a 50-celt PV module. high solar t'lus results in higher temperatures and 

current falls off rapidly due to the lower maximum power voltage for the Siemens MZO. 

5. The Astropower (44 W, ) and Siemens P R 0 4  JF (75 W, ) PV modules performed well 

except in the range 700-800 ~ l r n ' .  figure (3 .6) .  The was because the D L .  motor was 

replaced with a higher voltage rnotor during a portion of the testing period, September 03 

to 18. 1 996. which resulted in low current measured ai 700. 750 and 800 ~ / m '  solar flux. 

Figure (3.4): I'he characteristics ot [nt: siemens .II-u r v i i tuuu, ,  , d  ,,...,.., . . ,5I 



Data gathered September 03 CO 18. 1996 

Figure (3.5): PV operating curent vs Flux 
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6. A cornparison between the Solarex MSX-30 (30 W,), Solarex MSX-20 (20 W,) and 

Siemens PROl IF (17 W,) was made. The Solarex MSX-20 performed according to 

expectations, except at solar fluxes below 200 ~ l m ' .  as shown in table (3.1) and figure 

(3.7). The performance of the Siemens PROl IF was particularly poor for solar fluxes 

betow 400 w/rn2. 

Table (3.1): Operating current comparison for three PV modules. 

Flux Solarex MSX-30 Solarex MSX-20 Siemens PROl JF 

W/ M' 1," 1," 1;" 

1 O00 1.61 1.24 (77%) 1 .O4 (65%) 

' 1 ,, is at VPv =14.5 volts. 
'* Percentages in parantheses are relative to current produced by the MSX-30 module at the same flux. 

7. The newly installed Solarex MSX-20 PV module perfomed better than the Megasol 

GS 1220 (20 W, ). figures (3.2) and ( 3  -3). and better than the Siemens MZO. figure (3 A), 

which were already aged and degraded. 



Data gathered September 03 to 18. 1996 

Figure (3.7): PV operating current vs. Flux 



Data gathered September 03 to 18. 1996 

Figure (3.8): PV operating current vs. Flux 
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The PV modules were tested again in January and February 1997. The 

temperatures of the PV modules were recorded during the tests and are shown in figures 

(3.9). The test data is in tables (6.4) through (6.7)  of appendix B .  Degradation, due to 

aging, was observed for the PV modules which were installed in September 1996. The 

short-circuit current of the PV modules was tested and investigated on February 7, 1997. 

it was lower than the short-circuit current in September 1996, due to the low arnbient 

temperature, table (3.2) and figure (3.10). The rated short-circuit current, by the 

manufacturer, is also shown in figure (3.10). 

Table (3.2): PV short-circuit and operating current. 

Module Rated Power Sept. 1996 Jan. & Feb. 1997 

Make/Model (watts) @ 900 w/rn2 @ 900 w/m2 900 W I  m' 

1, w 1, 1," 1 IC 

Astropower 44 44 -. 7 70 2.70 1-51 2.56 1.53 
- . . .. -- 

Megasol GS 1220 20 1.17 1.20 1 .O0 1.16 1 .O8 

Siemens M20 20 1.44 1.54 N/A 1.54 1.13 

Siemens PC 1 17 1.10 1-10 0.88 1.10 0.93 
- -- - - 

Siemens PRO 1 JF 1 7 1.10 1.1 1 0.89 1 .O6 0.93 
-- - - - - - - 

Siemens PR02  JF 35 2.20 2.22 1.93 2.17 1.63 

Siemens PR04 JF 75 4.32 3 -46 2.80 4.37 1.72 

- - - - - - 

Solarex MSX-30 30 1.71 1.77 1.51 1.74 1.45 

Uni-Solar MBC-262 1 1 0.8 1 0.85 0.70 0.75 0.55 

1996 and lanuary t 997) and the Siemens PRO2 IF and Solarex MSX-30 PV modules (in January 1997). 
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Figure (3.9): PV module temperature vs. Flux 



Data gathered February 7. 1997 

Figure (3.10): PV short-circuit current vs. Fluv 
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The operating current of the PV modules was tested and investigated on January 

24, 1997, figures (3.1 1 ) and (3.12). During the test the following observations were 

made: 

1. The Siemens PRO 1 JF ( 1 7 Wp ) PV module performed almost the same as the Siemens 

PC 1 ( 1  7 W,) even diough it perfomed better when it was newly installed in September 

1996. This was because the Siemens PRO1 JF has degraded since September 1996, while 

the Siemens PC 1 was already aged and stabilized at that time, figures (3.1 1)  and (3.12). 

2. The Siemens M IO PV module performed better than the Siemens PC 1 ( 1  7 Wp) at a 

flux below 1 16 w/m2 (below 145 ~ / m '  in September 1996) and better than the Siemens 

PRO1 JF (17 W,) at a flux below 116 W/m2 (below 133 ~ l m '  in September 1996). 

figures (3.1 1 ) and (3.12). 

3. The Solarex MSX-30 PV module performed less than the Siemens PR02 IF (35 W, ), 

which is normal. even though it performed better in September 1996, at low flux. The 

reason was because the Solarex MSX-30 has degraded. more than the Siemens PR02 JF. 

since it was installed during September 1996. figures (3.1 1 ) and (3.12). 

4. The Siemens M20 PV module performed lower than manufacturer's specifications. 

For example, at 1000 W m 2 .  I,, = 1.5 amperes at 25OC according to manufacturer's 

specifications, figure (3.4). while measured 1 ,, = 1.13 amperes at Vpv = 14.4 volts and 

950 ~ l m ' ,  figure (3.13). It was also observed that at 500 w/rn2, I,, = 0.6 amperes in 

September 1996, figure ( 3 . 9 ,  while I,, = 0.7 amperes in January 1997 at 5°C. This was 

because of the lower PV temperatures in January 1997 which increased the operating 

current of the Siemens M20 PV module. 



+ MSX-30 + Sunwize + Megasol + MSX-20-11 - MSX-20-9 

-(3- PRO1 + PCl *Ml0 * MBC-262 

- 

Data gathered lanuary 24. 1997 

Figure (3. t 1): PV operating current vs. Flux 



+ MSX-30 + Sunwize + Megasol + MSX-20-11 - MSX-20-9 

+ PC1 +PRO1 -!h- Ml0 JC- MEC-262 

Data gathered January 24. 1997 

Figure (3.12): PV operating current vs. Flux 
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Data gathered Januan 24. 1997 

Figure (3.13): PV operating current vs. Flus 
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S. The Astropower (44 W, ), Siemens PR02 IF (35 W,) and Siemens PR04 IF (75 W, ) 

PV modules performed accordhg to expectations at a flux below 650 wlrn2, 650 ~ / m '  

and 450 w/m2. respectively, afier which the operating current and the voltage started to 

fluctuate. figure (3.13). The PV voltage increased to 18.6- 19.9 volts. This was justified, 

as follows. As solar flux increases, PV operating current increases. while PV voltage is 

held at 14.5 volts. Motor speed (RPM) and voltage also increase until the motor voltage 

exceeds 14.5 volts, equal to the PV voltage. Then. with higher solar flux, higher motor 

speed gives higher motor and PV voltage, and PV operating current starts to fa11 off. or 

stabilizes at a fixed value. 

6. A comparison was made between the Solarex MSX-20 and the Siemens M20 PV 

modules. figure (3.14). The Siemens M20 performed better even though the Solarex 

MSX-20 performed better in September 1996. However. at that time the Solarex 

MSX-20 had just been installed. A comparison was also made between the performance 

of the Solarex MSX-20 in January 1997 and that of September 1996, figure (3.15), and it 

was found to lose some of its performance. Both comparisons showed that the Solarex 

MSX-20 has degraded due to aging since it was newly installed during September 1996. 

tt could also be because the Solarex MSX series utilized polycrystalline silicon solar cells 

which are less efficient than monocrystalline silicon solar cells utilized by the Siemens 

MZO. For the sarne reasons the Solarex MSX-20 also performed less than the Megasol 

GS 1220 (20 W,) PV module, even though it performed better during September 1996, 

figures (3.1 1 ) and (3.12). Ln September 1996 the Megasol GS 1120 had already been aged 

over one year. 

7. The Uni-Solar MBC-262 ( 1  1 W,) PV module has degraded much and performed about 

23% less than its performance in September 1996 when it was newly installed, figure 

(3.16). Tt even performed less than the Siemens Ml 0 PV module. This low performance 

was because the Uni-Solar MBC-262 has already degraded. due to aging, for four months. 



Data gathered lanuary 24. 1997 

Figure (3.14): PV operating current vs. Flux 
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Data gathered September 03 co 18. 1996 and January 24. 1997 

Figure (3.15): PV operating current vs. Flux 
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Figure (3.16): PV operating current vs. Flux 
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Another reason for the low performance was because the Uni-Solar MBC-262 utilized 

morphous silicon solar cells which are less efficient than the rnonocrystalline silicon 

solar cells utilized by the Siemens M l 0  PV module. Amorphous silicon solar cells are 

subject to significant degradation in the first 6- 12 months of service. 

The open-circuit voltage of the PV modules was tested on January 27. 1997, 

figure (3.17). The test data is in table (6.8) of appendix B. The open circuit voltage of 

the Siemens M20 was the lowest followed by the Siemens M l 0  then came the other PV 

modules. This was because the Siemens M20 utilized 30 soIar ceIls and the Siemens 

M 1 0 utilized 34 solar cells while the other PV modules util ized 36 solar cells. The open- 

circuit voltage of the Siemens M20 and M 1 0 was lower than expected. The slow rise of 

the open-circuit voltage of the Siemens PC 1 and Siemens PRO 1 JF PV modules was also 

observed. The open-circuit voltage of the Siemens PRO 2 JF and PR04  JF PV modules 

was 8% higher than that of the Siemens PRO 1 JF. 

The PV modules were tested for the third tirne on April 12, 1997. The 

temperatures of the PV modules were recorded during the test and are shown in figure 

(3.18). The test data is in tables (6.9) and (6.10) of appendix B. While testing the 

operating current of the PV modules the following observations were made: 

1. The Uni-Solar MBC-262 ( 1 1 W,) PV module performed better than the Siemens Ml  0 

at a flux below 500 wlrn2 even though it performed less in January 1997, figures (3.19) 

and (3 2 0 ) .  

2. The Siemens PRO1 JF (17 W,) PV module perfomed less than the Uni-Solar MBC- 

262 ( 1 1 W,) at a flux below 175 ~lm' after which it performed according to 

expectations. figures (3.19) and (3 -20). This was because the Siemens PRO 1 JF utilized 

quarter solar cells while the Uni-Solar MBC-262 utilized complete solar cells. 



3. The Siemens PR04 (75 W,), Astropower (44 W,), Siemens PR02 (35 W,) and 

Solarex MSX-30 PV modules performed according to expectations at a flux below 400 

~ l r n ' ,  550 ~ / m ' ,  650 WI m' and 800 wlrn', respectively, d e r  which the voltage started 

to rise. accompanied with a rise in the motor speed, and the operating current remained 

constant, in case of the Solarex MSX-30, figures (3.19), or dropped a Little and then 

stabilized. in case of the other modules, figure (3.21). This was justified, as in the 

previous tests in September 1996 and January 1997. as follows. As solar flux increases, 

PV operating current increases, while PV voltage is held at 14.5 volts. Motor speed 

(rpm) and voltage also increase until the motor voltage exceeds 14.5 volts, equal to the 

PV voltage. Then higher motor speed (RPM) gives higher motor and PV voltage. and PV 

operating current Stans to fa11 off. or stabilizes at a fixed value. Higher PV temperatures 

would also result in reduced current due to the lower maximum power voltage for the PV 

modules. 

4. The Siemens M20 PV module performed lower than January 1997. At 500 w/m2.  in 

January 1997. measured I,, = 0.7 amperes at V,, = 11.6 volts and j°C, figure (3.13). In 

April 1997. 1 ,, = 0.6 arnperes at 14°C. figure (3. L 9). This was because of the higher PV 

temperatures occurred. 

5. The Siemens M 1 O. Megasol GS 1220 (20 W,) and Siemens PC 1 (1  7 W,) PV modules 

performed lower than January because of the higher arnbient temperature, figures (3.20) 

and (3.21 ). in general. the PV temperatures in April 1997 were 5 K higher than January 

1997 at fluxes below 650 w/m2 and above 850 w/rn2. 

6. No further degradation in the performance of the Solarex MSX-20 PV module was 

observed from January 1997 to April 1997. 
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-- -- - - . - 

Data gathered January 27. 1997 

Figure (3.17): PV open-circuit voltage vs. Flux 
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Figure (3.18): PV module temperature vs. Flux 
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Figure (3.19): PV operating current vs. FIux 
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Figure (3.20): PV operacing current vs. Flux 
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Data gathered April 1 2. 1997 

Figure (3.21 ): PV operating cwrent vs. Flux 
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Some of the PV modules were tested for the fourth time on June 28, 1997 in order 

to test the PV module performance at higher summer ternperatures. in general, the 

temperatures of the PV modules were 12°C higher on June 28, 1997 compared with April 

12, 1997. The temperatures of the PV modules were recorded during the test and are 

shown in figure (3.22). The test data is in tables (6.1 1 ) and (6.12) of appendix B. During 

the test the following observations were made: 

1. The Siemens PRO 1 JF performed slightly better than the Siemens PC 1. because the 

Siemens PCI has aged for few years while the Siemens PROl JF was aged for about a 

year. It was observed that fiom Apnl 12, 1997 to June 28. 1997 there was a slight 

decrease in performance, due to the increased PV module temperatures, other than at 

higher fluxes. 

2. Generally. the Siemens PRO 1 A?. PC 1 and MZO PV modules performed less than April 

1997. about 8% at 900 w/rn2. figure (3.23). This drop in performance was a result of the 

higher temperatures of the PV modules in June. 1997. The Siemens M 10 PV module was 

sensitive to temperature when its performance decreased 1 1 O/O from April 12, 1997 to 

June 28, 1997. 

3. The the Uni-Soiar MBC-262 (1 1 W,) PV module performed better than the Siemens 

PRO 1 JF PV module at a flux below 175 ~ / m ' ,  figures (3.23) and (3.34). This was 

because the Siemens PRO1 JF utilized quarter solar cells while the Uni-Solar MBC-262 

utilized complete solar cells. 

4. The Solarex MSX-30 PV module performed well at a flux below 800 w/m2 afier 

which the operating current started to stabilize, figure (3.23). The performance of the PV 

module in April 12, 1997 was very close to that in June 28, 1997, indicating little 

sensitivity to increased PV modules temperatures and no fùrther degradation due to aging. 
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Figure (3.22): PV module temperature vs. Flux 
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Figure (3.23): PV operating current vs. Flux 



Data gathered June 28. 1997 

Figure (3.24): PV operating current vs. Flux 



The stabilization of the current with the Solarex MSX-30 was justified, as follows. As 

solar fiw increases, PV operating current increases, while PV voltage is held at 14.5 

volts. Motor speed (rpm) and voltage also increase until the motor voltage exceeds 14.5 

volts, equal to the PV voltage. Then higher motor speed (rpm) gives higher motor and 

PV voltage, and PV operating current starts to stabilize at a fixed value. 

5. The Siemens M20 PV module performed well at a flux below 700 W, after which the 

operating current started to decrease, figure (3.23). This was justified, as follows. With 

the Siemens M20, a 30-ce11 PV module. high solar flux results in higher temperatures and 

current falls off rapidly due to the Iower maximum power voltage for the Siemens M20 

PV module. 

6. The Uni-Solar MBC-262 PV module performed better than April 1997, about 496 at 

900 w/rn2. even though higher PV module temperatures occurred during the test, figures 

(3.23)  and (3.24). This could be of the characteristics of the amorphous silicon PV 

modules. 

7. The aged Siemens M 10 PV module performed better than the two SoIarex MSX-10 PV 

modules even though the Solarex PV modules were newly installed in May 1997, figures 

(3.23) and (3.24). 

8. The Uni-Solar MBC-262 PV module performed better than the Siemens M20 PV 

module at a flw below 133 w /m2 ,  figures (3.23) and (3.21). This was because the 

Siemens M20 utilized half solar cells while the Uni-Solar MBC-262 utilized full solar 

c e k  
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Some general observations were made during the previous four tests (September 

1996, January 1997, April 1997 and June 1997). These observations are as follows: 

1. At low flux, the PV modules that utilized quarter solar cells, particularly the Siemens 

PC 1 and PRO i modules, performed poorly with respect to those that utilized half solar 

cells. It was because. with quarter cells there is only one path for the PV current, figure 

(2.5). while there are two with half and full cells, figure (2.6). However, the PV modules 

that utilized half cells performed poorly with respect to those that utilized full cells. 

2. Aging was a significant factor in degrading the perfomance of the PV modules. 

especially during the first three to six (3-6) months, afier which it is stabilized. One 

example was the Solarex MSX-20 PV module which degraded and, at full Sun, lost about 

10% of its performance between September 1996 and January 1997. 

3. High  ambient ternperatures were a significant factor in reducing the operating current 

of the PV modules. However. the monocrystalline silicon PV modules (e.g. Siemens 

PRO series) were more sensitive to temperatures than polycrystalline silicon PV modules 

(e.g. Solarex Msx-30 and MSX-20). The short-circuit current increased when the PV 

modules were tested at high ambient temperatures, as was shown in table (3.1 ). 

4. The performance of the PV modules that utilized amorphous silicon cells (e-g. Uni- 

Solar MBC-262) degraded more than those ihat utilized polycrystalline silicon cells. 

However the performance of the PV modules that utilized polycrystalline silicon cells 

(e.g. Solarex MSX-30) degraded more than those that utilized monocrystalline silicon 

cells (e.g. Siemens M 10). 

5. The performance of the Uni-Solar MBC-262 PV module that utilized arnorphous 

silicon solar cells improved at high ternperatures. 



3.2.2 System Thermal and Hydraulic PerCormance 

The two collectors, mounted on the roof, were first comected in series and the 

Solarex MSX-20 PV module was seiected to operate the SDHW system. Two different 

positive displacement vane pumps and two different permanent magnet direct current 

(D.C.) motors were used to operate the SDHW system. 

1. Case A 

A Procon positive displacement vane pump (model number: CN 1305AFFL. serial 

number: 96-0 1 1 ) and a permanent magnet D.C. motor (model nurnber: 3A-2406112P. 

serial number: 036-96-1030-0044) were used to operate the SDHW system. The system 

was tested on Mar.03, Mar.08 and Mar.14, 1997 with the Solarex MSX-20 PV module. 

With the pump having a seal spring, the D.C. motor starting current was 1-53 amperes. 

and the starting flux was in the range 230-340 Wim-. Flow rates considered to be of 

significance. 0.3 Umin or higher. were only obtained for solar flux greater than 300 

~ / m ' .  The flow rate, pump differential pressure and average temperatures of the supply 

and return lines were investigated. The flow rate increased linearly with increasing flux 

reaching. at full sun. a maximum of 1.22 Wmin. figure (3.25). The purnp differential 

pressure, which reflected the system pressure drop. increased with increasing flow rate 

reaching a maximum of 190 kPa (27 psi) at the maximum flow rate. figure (3.26). At full 

Sun. the temperatures of the supply and return lines were in the ranges 27-30°C and 

59-64°C. respectively. figure (3.27). 

Lower temperatures in the supply and retum lines (i.e. higher fluid viscosity) 

created higher force on the purnp and resulted in higher purnp differential pressure or, in 

other words. higher system pressure drop. and lower flow rates. Sirnilarly. higher 
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temperatures in the supply and retum lines resulted in lower system pressure drop and 

higher flow rates. The test data is in table (6.13) of appendix B. 

2. Case B 

Ln case A the D.C. motor starting flux was 230-340 w/m2.  To reduce the motor 

starting f l u .  the vane pump was modified. by removing the spring seal, and given a 

different mode1 nurnber (CN130SAFFNS). and was then used with the same permanent 

magnet D.C. motor (3A-2406 1 12P) to operate the SDHW system. The Siemens M 10 PV 

module was also selected at this stage to test the performance of the SDHW system, in 

addition to the Solarex MSX-20 PV module, so that a performance comparison could be 

made between the two PV modules. The system was tested on Mar.27 and Mar.28. 1997 

with the Solarex MSX-20 PV module. and on Mar28 and Apr.Oj.1997 with the Siemens 

Ml0 PV module. 

With the pump having no seal spring, the D.C. motor starting flux was in the 

range 1 30- 1 70 W/ m' with the Solarex MSX-20 PV module. and 200-240 W! m' with the 

Siemens M I O  PV module. Flow rates exceeded 0.3 Umin for solar flux g-reater than 250 

~ / m '  with the Solarex MSX-20 and 375-400 ~ / m '  with the Siemens M10. The motor 

speed was monitored at low flux, with the Siemens MI0 PV module. and was linear, 

figure (3.32). At hi1 sun. the flow rate reached 1.2 L/min with the Solarex MSX-20 and 

0.85 Wmin with the Siemens M10, figure (3.28). The pump differential pressure reached 

1 78 kPa (26 psi) with the Solarex MSX-20, and 1 12 kPa ( 16 psi) with the Siemens M 1 O, 

at the maximum flow rates, figure (3.29). At full Sun, the temperatures of the supply and 

retum lines were 29°C and 71°C, respectively, with the Solarex MSX-20, figure (3.30). 

and 25°C and 78°C. respectively, with the Siemens M 1 O PV module. figure (3.3 1 ). 



Figure (3.25): Flow rate vs. Flux 
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Figure (3.26): Flow rate vs. Pump differential pressure 
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Figure (3.28): Flow rate vs. Flux 
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Figure (3.29): Flow rate vs. Pump differential pressure 
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Figure (3.30): Temperatures of supply and retum lines vs. Flow rate 
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Figure (331): Temperatures of supply and return lines vs. Flow rate 
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Figure (3.32): D.C. motor speed vs. Flux 
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The lower power PV module, Siemens MIO, gave lower flow rates than the 

Solarex MSX-20, which created higher temperatures in the return line and lower 

temperatures in the supply line. These temperatures resulted in less force on the pump 

and. consequently, lower pump differential pressure (Le. lower system pressure drop) at 

equal flow rates. For this reason there was less pump differential pressure with the 

Siemens MI0 than with the Solarex MSX-20 to obtain the same flow rate. h other 

words, at the same pump differential pressure, higher flow rates could be obtained with 

the Siemens M 1 O than those with the Solarex MSX-20 because of the higher temperature 

in the return line. accompanied with the Siemens M 10 PV module. h this case, with the 

Solarex MSX-20. the solar coliectors delivered 11% more thermal energy than with the 

Siemens M10. 

A cornpanson between the Solarex MSX-20 and the Siemens Ml0 PV modules 

was made by plotting flow rate versus power. figure (3.33). At the same PV power, the 

Siemens MI 0 gave a higher flow rate than the Solarex MSX-20. This was justified as the 

temperature in the retum line was higher with the Ml0 module. which resulted in higher 

flow rates at the same PV power. 

A cornparison was also made between the 80w rates of the Solarex MSX-20 in 

cases A and B and the Siemens M 1 O in case B, figure (3.34). The flow rates of the 

Solarex MSX-20 in case B were higher than those in case A, at the sarne pump 

differential pressure. in other words, the maximum flow rate in case B was obtained at 

less pump differential pressure than that in case A. This was justified as the removal of 

the seal spring reduced the fnctional losses in the pump and made it easier for the pump 

to start and operate at higher speeds. The low power PV module. Siemens M10, 

delivered a flow rate 70% of that of the Solarex MSX-20. at full Sun, figure (3.28). The 

test data is in tables (3.11) and (3.15) of appendix B. 
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Figure (3.33): Flow rate vs. PV power 

Figure (3.34): Flow rate vs. FIus 



3. Case C 

To reduce the motor starting flux M e r ,  the permanent rnagnet D.C. motor was 

replaced with another one (mode1 number: 3A- l4OZO72P. senal number: 0 1 7-97-8009- 

08) and used with the same pump. The new motor had 32 segments on the commutator, 

instead of 10 segments with the previous motor. The 32 segments were intended to 

obtain srnoother torque fiom the motor, at low flux, so that it starts the pump earlier than 

the previous motor (Le. at lower solar flux) and keeps the motor running once it started. 

The SDHW system was tested using the new motor on April 09,1997 with the 

Siemens M 1 O and on April 1 1, 1997 with the Solarex MSX-20 PV module. With the 

Solarex MSX-20 PV module, the motor started at 130 ~ / m '  which was in the same 

range as the starting flux of the previous motor, 130-1 70 ~!m'. With the Siemens Ml0 

PV module. the characteristic of the new motor was established when the motor started at 

175 ~ l m ' .  which was lower than the starting flux of the previous motor, 200-240 W/ m2. 

However. the motor speed was a liale lower than that of the previous motor at a flux 

below 3 10 ~ ! m '  after which they coincided, figure (3.32). ïhere were no changes in the 

solar flux needed to obtain the minimal flow rate of 0.3 L/min. about 250 ~ l m '  with the 

Solarex MSX-20 and 400 w /m2  with the Siemens Ml 0 PV module. 

At Full Sun, the flow rate reached 1.21 L/min with the Solarex MSX-20 and 0.83 

Umin with the Siemens M10. figure (3.35). The pump differential pressure reached 178 

kPa (26 psi) with the Solarex MSX-20, and 1 16 kPa (17 psi) with the Siemens MIO. at 

the maximum flow rates. figure (3.36). At full  Sun, the average temperatures of the 

supply and return lines were 29OC and 66OC. respectively. with the Solarex MSX-20, 

figure (3.37), and 23°C and 70°C, respectively, with the Siemens Ml 0, figure (3.38). in 
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this case, with the Solarex MSX-20, the solar collectors delivered 15% more thermal 

energy than with the Siemens M 10 PV module. 

A cornpanson between the Solarex MSX-20 and the Siemens Ml0  PV modules 

was made by plotting flow rate versw PV power. figure (3 -39). At the same PV power, 

the Siemens M l 0  gave higher flow rate than the Solarex MSX-20. This was justified as 

the temperature in the return line was higher, when the Siemens MI0 PV module 

operated the SDHW system, which resulted in higher flow rates at the sarne PV power. 

Figure (3.39) also shows that a minimum of 4 W PV power is needed to obtain a 

significant flow rate of 0.3 Umin, with either of the PV modules. 

Another cornparison was made between the Solarex MSX-20 and the Siemens 

MI0 in cases B and C. figure (3.40). It was observed that the flow rates and the pump 

differential pressures. with both PV modules, in case C were found to be very close to 

those in case B with a little difference due to the difference in temperatures in the supply 

and retum lines. It was also observed that when the motor started at lower flux than the 

previous one. the speeds were too low to create a significant flow rate in that range of low 

Aux. The new motor did not improve the performance of the system. even though it 

started earlier (i.e. at lower flux) in the moming. However. there is some benefit to 

keeping the fluid moving in the lines at a very low flux in order to keep the glycol warm 

throughout the entire solar loop. The test data is in table (6.16) of appendix B. 

The fiction factors in the supply and retum lines were investigated with the 

Solarex MSX-20 and Siemens M l 0  PV modules. The test data is in table (6.17) of 

appendix B. With the Solarex MSX-20, the flow in the supply line had Reynolds 

numbers in the range 82-967. The measured Darcy-Weisbach fkiction factor was between 

those predicted by the Hagen-Poiseulle equation (3.1 2) and Blasius equation (3.1 3). after 

which it became so close to both curves. figure (3.11). The flow in the retum line had 
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Reynolds numbers in the range 94-2680. It was not possible to ascertain whether or not 

the flow was turbulent or laminar in the return line at the higher Reynolds numbers due to 

the fact that in the transition region, Re = 2000. the fnction factors for turbulent and 

laminar 80w are almost the same, figure (3.42). 

With the Siemens MI0 PV module. the flow in the supply line was laminar with 

Reynolds numbers in the range 98-546, figure (3.43). The flow in the return line had 

Reynolds numbers in the range 259-2024. The measured Fnction factor was very close to 

both curves and it was not possible to ascertain whether or not the flow was turbulent or 

laminar in the return line at the higher Reynolds numbers. figure (3.44). 

4. Case D 

In cases A. B and C there was a significant pressure drop in the SDHW system 

where the pump differential pressure. which reflected the system pressure drop. reached 

190 kPa (27 psi) with the Solarex MSX-20 PV module. and 1 16 kPa (1  7 psi) with the 

Siemens MI0 PV module. at the maximum flow rates. The pressure drop occurred in the 

supply and return lines. in the two collectors and in the heat exchanger. However. the 

major part of the pressure drop occurred in the two collecton, comected in series, where 

the pressure drop reached 140 kPa (20 psi) with the Solarex MSX-20 PV module and 78 

kPa ( 1 1  psi) with the Siemens M 10 PV module, at the maximum flow rates. 
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Figure (336): Flow rate vs. Pump differential pressure 
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Since reducing the pressure drop and increasing the flow rate are desirable. it was 

suggested that the two collecton be connected in parallel instead of in series. This should 

reduce the flow rate, and the velocity, in each collector by 50%, which, in tum, reduces 

the pressure drop in each collector by approximately 50°/o. C o ~ e c t i n g  the two collectors 

in paralle1 also reduces the length of the flow path in the collectors. which also reduces 

the pressure drop across the collector array by approximately 50%. This will reduce the 

pressure drop in the two parallel collectors, theoretically. to approximately 15% of the 

value when the two collectors are connected in series. 

To test the above, the SDHW system was prepared with the two collectors 

connected in parallel. The pump CN 1305AFMS and permanent magnet D.C. motor 3A- 

1102072P were used to operate the SDHW system. The SDHW systern was tested on 

April 27. 1997 with the Siemens M l 0  and on April 30. 1997 with the Solarex MSX-20 

PV module. 

With the Solarex MSX-20 PV module. the motor started at 132 ~ ! m ' .  With the 

Siemens Ml O PV module. the rnotor started at 200 Wm'.  These values are unchanged 

frorn the previous test with the collectors arranged in series. The arrangement of the 

collectors does not have any impact on starting solar flux. However. the minimal flow 

rate of 0.3 L h i n  was obtained at 200 ~ l m '  and 350 W/ rn2 for the Solarex MSX-20 and 

the Siemens M 1 O respectively, which are improvements from the series arrangement of 

the solar collectors. At full sun, the flow rate reached a maximum of 1.54 L/min with the 

Solarex MSX-20 and 1.02 Wmin with the Siemens MIO. figure (3.15). The pump 

differential pressure reached 1 13 kPa (16 psi) with the Solarex MSX-20. and 64 kPa 

(9 psi) with the Siemens MIO. at the maximum flow rates, figure (3.46). At full Sun, the 

average temperatures of the supply and return iines were 29OC and 56°C. respectively, 
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with the Solarex MSX-20, figure (3.47). and 28°C and 74°C. respectively. with the 

Siemens M 1 0. figure ( 3  -48). 

The flow rates in this case were higher than those of case C. Also the pump 

differential pressures in this case were Iower than those of case C. A cornparison 

between the flow rates in case C, with the two coilectors c o ~ e c t e d  in series, and those of 

case D, with the two collectors connected in parallel, was made and shown in figure 

(3.49). At full Sun, the flow rate increased 27% with the Solarex MSX-20, and 23% with 

the Siemens MIO. Also the purnp differential pressure. which reflected the system 

pressure drop. was reduced by 37% with the Solarex MSX-20. and 45% with the Siemens 

Ml0 PV module. at hl1 Sun. The higher flow rates and lower pressure drops are due to 

the parallel comection of the two collectors. as explained above. The test data is in table 

(6.18) of appendix B. 

The pressure drop in the collectors was 39 kPa (6 psi) with the Solarex MSX-20, 

and 25 kPa (4 psi) with the Siemens MIO, at full sun. By comparing the pressure drop 

between cases C and D. at the sarne flow rate, it showed that the pressure drop was 

reduced by 72% with the Solarex MSX-IO, and 68% with the Siemens M10, which was 

very close to the theoretical estimate of a 75% reduction. 

There was also less pump differential pressure with the Siemens MI0 than with 

the Solarex MSX-20 to obtain the same flow rate. in other words. at the same pump 

differential pressure. higher flow rates could be obtained with the Siemens M l 0  than 

those with the Solarex MSX-20. This was justified because of the higher temperature, in 

the retum line. accornpanied with the Siemens M 10 which created less force on the pump 

and. therefore. delivered higher flow rates in the system with less differential pressure. 
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Figure (3.48): Temperatures of supply and r e m  lines vs. Flow rate 
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Figure (3.50): Flow rate vs. PV power 



A comparison between the Solarex MSX-20 and the Siemens Ml0 PV modules 

was made by plotting flow rate versus PV power. figure (3.50). At the same PV power 

both PV modules delivered almost the sarne flow rate, with a very little difference due to 

the higher temperature in the return line, accornpanied with the Siemens MI0 PV module. 

Figure (3.50) shows that a minimum of 3 W PV power is needed to obtain a significant 

flow rate of 0.3 Umin, with any of the PV modules, which was better than case C where a 

minimum of 4 W PV power was needed. 

The Friction factors in the supply and return lines were investigated with the 

Solarex MSX-20 and Siemens Ml0  PV modules. The test data is in table (6.19) of 

appendix B. With the Solarex MSX-20 PV module. the flow in the supply line had 

Reynolds nurnbers in the range 126- 1235. The measured Darcy-Weisbach fnction factor 

was between those predicted by the Hagen-Poiseulle and Blasius equations, after which it 

becarne so close to both curves. figure (3.5 1 ). The flow in the retum line had Reynolds 

nurnben in the range 147-3044. The rneasured Darcy-Weisbach friction factor was so 

close to both curves. figure (3.52). It was not possible to ascertain whether or not the 

flow was turbulent or laminar in the retum line at the higher Reynolds nurnbers due to the 

fact that in the transition region. Re = 2000. the fnction factors for turbulent and laminar 

flow are almost the same. 

With the Siemens Ml0 PV module. the flow in the supply line had Reynolds 

nurnbers in the range 125-769. The measured Darcy-Weisbach fnction factor was 

between those predicted by the Hagen-Poiseulle and B lasius equations. afier which it 

became so close to both curves, figure (3.53). The flow in the retum line had Reynolds 

nurnbers in the range 332-24 13. The measured Darcy-Weisbach friction factor was so 

close to both curves and was not possible to ascertain whether or not the flow was 

turbulent or laminar in the return line at the higher Reynolds nurnbers. figure (3.54). 



in cases A, B and C, with the Solarex MSX-20 PV module, the energy delivered 

to the heat exchanger was 2.5, 2.65 and 2.8 kW, respectively, at 1.2 Umin. However, the 

energy delivered in case D decreased to 2.65 kW at 1.54 Wrnin. This shows that the 

optimum flow rate is closer to 1.2 Umin than it is to 1.54 Umin. in cases B, C and D, 

with the Siemens Ml0  PV module, the energy delivered to the heat exchanger was 2.8, 

1.47 and 3 kW. respectively, figure (3 .55) .  The test data is in table (6.20) of appendix B .  

A previous study by MacLeod [Allen and MacLeod 19941 has shown that using a 

retum line with a diameter of 6.35 mm ( 114") the SDHW system perforrned well. The 

flow rate reached a maximum of 1.2 Umin at a pump differential pressure of 225 kPa. 

The pressure drop reached 90 kPa in the return line and 45 kPa in the supply line. The 

collector outlet temperatures reached 80-85°C and were considered higher than desired, 

with a Siemens PC 1 17 W, PV module. MacLeod suggested that using a retum line with 

a diameter of 9.53 mm (3/8") could improve the performance of the SDHW system 

further by reducing the system pressure drop. especially in the retum line which was 

considered undersized. 

By doing so. in this work, the performance of the system was improved by 

reducing the pump differential pressure (Le. system pressure drop) by 20% and delivering 

a flow rate of 1 .I Wmin, in the above cases A, B and C. The retum line pressure drop 

was dramatically reduced, by 89%, due to the larger retum line diameter used, in the 

series arrangement. The supply line pressure drop was also reduced by 56% of that 

obtained by MacLeod. With the Siemens MIO, the pressure drop in the retum line 

decreased with parallel collectors. The hi& pressure drop in the collectors c m  be 

attributed to the small diameter fintube used. The collector fintube has a flow passage of 

rhombic cross-section with a hydraulic diameter of 4.32 mm. The 9.53 mm (3/8") supply 

and return lines tolfrom the collectors had an inside diameter of 7.9 mm. 
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Figure (3.52): R e m  line fiiction factor vs. Reynolds number 
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The SDHW system was further improved by connecting the two collectors in 

parallel. in case D. This reduced the pressure drop in the collectors by 72% with the 

Solarex MSX-20 PV module and 68% with the Siemens MI0 PV module, fiorn the 

values when they were comected in series. and at the same flow rate. However, the 

energy delivered to the heat exchanger in case D, with parailel collectors and a flow rate 

of 1.54 Umin. was reduced by 7% with respect to case C. This shows that the optimum 

flow rate is closer to 1.2 Wmin than it is to 1.54 Wmin. A comparison between cases C 

and D of this study was made, table (3.3) and figure (3.56). The comparison illustrates 

the components of the total pressure drop in the SDHW system and the flow rates, at full 

Sun. for series and parallel arrangements. 

Table (3.3): Components of the pressure drop in the SDHW syxern 

- - - -  

Solarex MSX-20 Siemens M l 0  

Componeat Series f arallel Series Parallel 

1.2 Wmin 1.54 L h i n  0.83 Umin 1.02 Urnin 

A P (kPa) A P ( W a )  A P (kPa) A P (kPa) 

Supply line 20 27 20 16 

Collectors 132 45 82 26 

Return line 1 O 17 6 8 
-- 

Heat exchanger 16 34 8 14 

Total 178 113 116 64 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 Conclusions 

This work has demonstrated the practicability of using a photovoltaic powered 

positive displacement vane pump with solar domestic hot water (SDHW) systems. The 

conclusions of this work are: 

1. Aging was a significant factor in degrading the performance of the PV modules, 

especially during the tirst three to six (3-6) months, afier which it is stabilized. For 

example, at full sun, the Uni-Solar MBC-262 and the Solarex MSX-20 PV modules lost 

about 23% and IO%, respectively, of their performance between September 1996 and 

January 1997. However, the performance of the Uni-Solar MBC-262 improved in April 

and June 1997, at higher PV temperatures, which could be of the characteristics of this 

amorphou silicon PV module. 

2. High ambient temperatures were a significant factor in reducing the performance of the 

monocrystalline PV modules (e.g. Siemens MI0 and M20). However, they were less 

significant for the polycrystalline PV modules (e.g. Solarex MSX-20 and MSX-30). The 

short-circuit current of the PV modules increased when they were tested at high arnbient 

temperatures. 

3. At low insolation levels (below 300 w/rn2) the PV modules that utilized complete 

solar ceI1s performed better than the PV modules that utilized half solar cells, and the PV 

modules that utilized half solar cells performed better than the PV modules that utilized 
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quarter solar cells. This was because with the quarter solar cells there is only one path for 

the PV current while there are two paths with the half and full solar cells. 

4. The performance of the PV modules that utilized monocrystailine silicon solar cells 

(e.g. Siemens Ml0 and Siemens PRO1 IF) degraded less than that of the PV modules that 

utilized polycrystalline silicon solar cells. However the performance of the PV modules 

that utilized polycrystalline silicon solar cells (e-g. Solarex MSX-30 and MSX-20) 

degraded less than the PV modules that utilized arnorphous silicon solar cells (e.g. Uni- 

 sol^ MBC-262). 

5. Unlike what was suggested by McLeod [Allen and McLeod 19941 to maximize the PV 

power output by tuning the linear current booster (LCB) input voltage, this is not possible 

because the optimum PV power output is obtained at an Uiput voltage of 14.5 volts. The 

maximum power voltage for a 36-ce11 PV module is 17 volts at 25°C. however, PV 

voltage was kept at 14.5 volts to prevent power reduction at higher temperatures. where 

current falls off sharply at 17 volts. 

6. A 20 W, PV module was found to be appropnate for the SDHW system with senes 

collectors. However, with parallel collectors the flow rate was higher than desired which 

suggests using a 17 W, PV module to optimize the flow rate. 

7. The optimum flow rate for the SDHW system was 0.2  min-m'. in cases A, B and C. 

with the Solarex MSX-20 PV module, the energy delivered to the heat exchanger was 2.5, 

2.65 and 2.8 kW, respectively, at 1.2 Wmin, full Sun. However, the energy delivered to 

the heat exchanger in case D decreased, by 7%. with respect to case C. to 2.65 kW at 

1.54 Vmin, full sun. This shows that the optimum flow rate is closer to 1.2 Umin than it 

is to 1.54 Umin. in cases B, C and D, with the Siemens Ml0  PV module, the energy 

delivered to the heat exchanger was 2.8. 2.47 and 3.03 kW. respectively. in cases B and 
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C, with the Siemens M l 0  PV module, less energy was delivered to the heat exchanger, 

11% and 15%, respectively, than that with the Solarex MSX-20 where the flow rate was 

closer to the optimum flow rate. 

8. It is important to reduce the friction associated with the seal, to keep starting solar flux 

at a iow level. 

9. At the same pump differential pressure, the lower power PV module created higher 

flow rates. This was justified as follows. When the lower power Siemens Ml0 gave 

lower flow rates than the Solarex MSX-20, it created higher temperatures in the return 

line. These temperatures resulted in less force on the pump and. consequently, lower 

pump differential pressure (Le. lower system pressure drop) at the same flow rates. in 

other words, it resulted in higher flow rates at the sarne pump differential pressure. 

10. The second motor, with 32 segments on the cornmutator instead of 10 segments with 

the tirst motor. did not change the performance of the system significantly, even though 

the D.C. motor started at lower flux. This was because when the motor started at lower 

flux. the speeds were too low to create a significant flow rate in that range of low flux. 

There is, however. sorne merit to maintain a low flow rate (0.1-0.2 Umin) at low solar 

flux. 

I I .  A large pressure drop occurred in the SDHW system mainly due to the two collectors 

comected in series. The pressure drop was 74%, with the Solarex MSX-20, and 67%, 

with the Siemens M10, of the total system pressure drop. The reasons for the large 

pressure drop in the collectors were the high flow rate and velocity and the long flow path 

through the coilectors, when comected in series. 
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12. The high pressure drop in the collectors can be attributed to the srnall diameter fitube 

used. The collecter fintube has a flow passage of rhombic cross-section with a hydrauiic 

diameter of 4-32 mm. The 9.53 mm (318") supply and return lines to/fkom the collectors 

had an inside diarneter of 7.90 mm. 

13. With the Solarex MSX-20 PV module and the collectors connected in senes, the flow 

in the supply line had Reynolds numbers in the range 82-967. in the retum line, the flow 

had Reynolds numbers in the range 94-2680. With the Siemens Ml0 PV module, the 

flow in the supply line was larninar and had Reynolds numbers in the range 98-546. in 

the r e t m  line, the flow had Reynolds numbers in the range 259-2024. It was not 

possible to ascertain whether or not the flow was turbulent or larninar in the retum line at 

the higher Reynolds number, due to the fact that in the transition region. Re = 2000, the 

fiiction factors for turbulent and laminar flow are almost the same. 

14. The pressure drop in the two collectors, when connected in parallel, was reduced by 

72% with the Sotarex MSX-20 at 1.2 Wmh,  and 68% with the Siemens Ml0 at 0.83 

Umin. This was achieved when the flow rate and the flow path through the colIectors 

were reduced, each by 50% which reduced the pressure drop through the collectors to 

approxirnately 25% of the original value. 

15. With the two collectors c o ~ e c t e d  in parallel. the purnp differential pressure, which 

reflected the system pressure drop, was reduced by 37% with the Solarex MSX-20, and 

45% with the Siemens M10, at full  Sun. However, at the same flow rates, the system 

pressure drop was reduced by 47% with the Solarex MSX-20, and 49% with the Siemens 

M10, with the two collectors c o ~ e c t e d  in parailel. This was achieved, as explained 

above, by reducing the pressure drop through the collectors. 
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16. With the two collectors connected in parallel, the flow rate increased 27% with the 

Solarex MSX-20, and 23% with the Siemens M10, at full Sun. The higher flow rates 

were obtained due to the reduced pressure drop in the system. 

17. With the Solarex MSX-20 PV module and the collectors connected in parallel, the 

flow in the supply line had Reynolds nurnbers in the range 126-1235. In the retum iine, 

the flow had Reynolds numbers in the range 147-3044. With the Siemens Ml0  PV 

module, the flow in the supply lïne had Reynolds numbers in the range 125-769. in the 

retum line. the flow had Reynolds numben in the range 332-2413. It was not possible to 

ascertain whether or not the flow was turbulent or larninar in the retum line at the higher 

Reynolds nurnber, due to the fact that in the transition region the fiction factors for 

turbulent and taminar flow are almost the same. 

18. The performance of the SDHW was improved by using a r e t m  line with a diameter 

of 9.53 mm (3/8"), instead of 6.35 mm (1/4"), as in a the previous study by McLeod 

[Allen and McLeod 19941, where a flow rate of 1.2 1 Lhin. at a purnp differential 

pressure of 225 kPa, was obtained. ln this study. a flow rate of 1.21 Umin, at a pump 

differential pressure of 178 kPa was achieved with the collectors comected in series, with 

a 9.53 mm (3/8") outer diarnter return line. This reduction in system pressure drop was 

mainly due to the reduction in pressure drop in the retum line. The performance of the 

SDHW was further improved when higher flow rates and less collectors pressure drop 

were achieved due to the parallel arrangement of the two collectors. A flow rate of 1.54 

Umin, at a pump difTerentia1 pressure of 1 13 kPa, was obtained with the SoIarex MSX-20 

PV module. A flow rate of 1.02 Umin, at a pump differential pressure of 64 kPa, was 

obtained with the Siemens Ml O PV module. So, a PV module of 15- 17 W, might be 

good for the SDHW system; it could produce 1.2 Wrnin at full sun with parallel 

collectors. 



4.2 Recommendations 

Some recommendations are suggested here for future works such as: 

1. Full solar cells are more efficient because at Iow insolation levels they perform better 

than half and quarter solar cells. It is less costly to manufacture a PV module with full 

solar cells than a PV module with half or quarter solar cells. However, using a PV 

module with 36 full solar cells delivers much more power than required by the SDHW 

system (44 to 75 W depending on the ce11 size). Since a 17 Wp PV module could be 

appropriate for the SDHW system, it is recommended here that a 17 Wp PV module with 

hl1 solar cells, but with fewer number of cells, be used. The Solarex MSX or Siemens 

PRO senes cells, which perforrned well. can be used for that purpose. The number of full 

solar cells depends on the type of the PV module. 

if the Solarex MSX ceII is selected, the nurnber of full solar cells needed can be 

found as folIows. A Solarex MSX senes PV module with 36 full solar cells delivers 

60 W. on 3.6 amperes per cell. This means that each solar ce11 delivers: 

Power / ce11 = 60 / 36 = 1.66 W 

To obtain 1 7 W. the number of solar cells needed is: 

Nurnber of cells = 17 / 1.66 = 10 full solar cells 

A Solarex MSX PV module with 10 full solar cells can be used to operate the D.C. rnotor 

and the pump. Since a 36-ce11 module operated at 14.5 volts, a 10-ce11 module should 

operate at: 



Voltage = ( 14.5 ) x ( 10 / 36 ) = 4 volts 

and the power delivered by this module is: 

Power = 4 V x 3.6 A = 14.4 W 

This PV module will deliver 14.4 watts at 4 volts and 25°C where 3.6 A is the full solar 

ce11 current. 

If the Siemens PRO .JF PV module is selected, the number of full solar cells 

needed can be found as follows. A Siemens PRO JF series PV module with 36 full solar 

cells delivers 75 W, on 4.4 amperes per cell. This means that each solar ce11 delivers: 

Power / ce11 = 75 / 36 = 2.1 W 

To obtain 17 W. the number of solar cells needed is: 

Nurnber of cells = 17 / 2.1 = 9 fiil1 solar cells. 

A Siemens PRO IF PV module with only 9 full solar cells can be used to operate the D.C. 

motor and the pump. Since a 36-ce11 module operated at 14.5 volts, a 10-ce11 module 

should operate at: 

Voltage = 14.5 x ( 9 136  ) = 3.6 volts 

and the power delivered by this module is: 



This PV module will deliver f 5.8 watts at about 3.6 volts and 25°C where 4.4 A is the 

hl1 solar ce11 curent. 

2. Positive displacement vane purnps with higher capacity shodd be used to investigate 

the possibility of optimizing the flow rate with the low power Siemens M l 0  PV module. 

Using higher capacity purnp but at lower speed may reduce the flow rate, so a nurnber of 

pumps with higher volurnetric capacity per RPM can be tested, where the possibility of 

obtaining a flow rate of 1.2 Wmin with the Siemens M 10 PV module will optimize the 

flow rate and rninimize the power needed. 

3. The possibility of reducing the pressure drop in the two collectors and reducing the 

power required to operate the purnp can be investigated by using grid collectors, which 

may also create higher flow rates. However. doing this may not improve the performance 

of the SDHW system significantly. The pressure drop in the collectors was reduced to 39 

kPa at 1.2 Wmin with the Solarex MSX-20 PV module (i.e. from 73% to 40% of the total 

systern pressure &op). The pressure drop in the collectors was also reduced to 25 kPa at 

0.83 Umin with the Siemens Ml0 PV module (Le. fiom 67% to 40% of the total system 

pressure drop). However, there is little merit in reducing the pressure and increasing the 

flow rate, for two reasons. First, the expensive piping and collector costs accompanied 

with such modifications are undesirable. Second, higher flow rates are not needed since 

the optimum collector flow rate was found to be 1.2 Umin. for the 6-m2 SDHW system 

tested. 

4. Two copper tubes with an outer diameter of 12.7 mm (1/2"), in addition to the existing 

tubes. c m  be installed and connected to the SDHW system. A supply line. a retum line 

or a supply and a return lines with a diameter of 12.7 mm (1/2") can be used to 

investigate the performance of the SDHW system. As the diameter increases. the 
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pressure drop in the line decreases and, therefore, creates higher flow rate and velocity. 

Higher velocity results in higher pressure &op which decreases the flow rate and the 

velocity, and so on until the system is balanced at certain values of pressure &op, flow 

rate and velocity. It is expected that larger diameter supply and/or retum lines resuit in 

higher flow rate and velocity and lower pressure chop. However the decrease in pressure 

drop is expected to be insignificant as calculated, using Darcy-Weisbach equation (3.1 l ) ,  

and shown in table (4.1 ). 

Table (4.1): Pressure drop reduction in supply and retwn lines relative to totai system pressure drop 

Solarex MSX-20 Siemens Ml0 

Component Series Parallel Series Parallel 

A P (kPa) A P (kPa) A P (kPa) A P (kPa) 

3/8" line 18 29 11 14 

1/2" line 4 6 2 4 

1 (A a  moral pressure) % 8 % 20 % 8 % 17 % I 
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CHAPTER 6 

APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A 

COMPUTER PROGRAM 



REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
M M  
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 

TUNS system monitoring software (Mac SE/30, CPU90 1, 8082A) 
Modified: July 1994, by Brad MacLeod 
Modified: Sept. 15, 1995, by Peter Allen - added LCB routine 
Modified: Sept. 17, 1995, by Peter Allen - added RPM routine 
Modified: Sept.27, 1995, by Peter Allen - added PV eff. calculations 
Modified: Sept.27, 1995, by Peter Allen - rearranged subrou tines 
Added PRESSURE routine 
Modified Life-Line tengths Oct. 26, 1995. 
Modified: Sep. 3,1996 and Dec. 24, 1996, by Mohammad Albarghouthi: 
Updated PV modules list and life-line lengths and diameters. 
Modified: Jan. 15, Jan. 20 and Feb. 12,1997. by Mohammd Albarghouthi: 
Updated elevations for pressure drop & cali brated pressure transducers 
Modified: May 16,1997, by Mohammd Albarghouthi: 
Added calcuIations for PV temperature & outlet temperatures of the two 

collectors 
Program printed May 2 1, 1997. 

BEGIN: 
C T I . F _ A R : Q S  
GOSUB START 
GOSUB LfSTS 
GOSUB DEFAULTS 

PRtNT "input new settings? 1 = yes; O = no ... ";:BEEP 
LOOP14:B$=INKEY$:iF B$="" GOTO LOOP 14 
IF B$="OW THEN CLS:GOTO KEYIN 
IF l3$0"1" THEN PRINT "Must be 1 or O!!":BEEP:GOTO LOOP14 

CLS:PRINT "Input comments for this test.":PRINT: BEEP 
LINE INPUT "? ",TESTC$ 

REM PV module 
CLS 

FOR 1=1 TO 13: PRiNT I;PVM$(I):NEXT 1 
PVM1:PRINT:BEEP:LiNE INPUT "Input the number of the PV module! ".B$ 
PVMN=VAL(B$) 
IF PVMNe 1 OR PVMN> 13 THEN PEUNT:PRINT "Must be 1 - 13 ! !":BEEP:GOTO PVM t 
PRINT PVM$(PVMN) 

REM Linear current booster 
PRINT 
FOR 1=1 TO 3: PRINT I;LCBM$(I):NEXT 1 
LCB8:PRINT:PRINT "Input rhe mode1 number of the LCB! ";:BEEP 
LOOPlO:B$=INKEY$:iF B$="" GOTO LOOPIO 
iF B$c" 1" OR BS93" TKEN PR1NT:PRINT "Must be 1 - 3!!":BEEP:GOTO LCB8 
LCBMN=VAL(B$):PRI[NT LCBM$(L.CBMN) 

PRINT 
FOR I=1 TO 3: PRINT I;SNLCB$(I):NEXT 1 
LCB 1 1 :PRINT:PRINT "Input the serial number of the LCB in service! " ; : B E P  



LOOPIZ:B$=INKEY$:IF B$="" GOTO LOOPI2 
IF B$<"l" OR B$>"3" THEN PRINTPRINT "Must be 1 - 3 !!":BEEP:GOTO LCB 1 1 
LCBSN=VAL(B$):PFUNï' SNLCB$(LCBSN) 

LCBS="Bobier iinear current booster MN:" 

PR1NT:PRINT "Press any key to continue. " : BEEP 
LO0PLCB:IF iNKEY$="" GOTO LOOPKB 

REM DC motor 
as 
FOR I=I TO 3: PRINT I;MNMOT$(I):NEXT 1 
MOT 1 :PRINT:PRINT "Input the mode1 number of the motor! la;:BEEP 
MOTZ:B$=INKEY$:IF B$="" GOTO MOT2 
IF BS<"IW OR B$>"3" THEN PRINT:PRINT "Must be 1 - 3!!":BEEP:GOTO MOT1 
MOTMN=VAL(B$):MOTOR$=MNMOT$(MOTMN):PRINT MOTOR$ 

PRINT 
FOR I=1 TO 5: PRINT I;SNMOT$(I):NEXT I 
MOT3:PRINT:PRINT "Input the serial number of the motor! ";:BEEP 
MOT4:B$=INKEY$:IF B.%="" GOTO MOT4 
IF B$<"lW OR B$>la5" THEN PR1NT:PRIEIT "Must be 1 - S!!":BEEP:GOTO MOT3 
MOTSN=VAL(B$):MOTOR$=MOTOR$+" ; ll+SNMOT$(MOTSN):PRINT MOTOR$ 

REM Pump 
PEUNT 
FOR 1=1 TO 9: PRINT I;MNPUMP$(I):NEXT I 
PUMP1:PRINT:PRINT "Input the mode1 number of the pump! ";:BEEP 
PUMP2:B$=IMCEY$:IF B$='"' GOTO PUMP;! 
IF B$<" 1" OR B$ 9'9" THEN PR1NT:PRINT "Must be 1 - 9!!":BEEP:GOTO PUMP l 
PUMPMN=VAL(B$):PüMP$=MNPUMP$(F'UMPMN):PRI PUMP$ 

REM Giycol return line size 

PRINT 
FOR 1=1 TO 2: PRINT I;LLRS$(I):NEXT 1 
GRL1:PRINT:PRINT "Input the number of the glycol return Iine " ; : B E P  
GRL2:B$=INKEY$:IF B$="" GOTO GRL2 
IF B$<"lW OR B$>"2" THEN PR1NT:PRINT "Must be 1 - 2!!":BEEP:GOTO GRLl 
URM=VAL(B$):PRINT LLRS$(LLRM) 

PRINT:PRINT "Press any key to continue.":BEEf 
LO0PP:iF INKEY$="" GOTO LOOPP 

PRiNT "Press any key to continue.":BEEP 
LOOP8:iF INKEY$="" GOTO LOOP8 

a3 
PRINT "start ai beginning again ----------------- G.g" 



KEYIN: 
m m 9  
PR1NT:PRINT "Press a key: ":PRINT 
PRiNT "G.g C.c Flf T.t S.s D.d 1.i A.a X.x L.1 R.r P.p E.e B.b or M.rnW:BEEP 
LOOP:B$=INKEY$: IF B$="" GOTO LOOP 

IF BS = "G" OR B$=*'gW GOTO BEGIN 
IF B$ = "C" OR B$=lVc" GOTO COLL 
IF B$ = "F" OR B$="fl GOTO FLOW 
IF B$ = "T" OR B$="t" GOTO TANK 
IF B$ = "S" OR B$="sW GOTO SINGLE 
IF B$ = "D" OR B$="dW GOTO DELTA 
IF B$ = "1" OR B$="il' GOTO CC 
IF B$ = "A" OR B$="aW GOTO CCA 
IF B$ = "X" OR B$="xl' GOTO CXA 
IF B$ = "Lw OR B$="ll' GOTO LCB 
IF B$ = "R" OR B$=lrr'' GOTO RPM 
IF B$ = "P" OR B$="pl' GOTO PRESSURE 
IF B$ = " E  OR B$="eW GOTO EXALL 
IF B$ = "B" OR B$=lrb'l THEN GOSUB AFLOWM 
I F  B$ = "m" OR B$ ="MM GOTO MONITOR 

GOTO KEYTN: 

CLS 
IF TESTC$o""  THEN PRINT TESTC$:PRINT 
PRINT COLL$; COLLA$;:PRINT USING "##.##";Atoll 
PRINT "Collecter serial numbers: ";CSN 1 $,CSN2$ 
PRINT TANK$ 
PRINT LLSS$;LLRS$(LLRM);": lengths:"; LLO: "m out:";LLI;"m in;";LL;"m total" 
PRINT "DC motor model & serial numbers: ";MOTOR$ 
PRINT "Pump model number: ":PUMPS 
PRINT HX$ 
PEUNT L m $  
PRINT "PV module ":PVM$(PVMN) 
PRINT LCB$;:PFt.iNT LCBM$(LCBMN);"; SN:";SNLCB$(LCBSN):PRINT 



LPLABS: 
IF TESTC$oW " TKEN LPRINT TESTC$:LPRINT 
LPRINT COU$; COLL,A$;:LPR.INT USlNG "##.##";Ac011 
LPRINT "Collecter serial numbers: ";CSN I $,CS N2$ 
LPRTNT TANK$ 
LPRINT LLSS$:LLRSS(LLRM);": Iengths:": LLO; "m our;";LLI;"m in;";LL;"rn tocal" 
LPRINT "DC motor mode1 & serial numbers: ":MOTOR$ 
LPRINT "Pump mode1 number: ";PUMP$ 
LPRINT HX$ 
LPRINTLHXT$ 
LPRINT "PV module ";PVM$(PVMN) 
LPNNT LCB$;:LPRINT LCBM$(LCBMN);"; SN:":SNLCB$WBSN):LPRINT 

PIUNT:PRINT "Print results? 1 = yes; O = no ... ":BEEP:PRINT 
LP=O 
EXA4:B$=INiCEY$:IF B$="" TKEN GOTO EXA4 
IF B$="OW THEN LP=O:GOTO EXAS 
CF B$=" 1" THEN LP= 1:GOTO EXAS 
GOTO EXA4 
EXGS:CLS 

GOSUB PATMOS 
FOR I= 1 TO 6 1 
IF Iab$(I)="" THEN GOTO skip2 
send$=xlist$(I) :GOSUB PUTGET 

IF 1-03 1 GOTO EXA3 
PR1NT:PRINT "Type 1 to continue 1isting":BEEP 
EXAI :B$=INKEY$:iF B$="" GOTO EXA 1 
CF B$=" 1" GOTO EXAS 
GOTO EXA 1 
EXA2:CLS 
EXA3: 

REM Channel 3 1 is the solar pyranomerer. 
IF 1=3 1 THEN temp=temp* 1000000&/ 1 1.75 

IF 1-46 THEN temp=lOOO*temp-Patm-5 -5 
IF 1=48 THEN temp=temp *2004/ 1002 
IF 1=49 THEN temp=lûOU*temp* -6-Patm-6.6 
IF I d 0  THEN temp= 1000*temp-Patm4 
IF I=S I TKEN temp=lOOO*temp*. 15 
IF I d 2  THEN temp= IOQO*temp-Patm-4.8 
IF I=S3 THEN temp= 1000*temp-Patm-6.2 
IF 1 4 4  THEN temp=l000*temp-Patm-4.8 



REM Channels 56. 57. 60 & 61 are motor and PV module volts and amps 
IF I=56 THEN temp = temp*(998 1+ 1000)11000 
IF 1=57 THEN temp = tempf.0336 
IF 1=60 THEN temp = temp4(999S+ 1002)lI 002 
IF I=61 THEN temp = templ.0331 
PRINT USING "##";I::PRINT " ";labS(I),:PRINT USING "####.#";temp 
IF LP=O GOTO .;kg2 
LPWNT USING "##";I;:LPRINT " ";lab$(I),:LPRINT USING "####.#":temp 
skip2:NEXT 1 
GOTO m 

LCB: 

IF PVMNoO GOTO LCB2 
LCB6: 
CIS 
FOR I=1 TO 13: PRINT I;PVM$(I):NEXT 1 
PVM2:PRiNT: BEEP 
INPUT "Input the number of the PV module in service! ",PVMN 
ff PVMN<l OR PVMN> 13 THEN PR1NT:PRINT "Must be 1 - 13 ! !":BEEP:GOTO PVMZ 

LCB2: 
PRINT:PRINT PVM$(PVMN) 
PRINT " 1s this the correct PV module? 1 = yes; O = no ... ?":BEEP 
LCBS:B$=INKEY$:IF B$="" GOTO LCBS 
IF B$="OW THEN GOTO LCB6 
IF B $ o "  1" THEN GOTO LCBS 
PVMF'e=PW(PVMN) 

PR1NT:PRINT "Print results? 1 = yes: O = no":%EEP:PRINT 
LP=O 
LCB3:ANS$=INKEY$:IF ANS$="" THEN GOTO LCB3 
IF ANS$="OW THEN LP=O:GOTO LCB4 
IF ANS$=" 1 " THEN LP= 1 
IF LP=i THEN INPUT "seconds between readings?",SR:GOTO LCB4 
IF SRc1.1 THEN SR=l.I 
GOTO LCB3 
LCB4: 
IF L P d  THEN GOTO LCB 10 
IF L E  1 THEN LPRINT:LPNNT D ATEM$,TIME$ 

LCBl6:PRINT "Print labels? 1 = yes; O = noW:BEEP:PRINT 
LCB lS:B$=INKEY$:IF B$="" TIEN GOTO LCB 15 
IF BS="OV THEN GOTO LCB 10 
IF B $ o " l "  THEN GOTO LCB 16 
IF B$=" 1 " THEN GOS UB LPLABS 

REM Delay (7 seconds) to allow for printing of system information 
KBDEL=TmEz 



LCB 10: 

us 
LCB1: 
send$=xlist$(3 1):GOSUB PUTGET 
SFLUX=temp* 1000000&/ 1 1.75 
IF SFLUX<. 1 THEN SFLUX=. 1 
send$=xiist$(23):GOSUB PUTGET 
PVTEMP l=temp 
send$=xlist$(27):GOS WB PUTGET 
PVTEMP2=ternp 
PVTEMP=(PVTEMP I+PVTEMP2)/2 
FOR I=56 TO 61 
IF lab$(I)="" THEN GOTO skip5 
send$=xlist$(I):GOS UB PUTGET 
IF I=56 THEN MV=temp*(998 1+ 1000)/1000 
IF I=57 THEN MI=temp/.0336:MP=MVtMI:IF MP<O THEN MP=.O 1 
IF I=60 THEN PVV=temp*(9995+ I002)/1002 
iF i=6 1 THEN PVI=ternp/.03 3 I :PVP=P W *PVI 
IF PVPc.0 1 THEN PVP=.Ol 
skip5:NEXT 1 
REM 0.0067=(4 VI35 K)/17 Vmp as per Duffie & Beckman, pp.779 
REM PV module eff. correction for temperature 
PVME= 100*PVP/PVMPP*( 1000/SFLUX)/(1-.0067*(PVTEMP-25)) 
LCBE=MP/PVP* 100 
ff LCBEd THEN LCBE=O:IF LCBb99 THEN LCBE*- 

PRiNT "PV vo1tageW,:PRINT USING "###.#";PVV,:PRINT " "; 
PRINT "currentl';:PRINT USING "###.##";PVI,:PRINT " " ; 
PRINT "powerW;:PRINT USING "###.#";PVP; 
PRINT " solar flux ";:PRINT USING "####";SFLUX; 
PRINT " PV % eff. ";:PRiNT USING "###";PVME 

PRiNT lab$(56),:PRMT USING "###.#";MV.:PRiNT " "; 
PRINT "current";:PRINT USING "###.##";MI,:PRINT " "; 
PRINT "power";:PRINT USING "###.#";MP; 
PRINT '* LCB % eff. ";:PRINT USING "###";LCBE; 
PRINT " PV temp OC ";:PRINT USING "###";PVTEMP:PRINT 

IF LP=û THEN GOTO LCB7 
IF TTMER-LCBDEL<SR THEN GOTO LCB7 
LPRINT "PV voltage",:LPRiNT USING "###.#":PVV.:LPRXNT " "; 

LPRINT "currentm;:LPRINT USING "###.##";PVI.:LPRINT " " ; 
LPRINT "power" ;:LPEUNT USING "###.#" ;PVP; 
LPRINT " solar flux ";:LPRINT USING "####";SFLUX; 
LPRINT " PV % eff. ";:LPRINT USING '*###";PVME; 
LPRiNT " ";TIME$ 



LPRINT "currentl';:LPRINT USING la###.##";MI,:LPFüNT " "; 
LPRINT "power";:LPRiNT USING "###.#";MP; 
LPRINT " LCB % eff. ";:LPRINT USING "###";MP/PVP*lOO; 
LPRINT " PV temp C ";:LPR.INT USING "###";PVTEMPLPRINT 
LCBDFr-TIMER 

LCB7: 
B$=INKEY$ 
IF B$="." GûTO KEYIN 
IF B$="Oa' GOTO LOOPI 
GOTO LCB 1 
LOOP 1 : 
PRINT "Input 1 to continue":PRINT 
LOOP13:B$=INKEY$:IF B $ o "  1" GOTO LOOP 13 
GOTO LCB 1 

RPM: 

INPUT " Number of seconds for counting pulses", vint 

RPM 1 : 
REM ps = pre scaler setting on PC8 
psfm= 1 : pstc= 1 
send$=xlist$(62): GOS UB PUTGET: tcv 1 =temp 
send$=xlist$(63): GOSUB PUTGET: fmvl=temp 
fmsecl = TIMER 
fmwai t1 :  
IF TIMER- fmsec 1 cvint THEN GOTO fmwait 1 
send$=xlist$(62): GOS UB PUTGET: tcvZ=temp 
send$=xlist$(63): GOSUB PUTGET: fmv2=temp 
fmsec2=TIMER 

tccalcs: 
tcdc l=INT( tcv  I/.O 1 +.5):tcdc2=INT(tcv2/.0 I + . 5 )  
IF t c d c k 0  OR tcdc1>255 THEN GOTO tcerrorl 
IF tcdc2<0 OR tcdc2>255 THEN GOTO tcenorl  
IF ABS(tcv2-tcv 1)<.009 THEN GOTO tcerror2 
tcpc = INT((tcv2-tcv 1 )/.O 1 ): IF tcpc <O THEN tcpc=tcpc+256 
tcpc = tcpc *pstc: tcsecs =fmsecS- fmsec 1 : revs = tcpc/tcsecs*60 
REM tach constants determined 07 Dec 1994 
REM mrpm=.840953: brpm=70.199 1 
mrpm= 1 : brpm=O 
revs=revs*mrpm+brpm 
PRJNT USING "#####";SFLUX;:PRINT " W h 2  ";:PRINT revs;:PRINT "RPM "; 

fmcalcs  1 : 
fmdc 1 = INT (fmv 11.0 2 +S): fmdc2 = INT(fmv21.0 1 +.SI 
IF f m d c k 0  OR fmdc f >2SS THEN GOTO fmerrorl 
IF f m d c 2 4  OR fmdc2>255 THEN GOTO fmerrorl 
IF ABS(fmv2-fmv 1)<.009 THEN GOTO fmerror2 
fmpc = fNT((fmv2-fmv 1 )/.O 1 ): IF fmpc <O THEN fmpc=fmpc+256 



fmpc = fmpc*psfm: fmsecs= fmsec2-fmsec t 
REM flowl(cc/sec). flow2(ipm), flow3(USGPM). Cc has been experimenrally 
d e t e r m i n e d  
fc = l .t431*.89121 
flow 1 = fc*fmpc*2.49 ISffmsecs 
flow2 = flowl*60/1000: flow3 = fiowSf3.79 
PRINT USING "##.####";flow1/1000;:PRINT " kgfs "; 
PRINT USING "##.##";flow2;:PRINT " Lfm "; 
PRiNT USING "##.###";flow3;:PRINT " USGPM" 

GOTO RPMl 

TANK: 

PRiNT:IF T c w l d  THEN INPUT "temperature of cold water ("C)",Tcw l 
send$=xlist$( 17): GOS UB PUTGET:Tcw= temp 
IF Tcw 1 <Tcw THEN Tcw=Tcw l 
CLS:PRINT " S torage tank ";:PRINT TIME$:PRINT 
Tt2=0 
FOR I=1 TO 10 

send$=xlist$(12-1): GOSUB PUTGET:T2(1)= temp:Tt2=Tt2+T2(1) 
IF b 8  THEN GOTO ITEMP 
PTEMP: 
PRINT USING "######.#";T2(I);:PRINT " OC" 

NEXTI 
IF T2( 10)cTcw THEN Tcw=T2( I O) 
Twav=(Tt2 /  10+Tcw)/2 
CALL CPWCAL(Twav,cpH20) 
EST=MT*cpH20*((Tt2/IO)-Tcw)/1000000& 

PRWT:PRiNT USING " ~ # # . # " ; T c w ; :  PRINT " OC cold water "; 
PRINT USING "####.##";EST;: PRINT " MI"; 
PRINT USING "####.##";EST/3.6;: PRINT " kWh"; 
PRINT USING "########";cpH20;:PRINT " J/kg.KW:fRINT 

PRiNT "Print tank ternperatures? 1 = yes; O = no ... " 

LOOP2:ANS$=INKEY$:IF ANS$="" THEN GOTO LOOP2 
IF ANS$="O1' THEN GOTO KEYIN 
IF A N S $ o W  1" THEN GOTO LOOP2 
LPRN:LPEUNT DATEM$,TIMEIS;:LPRINT " Solar tank ";TANK$: 
LPRINT " cold water temp. =";:LPRINT USING "###.#";Tcw;:LPRINT " C" 
FOR I=l TO 9 
LPRINT USING "####.#";T2(I); 

NEXTI 
LPRINT USING "####.#";T2(10);:LPRINT " C "; 
LPRINT USING ll####.##";EST;:LPRINT " MY; 
LPRINT USING "####.##":EST/3.6;: LPRINT " kWh" 

GOTO KEYIN 

PRESSURE: 



NOFL,OW=I 
PR1NT:PRiNT T i o w  measurements? 1 = yes; O = no .-. " 

LOOP1S:ANS$=INKEY$:IF ANS$="" THEN GOTO LOOP15 
E ANS$=" 1 " THEN GOTO PRESS2 
IF ANS$="O" TKEN NOFLOWd 
CF ANS$oWO" THEN GOTO LOOPlS 

PRESS2: 
IF NOFLOW= 1 THEN GOSUB AFLOWM 

GOSUB PATMOS 
FOR 1 4 6  TO 54 
IF lab$(I)="" OR 1=51 OR 1=48 THEN GOTO skip6 
send$=xlist$(I):GOSUB f UTGET 

IF 1=46 THEN Pgs= 1000*temp-Paun-5.5 
IF I=49 THEN Pco= 1000*temp*.6-Patm-6.6 
IF I=50 THEN Pci= l000*temp-Patm-3.8 
IF 1=52 TKEN Pgres= 1000*temp-Paun-4.8 
IF I=53 THEN Pgr=IOûO*temp-Patm-6.2 
IF I=54 THEN Ppump=1000*temp-Patm-4.8 

skip6:NEXT I 

send$=xlist$(20):GOSUB PUTGET:Tci=temp 
send$=xIist$(2 1):GOS UB PUTGET:Tco=temp 
send$=xlist$(l3):GOSUB PUTGET :Thxo=temp 
send$=xlist$( l4):GOS UB PUTGET:Thei=temp 
send$=xlist$(3 1 ):GOSUB PUTGET:flux= temp* 1000000&111.75 
IF flux<. i TKEN flux=. 1 

REM Difference in height is 9.5 m from [ab (Pgs) to solar collectors (Pci). 
DH=9.5 

CALL RHO(TcLL,rhogc) 
CALL RHO(ThLL,rhogh) 
CALL VTSCOSITY(TcLL,viscc) 
CALL VISC OS iTY (ThLL,visch) 



CLS:PiUNT TIME$;:PRiNT " "; 
IF NOFLOW=û THEN GOTO PRESS7 
PEUNT USING "##.###";mg;:PRINT " kg/sl*. 
PRINT USING "##.##";rng*60;:PRINT l1 Um", 
PRINT USING "#.###":mg/.0632;:PRINT " USGPM" 

PRESS7: 
IF NOFLOWd THEN PRTNT:PR.INT 
PRINT lab$(54).:PRINT USING "#######.#";Ppump;DPpump; 
PRINT " hP pump" 
PRINT lab$(46).:PRINT USING "#######.#11;Pgs;D4pgs: 
PRINT " AP pump - supply line" 
PRINT labS(SO),:PRINT USING "#######.#":Pci;DPgs: 
PRINT " AP supply line" 
PRINT lab$(49),:PRINT USING "#######.#";Pco;DPcol; 
PRINT " AP collectors" 
PRINT lab$(53).:PRINT USING "#######.#";Pgr:DPgr: 
PRINT " AP return line" 
PRINT lab$(S2).:PRINT USING "#######.#";Pgres;DPhx: 
PRINT " AP heat exchanger" 
PRINT lab$(S I),:PRINT USING "#######.#";Patm;DPto~: 
PRINT " total pressure drop (head losses)" 

PRiNT:PRINT " collecter inler collector outlet I l -  w 

PRINT US ING "######";flux::PRINTW Wlm2 solar flux" 
PRINT USlNG "############.#";Tci.Tco;:PRINT " OC" 
PRlNT USING "############.#";Thxo,Thei;:PRINT " OC Il - , 
PRINT M I N G  "############.#";TcLL,ThLL;:PRINT " OC" 
PRINT " HX outlet HX inlet "; 
PRINT " LifeLine ave c T LifeLine ave h T ":PRINT 

PRINT " SUPP~Y Re turn" 
PRINT USING "##############": rhogc.rhogh;:PRINT " kglm3 (density)" 
PRINT USING "########.#####"; viscc,visch; 
PRINT " N.sIm2 (dynamic viscosity)" 

IF NOFLOW=O THEN GOTO PRESS8 

PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 

US ING "##############" ; ReDc,ReDh; :PRINT " Reynolds #" 
USING "###########.##"; umc.urnh;:PRINT " m/s (velocity)" 
USING "##########.###"; ffc,ffh; 

PRINT " friction factor (measured)" 
PRINT US ING "##########.###" ; 64/ReDc,64/ReD h;  
PRINT " 64/ReD (laminar flow friction factor)" 
PRINT USING "##########.###"; .3161ReDcA.25..3I6/ReDhA.25; 



PRINT " 0.3 16/ReDA0.25 (turbulent fiow friction factor)" 

PRINT 
PRINT "1 = cont.. O = hold. R.r = new retum line size. Plp = pnnt or . to end" 
B$=INKEY$ 
IF B$="." GOTO KEYIN 
IF B$="O1* GOTO PRESS4 
IF B$="pW THEN GOTO PRESS3 
E B$="r" TKEN GOTO PRESS6 
GOTO PRESS5 
PRESS4: 
B$=INKEY$ 
IF B$="" GOTO PRESS4 
IF B $ o W  1"  THEN PRINT " You must enter 1 to continue!":BEEP:GOTO PRESS4 
IF B$=" 1" TKEN GOTO P W S 2  

PRESSS: 
PRTl=TIMER 
PRESSI: 
IF TIMER-PRT 1<3 TKEN GOTO PRESS 1 
GOTO PRESS2 

P R m s a :  
REM Glycol return line size 
Dih=.4375*25.4 
CLS 
FOR I=l TO 2: PRINT I;LLRS$(I):NEXT I 
GRL3:PRINT:PRINT "Input the number of the glycol return line ";:BEEP 
GRLA:B$=INKEY$:IF B.$="" GOTO GRLA 
IJ? B$<"lW OR B$>"2" THEN PR1NT:PRINT "Must be 1 - 2!!":BEEP:GOTO GRL3 
LLRM=VAL(B$) :PRINT LLRS $(LLRM) 
IF LLRM=l THEN D i k . 3 1  lf25.4 
GOTO PRESS2 

PRESS3: 
PRINT:PRINT "Rint labels? 1 = yes; O = no ... ":BEP 
LOOPI 1 :ANS$=INKEY$:IF ANS$="" THEN GOTO LOOPI 1 
IF A N S $ o n  1" AND ANS$oWO" THEN GOTO LOOPl 1 

LPlUNT:LPRINT DATEM$,TIME$ 
IF ANS$=" I " THEN GOSUB LPLABS 
LPRINT USING "##.###";mg;:LPRINT " kg/s". 
LPRINT USING "##.##";mgf60;:LPRINT " L/mM, 
LPRINT USING "#.###":mg/.0632;:LPRINT " WSGPMW:LPRINT 

LPRINT lab$(54).:LPRINT USlNG "######.##";Ppump:DPpump; 
LPRINT " dP pump" 
LPRINT labS(46).:LPRINT USING "######.##";Pgs:DPppgs; 
LPRINT " dP pump - supply line" 



LPRINT lab$(SO),:LPRINT US ING "######.##" ;Pci:DPgs; 
LPRINT " dP supply line" 
LPRINT Iab$(49),:LPRINT US ING "######.##":Pco;DPcol; 
LPRINT " dP collectors" 
LPRINT Iab$(53),:LPRINT USING 1°######.##";Pgr;DPgr; 
LPRiNT " dP return line" 
LPRINT lab$(52),:LPRINT USING "######.##";Pgres;DPhx; 
LPRINT " dP k a t  exchanger" 
LPRlNT lab$(S 1 ),:LPRINT USING "######.##";Patm;DPtot; 
LPRINT " total pressure drop (head losses)" 

LPRINT:LPRINT " collecter inlet collecter outlet 11. 

LPRINT USING "########";~~UX;:LPRINT~~ W h 2  solar flux" 
LPRINT US ING "############ .#" ;Tci,Tco: :LPRINT " Cl1 
LPRINT USING "############.#":Thxo,Thei;:LPRINT " C O. . 

LPRINT USING "############.#":TcLL,ThLL;:LPRINT " C" 
LPRINT " HX outlet HX inlet "; 
LPRINT " LifeLine ave c T LifeLine ave h T ":LPRINT 

LPRINT " SUPP~Y Reiuml' 
LPRINT USING "##############"; rhogc,rhogh; 
LPRINT " kglm3 (density)" 
LPRINT US lNG "########.#####" ; viscc,visch: 
LPRINT " N.sfm2 (dynamic viscosity)" 
LPRINT USING "##############"; ReDc.ReDh::LPRINT " Reynolds #" 
LPRINT US ING "###########.##"; umc.umh;:LPRINT " m/s (veloci ty)" 
LPRINT USING "##########.###": ffc,ffh; 
LPRINT " friction factor (measured)" 
LPRINT USING "##########.###" ; 64/ReDc,64/ReDh; 
LPRINT " 64/ReD (laminar flow friction factor)" 
LPRINT USING "##########.###"; .3 16/ReDcA.25,.3 161ReDhA.25; 
LPRINT " 0.3 1 6/ReDA0.25 (turbulent flow friction factor)" 

GOTO P I E S 2  

COU: 

send$=xlist$(20):GOSUB PUTGET:Tci=temp 
sendS=xlist$(2 1):GOSUB PUTGET:Tco=temp 
send$=xlist$(13):GOSUB PUTGET:Thxo=temp 
send$=xlist$(l4):GOSUB PUTGET:Thxi=temp 
send$=xlist$(l9):GOS UB PUTGET:Thei=temp 
Thei=Thxi 
send$=xlist$(l8):GOSUB PUTGET:Tairo= temp 
send$=xlist$(24):GOS UB f UTGET:Tairi= temp 
send$=xlist$(25):GOSUB PUTGET:TcoA=temp 
send$=xIist$(26):GOSUB PUTGET:TcoB=temp 
send$=xlist$(3 1):GOSUB PUTGET:flux= temp* 1000000&/11.75 
IF flux<. 1 THEN flux=. 1 



PRINT USING "###.####" :mg;:PRINT kgls (flow) t e *  

PRINT USING "##.###";rng*60;:PRINT " U m  '1 . 
PRINT USING "##.###":mg/.0632;:PRINT " USGPM" 

PRINT US ING "######Mn ;flux;:PRINTW solar flux (Wlm2) @* - 

PRINT USING "##W.#";Tairo;:PRINT " outside air OC "; 
PRINT USING "######.#";Tairi::PRINT " inside air OC 

PRINT USING "#####.#";Tci;:PRINTU collector inlet (C)" 
PWNT USING "######.#";TcoA;:PRINT" collector A outlet (C)" 
PRINT USING "######.#";TcoB;:PRINTW collector B outiet (Cl" 
PRINT USING "######.#";Tco::PRINT" collector outlet (C) ": 
PRINT US ING "########";Qc::PRINTW W (from collectors)" ; 
PRINT USING "#####";EC::PRINT" % coll. eff." 

PRINT USING "######.#";Thei;:PRINTM heater inlet (C) '1 . 

PRINT USING "########";QIh;:PRINT" W (lost in return)" 

PRINT USING "######.#";Thxi::PRINT" heater out/HX inlet (C)"; 
PRINT USING "########":Qhe;:PRINT" W (from heater)" 

PRINT USING "######.#";Thxo;:PRINTm HX outlet (C) 1' . ' 
PRINT USING "#####W";Qhx;:PRINT" W (to HX) m , 

PRINT USING "#####";Ehx;:PRINT" % sys. eff." 

PRINT USING "######.#";Tci;:PRINTW collector inlet (Cl "; 
PRINT USING "########";Qlc;:PRINT W (lost in supply)" 

PRINT USING "######.#";TcLL;:PRINTW LL ave cold T (C) "; 
PRINT USING "######.#";ThLL;:PRINTW LL ave hot T (C)" 



PRINT USING "########";Ql;:PRINT" W loss in LifeLine "; 
PNNT USING "######.#";QULL;:PRINTw W/m loss e t  

PRINT USING "########";Ploss;: PRINT " 5% loss" 
PRINT USING "#####.##";Ql/LL/(TLLm-Tamb); 
PRINT" W h  C loss W .  

1 

PRINT USING li#####.##";ULL;:PRINT " WIm2 C loss" 

PR1NT:PRINT "1 = continue, O = hold, P/p = print or . to end" 
B$=INKEY$ 
iF B$="." GOTO KEYIN 
IF B$="Orl GOTO COLLI 
IF B$="pW THEN GOTO COLLA 
GOTO COLL2 
COLL 1 : 
B$=INKEY$:IF B$="" GOTO COLLl 
IF B$oWI" THEN PRINT " You must enter 1 to continue!":BEEP:GOTO COLLI 
iF B$=" 1 " THEN GOTO COLL 

C O U :  
PRT I=TIMER 
COLL3: 
iF TLMER-PRT 1 < 1 THEN GOTO COLL3 
GOTO C O U  

C O U :  
PRINT:PRINT "Aint labels? 1 = yes; O = no ... ":BEP 
COLLS:ANS$=INKEY$:IF ANS$="" THEN GOTO C O U 5  
IF ANS$-" 1" AND ANS$o"OW THEN GOTO COLLA 

LPRWT:LPRINT DATEM$.TIME$ 
IF ANS$=" 1" THEN GOSUB LPLABS 

LPRINT USCNG "###.####";mg;:LPR[NTN fiow (kg/s) '1 - 
LPRINT USlNG "##.###";mg*60;:LPi?.INT " U m  . . 
LPRINT USING "##.###":mg/.0632;:LPRINT " USGPM" 

LPRINT USMG "########";flux;:LPRINT" solar flux (W/m2) 8' . 

LPRiNT USING "######.#";Tairo;:LPRINT " outside air (Cl " ; 
LPRINT USING "######.#";Tairi;:LPRINT " inside air (C) 

LPRINT USING "######.#";Tci;:LPRINT" collector inlet (Cl" 
LPRINT USING "######.#":Tco;:LPRINT" collector outlet (C) "; 
LPRiNT USING " m # " ; Q c ; : L P R I N T "  W (frorn collectors)"; 
LPRINT USING "#####";EC;:LPRMT" % coll. efficiency" 

LPRINT US ING "######.#";Thei;:LPRINT" heater inlet (C) " . 

LPRINT USING "########";Qlh;:LPRINT" W (lost in retum)" 

LPRINT USING "######.#";Thxi;:LPRINT1' heater outlet/HX inlet (C )"; 
LPRINT USING "########";Qhe;:LPRINTM W (frorn heater)" 



LPRINT US ING "######.#";Thxo;:LPRINT1* HX outiet (C) '1 * 
1 

LPRINT USING "########";Qhx;:LPRINTW W (to HX) 1 1 .  
1 

LPRlNT USING "#####":Ehx;:LPRINT1' % system efficiency" 

LPRINT USING "######.#";Tci;:LPRINT" collecter inlet (C) ' 1 .  

LPRINT USING "########";Qlc;:LPRINT" W (lost in supply)" 

LPRINT USING "######.#";TcLL;:LPRINT" LL ave cold T (C) '1 . 

LPRlNT USING "######.#";'InLIL;:LPRIWw LL ave hot T (C)" 

LPRINT USING "########";Q1::LPRINTW W total Ioss in LifeLine "; 
LPRINT US ING "######.#" :QYLL;:LPRINT" W/m loss 1 ) .  

1 

LPRINT USMG "########";Ploss;: LPFt.iNT " % loss" 
LPRINT USING "#####.##":QULL/(TLLm-Tamb); 
L P W "  Wlm C loss 11. 

1 

LPRINT US ING "#####.##ll; ULL; :LPRINT " W h 2  C loss " 

GOTO COLL 

FLOW: 

NOFLOW= 1 
PR1NT:PRINT "Flow measurements? 1 = yes; O = no ... " 
LOOP 16:ANS$=INKEY$:iF ANS$="" THEN GOTO LOOPI 6 
IF ANS$=" 1" TKEN GOTO FLW6 
IF ANS$="OM THEN NOFLOW=O 
IF ANS$o"O1' THEN GOTO LOOP16 

FLW6: 
IF NOFLOW=l THEN GOSUB AFLOWM 

CALL CPWCAL(TwavlcpH20) 
cpghx=3733+2.33  *Thxrn 
WF=cpghx*(Thxi-Thxo)/cpH20/(Tcwo-Tcwi):IF W R . 0  1 THEN WF=.O 1 
IF NOFLOW= 1 THEN Qhx=mg*cpghx*(Thxi-Thxo):IF Qhxc.0 1 THEN Qhx=.O 1 
ff ((Thxi-Tcwo)/(Thxo-Tcwi)) <O THEN GOTO NODTLM 
DTLM=((Thxi-Tcwo)-(Thxo-Tcwi))/LOG((Thxi-Tcwo)/(Thx~-Tcwi~~ 
ff NOFLOW= 1 THEN UAhx=Qhx/DTLM 
NODTLM: 
Eff=(Tcwo-Tcwi)/(Thxi-Tcwi) 



IF NOFLOWdI TtIEN GOTO FLW7 
PRINT USING "##.####";mg;:PRINT " kg/sW1 
PRINT USING "##.###";mg*60;:PRINT " Urn", 
PRINT USING "#.###";mg/.0632;:PRINT " USGPM gIycol flow 

PRINT USING "##.####";WF*mg;:PRINT " kgls", 
PRINT USING "##.###";WFfmg*60;:PRINT " L/mtu, 
PRINT USING "#.###";WF*mg/.0632;:PRINT " USGPM water flow 

P m  
PRINT " HX inlet HX outiet ,I 

PRINT USING "############.#";Tcwi;Tcwo;: PRINT " OC (water)" 
PRINT USING "############.#";Thxo;Thxi;: PRINT " OC (glycol)" 
P M  " HX outiet HX inlet " 
PRINT 
PRINT USING "###WH##". .flux;:PRINTW W h 2  solar flux" 
IF NOFLOW= 1 THEN PRiNT USING "#######";Qhx;:PRINT" W (to heat exchanger)" 
PRINT USING "#####.#";DTLM;:PRINT " OC log mean temperature difference" 
CF NOFLOW=l THEN PRINT USING "#######":UAhx;:PRINT " W/K heat exchanger 
UA" 
PRINT USING "#######";Eff* 100: 
PRINT " % effectiveness of heat exchanger" 
PRINT USING "#######";WF*lOO;:PRINT " % water flow/glycol flow" 
PRINT USING "#######";WF*cpH20/cpghx*100; 
PRINT " % (mcp-c)/(mcp-h)" 

PR1NT:PRINT " 1 = continue, O = hold, P/p = print or . to end" 
B!kiNKEY$ 
IF B$="." GOTO KEYIN 
IF 8$="0" GOTO FLWI 
IF B$="p" THEN GOTO FLW4 

GOTO FLW2 
FLW I:B$=INKEY$:IF B$="" GOTO FLW 1 
IF B $ o " l n  THEN PRINT " You must enter 1 to continue!":BEEP:GOTO FLWI 
IF B$=" 1" THEN GOTO FLOW 

FLW2: 
PRT 1 =TIMER 
FLW3:IF TIMER-PRTl<I THEN GOTO FLW3 
GOTO FLOW 

FLW4: 
PRiNT:PRINT "Rint labels? 1 = yes; O = no ... ":BEP 
FLWS:ANS$=INKEY$:LF ANS$="" THEN GOTO FLWS 
IF A N S $ o W  1" AND ANS$oWO" THEN GOTO FLW4 



LPlUNT:LPRINT DATEM$,TIME$ 
IF ANS$=" 1 " THEN GOSUB LPLABS 

LPRINT USING "##.####";mg;:LPRINT " kgls "; 
LPRINT USING "###.###";mg*60;:LPRINT " Umm; 
LPRINT USING "####.###" ;mg/.0632;:LPRINT " USGPM glycol flow" 

LPRINT USING "##.####";WF*mg;:LPRINT " kg/s "; 
LPRINT USING "###.### ;WF4mg*60;:LPRINT " Wm"; 
LPRINT USING "####.###";WF4mg/.0632;:LPRINT " USGPM water flow" 

LPRINT USING "#######" ;WF* 1ûû;:LPRINT " % water flow/glycol flow " ; 
LPRINT USING "#######"; WF*cpH20/cpghx* 100; 
LPRINT " % (mcp-c)/(mcp-h)" 

LPRINT USING "#####.#";Tcwi;:LPRINT " C water in ": 
LPRINT USING "#####.#";Tcwo;:LPRINT " C water out" 
LPRINT USING "#####.#";Thxo;:LPRINT " C glycol out"; 
LPRINT USING "#####.#";Thxi;:LPRINT " C glycol in" 

LPRINT USING "#######";flux;:LPRINT" W h 2  solar flux .l . . 
LPRINT USING "#######";Qhx;:LPRINTW W (to heat exchanger)"; 
LPRINT US ING "#####.#" ;DTLM; 
LPRINT " C log mean delta T" 
LPRINT USING "#####W";UAhx;:LPRINT " W/K heat exchanger UA"; 
LPRINT USING "#######";Eff* 100; 
LPRINT " % heat exchanger effectiveness" 

GOTO FLOW 

DELTA: 
CLS:DE%T=O:DELTS=O:NR=O:MA 
m: 
PRINT "Time T-cold T-sol AT AT-ave. T-cold T-hot AT AT-ave." 
MORED: 

send$=xlist$(l7): GOSUB PUTGET:Tcw=temp 
send$=xlist$(l2): GOS UB f UTGET:Tsot=remp 
Thot-60 
NR=NR+ I :DELS=Tsol-Tcw :DELTS=DErTS+DELS:DELS A=DELTS/NR 
DErThot-Tcw :DELT=DELT+DEL: DELA=DELTNR 
PRIM TIME$;:PRMT USING "######.#";Tcw;TsoI;DELS ;DELSA; 
PRINT " ";:PIRINT USING " ~ . # " ; T c w ; T h o t ; D E L ; D E L A  

B!S=INKEY$ 
NIG-NL+ 1 
IF -25 THEN NL=oGOTO TITUS 
IF B$="" THEN GOTO MORED 
IF %$="." THEN INPUT "Draw (liters)",DR2 
EE2=DR2*.004186*DELA:ES2=DR2*.004 I86*DELSA 

PRiNT:PRINT " ES2 EE2 (MI)" 
PRINT USfNG "####.##";ES2;EE2 

GOTO KEMN 



SINGLE: 
CLS:PRINT " thermistor reference temp. 1 " 
PEUNT:PRINT "tank temps: 2 (bottom), 3. 4, 5, 6,  7, 8. 9. 10, 11 (top), "; 
PRINT " 12 (outlet)" 
PR1NT:PRINT "collector temperatures: inlet: 20; outlet: 2 1 " 
PR1NT:PRINT "HX temperatures: glycol: outlet: 13 ; inlet: 14; " ; 
PRINT "water: outlet: 15; inlet: 16" 
PR1NT:PRINT "cotd water temp: 17; outside air: 18; P V l  temp: 23; PV2 temp: 27" 
PR1NT:PRINT "heater glycol inlet: 19; inside air: 24; collector A outlet temp: 25" 
PR1NT:PRINT "collector B outlet temp: 26: pyranometer (Wlm2): 31" 
PR1NT:PRINT "P/T power supply roof: 48; P/T power supply lab: 55" 
PR1NT:PRINT "Pressures: pump out: 54; collector in: 50: collector out: 49" 
PR1NT:PRINT "Pressures: HX in: 53; reservoir: 52; atm: 51; supply,entrance: 46" 
PRINT:PRINT "Motor: voltage: 56; current: 57: "; 
PRINT "PV: voltage: 60; cunent: 61" 
PR1NT:PRINT "flowmeter pulsecounrer: 63" 

PRIM: 
BEEP:INPUT "channel nurnber (O to stop)".nch 
IF nch = O THEN GOTO KEYIN 
BEEP:INPUT "seconds between readings" ,SR 
PRINT "Print temperatures/fiux/pressures? 1 = yes: O = no ..- ":BEEP 
loopS:ANS$=INKEY$:IF ANS$="" TKEN GOTO loop5 
IF A N S $ o W l "  AND ANS$oWO" THEN GOTO loop5 
IF ANS$="OW THEN SPP=O 
iF ANS$=" 1" THEN SPP= 1 

CLS:PRINT lab$(nch) 
CF SPP= 1 THEN LPRMT 
IF SPP= 1 THEN LPRINT lab$(nch),DATEM$ 
MORE: 
PRINT TIME$;" ";:iF SPP= 1 THEN LPRINT TIME$; 
FOR I=l  TO IO 
IF nch>45 AND n c h 4 5  THEN GOSUB PATMOS 
send$=xlist$(nch): GOS UB P UTGET:sing = temp 

IF  nch=30 THEN sing=(temp* 1000- l2)/6.67 
IF nch=3 1 THEN sing=temp* 1000000&/ 1 1.75 

IF nch=46 THEN sing= lOOO*temp-Patm-5 -5 
IF nch=48 THEN sing=temp *2OO4/ 1002 
IF nch=49 THEN sing= 1000* temp* -6-Patm-6.6 
IF nch=50 THEN sing= 1000*temp-Patm-4 
IF nch=5 1 THEN sing= 1000*temp*. 15 
IF nch=52 THEN sing=lOOO*ternp-Patm-4.8 
IF nch=S3 THEN sing= 1000*temp-Patm-6.2 
IF nch=54 THEN sing= 1000*temp-Patm4.8 
IF nch=55 THEN sing=temp*2003/1002 
IF nch=56 THEN sing=temp*(998 1+ 1000)/1000 

[F nch=57 THEN sing=temp/.0336 
fF nch=60 THEN sing=temp*(9995+ 1002)/ 1002 

IF nch=6 1 THEN sing=temp/.033 1 



IF nchc46 THEN PRINT USING "####.#";sing; 
IF nch>45 AND nchc63 THEN PRINT USING "###.##";sing; 
IF nch=63 THEN PRINT USING "######":sing; 

IF S P P o  1 THEN GOTO SINGLE t 

IF nche46 THEN LPRINT USING "####.#":sing; 
IF nch>45 AND n c k 6 3  THEN LPRINT USING "###.##";sing; 
IF nch=63 THEN LPRINT US ING "######" :sing; 

SINGLE1: 

SR 1 =TIMER 
H0LD:IF TIMER-SR 1<SR THEN GOTO HOLD 

SINGLE2 

B$=IM(EY$ 
IF B$="." AND SPP=l THEN LPRINT 
IF B$="." THEN GOTO KEYIN 
IF B$="N" OR B$="nn THEN GOTO SINGLE 
IF B $ o " "  THEN GOTO SINGLE2 

NEXTI 
PR1NT:iF SPP= 1 THEN LPRINT 
GOTO MORE 

PATMOS: 
send$=xlist$(55):GOSUB PUTGET:exc=ternp*2003/ 1002 

send$=xlisti6(5 1):GOSUB PUTGET 
Patm= 1000* temp *. t 5 

RETURN 

CC: 

REM Continuous monitoring of  collector. heat exchanger, 
as 
CCl: 
!vIlTEs: 
NP=o 

PRINT TIME5;:PRINT " Press . to end." 
PRINTWUGPM flux W col % eff W hx % eff W 1s W h  W/m°C WIm2"C "; 
PRINT" % loss To Ti" 

NEWSET: 
NP=NP+ 1 
GOSUB AFLOWM 



sendf =XI ist$(20): GOS UB PUTGET:Tci=temp 
sendf =xlist$(2 1 ):GOSUB PUTGET:Tco=temp 
send$=xlist$(l3):GOS WB PUTGET:Thxo=temp 
send$=xlist$( 14):GOSUB PUTGET:Thxi=temp 
send$=xlis t$( l8):GOS UB PUTGET:Tairo=temp 
send$=xlist$(24): GOS UB PUTGET:Tairi=temp 
send$=xlist$(3 1):GOSUB PUTGET:flux=temp* 1000000&/11.75 
IF flux<. 1 TKEN flux=.l 

PRINT USING "#.###";mgl.0632; 
PRiNT USING "#####";flux;:PRINT USING "#######";Qc; 
PRINT USING "######" ;EC;:PRINT USING "######" ;Qhx; 
PRINT USING "#####";Ehx;:PEUNT USING "######";QI; 
PRINT USING "#####.#";QI/LL;:PRINT USING "#####.##";QILL/(TLLm-Tamb); 
PRINT USING "######.#" ;ULL;:PRINT USING "########";Q~/Qc* 100; 
PRINT USING "#####";Tairo,Tairi 

[F NP=2S GOTO NTITLES 
B$=CM(EY$ 
IF B$="" THEN GOTO NEWSET 
CF B$="." THEN GOTO KEYIN 
GOTO NEWSET 

CCA: 
REM Continuous monitoring of collector, heat exchanger, LifeLine 
FF'=O : 
PR1NT:PRINT "Print results? 1 = yes; O = no ... ":PRINT 
LP=O 
LOOP6:ANS$=INKEY$:IF ANS$="" THEN GOTO LOOP6 
IF ANS$="OW THEN L P d :  GOTO NOPCCA 
IF ANS$=" 1" THEN LP=l ELSE GOTO LOOP6 
N0PCCA:IF LP= 1 THEN LPRTNT DATEM$,TIME$ 
IF LP=I THEN INPUT "Print interval (seconds) ":PINT:SRZ=TIMER 

NTCC A: 
NP=O:iF FP=O THEN NLP=25 
PRINT TIME$;:PRINT " Press SIS to stop, P/p to print. Nln to stop print." 
PEUNTWW/m2 2 Wcoi 3 % eff 2 WHX 3 % eff W2 1s W3 2 W/m°C 1 3  O C i"; 



PRINT" % loss" 

ff L P o  1 THEN GOTO SKIPl 
IF NLP# THEN GOTO SKIPI 
LPRINT DATEM$,TIME$ 
LPRINT" W/m2 2 Wcol3 2 %e 3 2 Whx 3 2 %e 3 2 Wls 3 2 Wlm 3 "; 
LPRINT"2W/rn.CI 3 O C i 2 %1 3":NLP=O:FP=l 
SKIP1: 

NEWCCA: 
NP=NP+ 1 :NM=NM+ t 
GOSUB AFLOWM 
send$=xlist$(20):GOSUB PUTGET:Tci=temp 
send$=xlist$(S 1):GOSUB PUTGET:Tco=temp 
send$=xlist$(l3):GOSUB PUTGET:Thxo=temp 
sendf =xlist$( 14):GOSUB PUTGET:Thxi=temp 
send$=xlist$(18):GOSUB PUTGET:Tairo=temp 
sead$=xlist$(24):GOSUB PUTGET:Tairi=temp 
send$=xlist$(3 I ):GOSUB PUTGET :flux=temp* 1000000&/11.75 
IF flux<O THEN flux=.001 

RINT USING "W##";flux;:PRINT USING "######";Qc; 
RINT USING "####" ;EC;:PRINT USING "######";Qhx; 
KINT USING "####" ;Ehx::PRINT USING "#####" ;QI; 
XINT US ING "###.##";QI/LL/(TLLm-Tamb); 
XINT USING "###";Tairo,Tairi; 
UNT USING "####";Ql/Qc* 100 
UNT US ING "####" ;AFlux;:PRINT USING "######";AQC; 
UNT USING "####";AEC;:PRINT USlNG "######";AQhx; 
XINT USING "####";AEhx;:PRINT USING "#####";AQl; 
UNT USING "###.##l1;AQ1/LL/(ATLLm-ATamb); 
UNT US ING "###";ATairo, ATairi; 
UNT USING "####" ;AQI/AQC* 100:PRINT 

IF L P o  1 OR TIMER-SR2cPINT THEN GOTO skip 
SR2zTIMER:NLP=NLP+1 
LPRINT LEFT%(TIME$.S); 



LPRINT USING "####";AFlux;:LPRiNT USING "#####";AQC; 
LPWNT USING "####";AEC;:LPRINT USING "#####";AQhx; 
LPRINT USING "####";AEhx;:LPRINT USING "#W#":AQl; 
LPRINT USING "###.#";AQVLL; 
LPWNT USING "##.##":AQ1/LU(ATLLm-ATamb) ; 
LPRINT USING "###";ATairo,ATairi; 
LPRINT USING "####";AQI/AQC* 100 
s k i p :  

IF NP=9 GOTO NTCCA 
B$=IM(EY$ 
iF B$="" THEN GOTO NEWCCA 
IF B%="Sm OR B$="s" THEN GOTO KEYM 
IF B$="PW OR B$="pl* THEN LP=I 
IF ~ $ = " p "  OR B$="p8' THEN MPUT "Pnnt interval (seconds) ";PINT:SR2=TIMER 
IF B$="N" OR B$="nl' THEN LP=O 
GOTO NEWCCA 

cm: 
REM Continuous monitoring of heat exchanger flows and effectiveness 
FP=O:PRINT 
IF mg& THEN INPUT "flow rate (USGPM)",mg: PRINT 

PRINT "Print results? 1 = yes; O = no ... ":PRINT 
LP=O 
LOOP7:ANS$=INKEY$:IF ANS$=''*8 THEN GOTO L00P7 
IF ANS$="OW THEN L P d :  GOTO NOPCXA 
IF ANS$=" 1" THEN LP= I ELSE GOTO LOOP7 
N0PCXA:IF LP= 1 THEN LPRINT DATEM$.TIME$ 
[F LP= 1 THEN INPUT "Print interval (seconds) ";PINT:SR2=TIMER 

NTCXA: 
NP=O:IF FF'=O THEN NLP=25 
PFUNT TIME$;:PRINT " Press S/s to stop. Plp to print. NIn to stop pnnt." 
PRINTQtW/m2 2 Wcol 3 % eff 2 WHX 3 % eff W2 1s W3 2 W/m°C 1 3 O C i": 
PRINT" % loss" 

IF L P o  l THEN GOTO skip3 
ff NLPc25 THEN GOTO skip3 
LPRINT DATEM$.TIME$ 
LPRINT" Wlm2 2 Wcol 3 2 %e 3 2 Whx 3 2 %e 3 2 Wls 3 2 W/m 3 ": 
LPRINT"2W/m.CI 3 O C i 2 %l 3":NLP=O:FP=I 
s k i p 3 :  



NEWCXA: 
NFkNP+ t :NM=NM+ 1 
GOSUB AFLOWM 
send$=xlist$(20):GOSUB PUTGET:Tci=temp 
send$=xlist$(2 1):GOS UB PUTGET:Tco=temp 
send$=xlist$( 13):GOSUB PUTGET:Thxo=temp 
send$=xIist$( 14):GOSUB PUTGET:Thxi=temp 
send$=xlist$( l8):GOSUB PUTGET:Tairo= temp 
sendS=xlistS(24):GOSUB PUTGET:Tairi= temp 
send$=xlist$(3 1):GOSUB PUTGET:flux= temp* 1000000&/ 1 1.75 
IF flux<O THEN flux=.001 

PRINT USING "####" ;flux;:PRINT US ING " ##W#";Qc; 
PRINT USING "####";EC;:PRINT USING "######ll;Qhx; 
PEUNT USlNG "####";Ehx;:PRINT USMG "#####";QI; 
PRINT USING "###.##";Ql/LL/(TLLm-Tamb); 
PRINT USING "###";Tairo,Tairi; 
PRINT USING "####";QI/Qc* 100 

PRINT USING "####";AFIux;:PRINT USING "######ll;AQC; 
PRlNT USING "####";AEC;:PRINT USING "######lq;AQhx; 
PRINT US ING "####" ;AEhx;:PR.iNT US ING "#####l1;AQI; 
PRINT USING "###.##";AQl/LL/(ATLLm-ATamb); 
PEUNT US ING "###" ; ATai ro, ATairi ; 
PRINT US ING "####" ;AQI/AQC* 1OO:PRINT 

iF L P o  1 OR TIMER-SR2cPMT THEN GOTO skip4 
SR2=TIMER:NLkNLP+ 1 
LPRINT LEFT$(TIME$,S); 
LPRINT USING "####";AFlux;:LPRINT USING "#####la;AQC; 
LPRINT US ING "####" ; AEC; :LPRINT US ING " #####la;AQhx; 
LPRINT USING "####";AEhx;:LPRINT USING "#####";AQl; 



LPRINT USING "###.#":AQI/LL; 
LPRINT USING "##.##";AQI/LW(ATLLm-ATamb); 
LPRINT USING "###" ;ATairo,ATairi; 
LPRINT USING "####";AQI/AQC* 100 
s k i p 4 :  

IF NP=9 GOTO NTCXA 
B$=INKEY$ 
IF B$="" THEN GOTO NEWCXA 
IF B$="S1' OR B$="sW THEN GOTO KEYM 
IF B$="P1' OR B$="pl* THEN LP= 1 
IF B$="P1' OR B$="pl' THEN INPUT "Print interval (seconds) ";PINT:SR2=TIMER 
IF B$="N1' OR B$=lnn" THEN L W  
GOTO NEWCXA 

MONITOR: 

am: INPUT " hour to start monitoring (enter hour number 0-23)".onhr 
IF onhrc0 OR onhr>23 THEN GOTO am 
secson = 3600*onhr 
pm: INPUT " hour to stop monitoring (enter hour number 0-23)". offhr 
IF offhrc0 OR offhm23 THEN GOTO prn 
secsoff = 3600*offhr 
INPUT " number of seconds for flowmeter/tach interval", vint 
INPUT " number of readings in  each reading set". num% 
INPUT " number of minutes between each reading set", mins 
INPUT " PV module used ( PCI. AP20. )". pvused$ 
INPUT " night delay ",ndelay 
prn: INPUT " print output (yln)", prn$ 
IF pm$="y" THEN GOTO apm ELSE IF pmS="nW THEN GOTO aprn ELSE GOTO pm 
aprn: f i lenamd = "m" + DATEMS + pvused$ 
tankname$ = "t" + DATEMS c pvused$ 
OPEN "0". #2. filename$ 
OPEN "O", #3, tankname$ 
opened = 1: tkread =1: tktime = TIMER 
DIM fiuxl(num%): DIM flux2(num%) 
DIM xflux l(num%): DIM xfluxS(nurn%) 
PRINT #2,"FILENAME";CHR$(9);"TIME";CHR%(9);"date";CHR$(9);" 
";CHR$(~);"F~UX";CHR$(~);"PRESSURE";CHR$(~); 
PRINT #2, 
"Patm":CHR$(9);"P 1 ";CHR$(9);"P2";CHR$(9);"P3";CHR$(9);"P4";CHR$(9):'*PS";CHR 
$(9);"P6" ;CHR$(9); 
PRINT#2, 
"Tcoll,in";CHR$(9);"Tcolllout":CHR$(9):"THX,in":CHRS(9);"THXlout";CHR$(9);"THXb 
otW;CHR$(9); 
PRINT #2, 
"TH~~,~~";CHR$(~);"TH~O,OU~":CHR$(~);"T~~~~~;CHR$(~);"T~~~";CHR$(~); 
PRINT#2, "F~~W";CHR$(~);"RPMS'~;CHR$(~);~~TPV~;CHR$(~);"PV vol ts1';CHR$(9); "PV 
ampsW;CHR$(9): 
PRINT #2, "MOT volts";CHR$(9);"MOT amps";CHR$(9);"LCB 
eff';CHR$(9);"Fluxerror";CHR$(9); 



PRINT #2, "flowerror";CHR$(9);" tachrrror" 
P m  
#3,"filename";CHR$(9):"time";CHR$(9);"Tl(top)";CHR$(9);"T2";CHR$(9);"T3";CHR 
S(9) :  
PRINT #3, "T4";CHR$(9);"T5";CHR$(9);"T6":CHR$(9);"T7";CHR$(9);"T8";CHR$(9); 
PRINT #3. 
"T9";CHR$(9); "T 1 O(bottom)" ;CHR$(9);"Tcold" ;CHR$(9); "EST2(MJ)" ;CHR$(9);"Texi t 
Il 

IF prn$="n" GOTO waiting 
TEXTSiZE6 
LPRiNT" Filename Time Flux Pressure Patrn PI P2 P3 P4 PS P6"; 
LPRiNT " Tcol1,in Tcoll.out THX.in THX,o THX,bot TH20,in TH20,out"; 
LPRiNTWTair Tlab Flow RPMs TPV PVvolts PVarnps MOTvolts MOTamps 
LCBeff FLXerr FLen TCerr" 
GOTO waiting 

bmoni tor  l : 
IF n=l THEN GOSUB initialmon 
LET timel f = TIME$ 
send$=xlist$(3 1): GOS UB PUTGET: flux 1 (n)=temp* 1000000&/ 11.75 
REM 1.1584 factor determined 26 August 1994 
send$=xlist$ (30): GOSUB PUTGET: press = (temp * 1000- 1 N 6 . 6 7  
send$=xlist$(20): GOSUB PUTGET: tcollin=temp 
send$=xlist$(S 1): GOSUB PUTGET: tcollout=temp 
send$=xlist$(23): GOSUB PUTGET: TPV=temp 
send$=xlist$( 13): GOS UB PUTGET: thxout=temp 
send$=xlisr$(l4): GOSUB PUTGET: thxin=temp 
send$=xI kt$( 15): GOSUB PUTGET: th2oout=temp 
send$=xlist$( 16): GOSUB PUTGET: th2oin=remp 
send$=xlist$( 18): GOSUB PUTGET: Tair=temp 
send$=xlist$(23): GOSUB PUTGET: TPV=temp 
send$=xlist$(24): GOS UB PUTGET: TIab=temp 
send$=xt ist$( 19): GOSUB PUTGET: thxbot=temp 
REM exlvolt= 10: exrvolt= 10 
send$=xlist$(SS): GOSUB PUTGET: psuplv = temp 
exlvoit = psupiv*2003/1002 
send$ = xlist$(54): GOSUB PUTGET: plvolt = temp 
send$ = xlist$(53): GOSUB PUTGET: p5voit = temp 
send$ = xlistS(52): GOSUB PUTGET: pdvolt = temp 
send$ = xlist$(46): GOSUB PUTGET: p2volt = temp 
send$=xlist$(S 1): GOSUB PUTGET: patmvolt = temp 
Patm = 1000*patmvolt*. 15 
p 1 = 1000*p lvolt-Patm-4.8 
p2 = 1000*p2volt-Patm-5.5 
p5 = 1000*p5volt-Patm-6.2 
p6 = 1000*p6volt-Patm-4.8 
send$=xl ist$(48): GOS UB PUTGET: psuprv = ternp 
exrvolt = psuprv*2004/1002 
sendS = xlist$(SO): GOSUB PUTGET: p3volt = temp 
send$ = xlist$(49): GOSUB PUTGET: p4volt = temp 



FLOWMON: 
REM ps = pre scaler setting on PC8 
psfm =1: pstc = 1 
send$=xlist$(62): GOSUB PUTGET: icvl=ternp 
send$=xlist$(63): GOSUB PUTGET: fmvl=temp 
fmsecl = TIMER 
fmwait :  
IF TIMER-fmsecl<vint THEN GOTO fmwait 
send$=xlist$(62): GOSUB PUTGET: tcv2=temp 
send$=xlist$(63): GOSUB PUTGET: fmv2=temp 
fmsec2=TIMER 

tccalcs : 
tcdc 1 = INT (tcv 11.0 1 +S): tcdc2 = INT(tcv21.0 1+.5) 
IF tcdcl<O OR tcdc 1>255 THEN GOTO tcerror 1 
IF t c d c 2 ~ 0  OR tcdc2>255 THEN GOTO tcerrort 
IF ABS(tcv2-tcv 1 )<.O09 THEN GOTO tcerror2 
tcpc = INT((tcv2-tcv 1 )/.O 1): IF tcpc CO THEN tcpc=tcpc+256 
tcpc = rcpc *ps tc: tcsecs =fmsec2-fmsec 1 : revs = tcpc/tcsecs*60 
REM tach constants determined 07 Dec 1994 
R E M  mrpm=.840953: brpm=70.199 1 
mrpm= 1 : brprn=O 
revs=revs*mrpm+brpm 

fmcalcs: 
fmdc 1 = INT (fmv 11.0 1 +S):  fmdc2 = INT(fmv21.0 1 +.5)  
IF fmdclc0 OR fmdc1>255 THEN GOTO fmerrorl 
IF fmdc2<0 OR fmdc2>255 THEN GOTO fmerrorl 
IF ABS(fmv2-fmv 1 )<.O09 THEN GOTO fmerror2 
fmpc = INT((fmv2-fmv 1)l.O 1): IF fmpc <O THEN fmpc=fmpc+256 
fmpc = frnpc*psfm: fmsecs= fmsec2-fmsec 1 
REM flow 1 (cclsec), flow2(lpm), fIow3(USGPM), fc has been experimen ta11 y 
d e t e r m i n e d  
fc = 1.1431*.89121 
flow 1 = fc*fmpc*2.49 15/fmsecs: flow2 = flow 1 *6OllOOO: flow3 = flow213.7854 

elect: 
r l=9994.5: r2= 1002.15: r3=.033064 
r4=998 1: r5=999.7: r6=.0336 
send$=xlist$(60): GOS UB PUTGET: voIts2=temp 
send$=xiist$(6 1 ) : GOS UB PUTGET: vol ts3=temp 
send$=xlist$(56): GOSUB PUTGET: vol tsS=temp 
send$=xlist$(57): GOS UB PUTGET: vol ts6=temp 
pvvolts = voltsSf(r 1 +r2)/r2+volts3 
pvamps = volts3/r3 : ampslostin = vol ts2/r2 
pvwatts = pvamps*pvvolts 
lcbwin = (pvamps-ampslostin)*(volts2*(r l+r2)/r2) 
motvoits = volts5 *(r4+rS)/r5+vol ts6 



motarnps = volts6Ir6 
ampslostout = voIts5Ir5: motwatts = motamps*motvolts 
lcbwout = (motamps+ampslostout)*(volts5 *(r4+rS)/r5) 
lcbeff = lcbwout/Icbwin* 100 
send$=xlist$(3 1): GOS UB PUTGET: flux2(n)=temp* 1000000&111.75 
LET time2$ = TIME$ 
fluxav=(flux 1 (n)+f!ux2(n))/2 

IF tkread = 1 OR TIMER-tktirne > 1470 THEN GOSUB tankead 

REM for printout of every set of data remove goto bskip and bskip: 
GOTO bskip 
TEXTSE 6 
LPRI NT time 1 $; 
LPRINT US ING"#####.##";flux 1 (n);press;tcollin;tcollout;thxin; thxout; th2oin; 
LPRINT USING "#####.##";th2oout;Tair;Tlab;: LPRINT USING "##.####";flow3; 
LPRINT US ING "####.####":revs;TPV;pvvol ts:pvarnps:rnotvolts;motamps; 
LPRINT USING "#####.##";lcbeff; flux2(n);:LPRINT time2$; flowe$; tache$ 
bskip:  
patrnto=patmto+Patm: p 1 to=p l t o + p  1 :p2to=p2to+p2:p3to=p3to+p3:p4to=p4to+p4 
pressto=pressto+press: fiuxavto=fluxavto+fluxav: tcollinto=tcolIinto+tcollin 
tcolloutto=tcolloutto+tcollout: 
thxoutto=thxoutto+thxout~p5t0=p5to+p5:thxbotto=thxbotto+thxbot 
thxinto=thxinto+thxin: th2ooutto=th2ooutto+th2oout: tairto=tairto+Tair 
th2ointo=th2ointo+th2oin: flow3to=flow3to+flow3: revto=revto+revs 
lcbeffto=lcbeffto+Icbeff: pvampsto=pvampsto+pvamps:p6to=p6to+p6 
pvvoltsto=pvvoltsto+pvvolts: motvoltsto=motvoltsto+motvolts 
motampsto=motampsto-~motamps:tlabto=tlabto+T!ab:tpvto=tpvto+TPV 

IF n = num% THEN GOTO out 
n=n+ 1 
GOTO bmonitor 1 

o u t :  
f luxav2=fluxavto/num% 
FOR 1% = 1 TO num% 
xf lux 1 (I%)=(flux 1 (1%)-f!uxav2)/fluxavZ* 100 
xflux2(1%)=(flux2(I%)-fluxav2)/fluxav2* 100 
NEm 1% 
m a x x f l u x = x f l ~ x  1 ( 1 ) 
FOR 1% = 1 TO m m %  
IF (xflux I(I%)>maxxflux) THEN maxxflux = xflux l(I%) 
IF (x~ux2( I%)~maxxf lux)  THEN maxxflux = xflux2(I%) 
NEXT 1% 
patmav=patmto/num%: p 1 av=p 1 to/nurn%: p2av=p2to/num%: p4av=p4to/num% 
pressav=pressto/num% : tcollinav=tcollinto/num%: pSav=p5 to /num% 
tco~~outav=tcolloutto/num%: thxoutav=thxoutto/num%: p3av=p3to/num% 
thxinav=thxinto/num%: th20outav=th2ooutto/nurn%: tairav=tair to/num% 
thSoinav=th20into/nurn%: flow3av=flow3to/num%:Icbeffav=lcbeffto/num% 
pvampsav=pvarnpsto/num%: 
pvvoltsav=pvvoltsto/num%:thxbotav=thxbotto/num% 



IF  flow3av<.0 1 T I E N  flowe$="no flow" 

PRINT #2. 
f i lenamef ;CHR$(~);~~~~~$;CHR$(~);DATEM$;CHR$(~);CHR$(~);~~~X~V~;CHR$(~):~ 
ressav ;CHR$(9); 
PRINT #2, 
patmav;CHR$(g);p lav;CHR$(9);p2av:CHR$(9);p3av;CHR$(9);p4av;CHR$(9);pSav~C 
HR%(9);p6av:CHR$(9); 
PRINT #2, 
tcollinav;CHR$(9);tcolloutav:CHR$(9);thxinav:~~R$(9):thxoutav;CH~$(9);thxbotav: 
CHR$(9);th2oinav;CHR$(9); 
PRINT #2, 
th2ooutav;CHR$(9);tairav:CHR$(9):tlabav;CH~$(9);~ow3av;CH~$(9);revav;C~~$(9) 

P R I M '  #2. tp~~~:CHR$(9);pvvoltsav;CHR$(9);pvampsav;CHR$(9);motvo1tsav; 
PRINT #2, CHR%(9):motarnpsav;CHR$(9);lcbeffav;~~~$~9); 
maxxflux;CHR$(9);flowe$ ;CHR$(9); tache$ 

IF  pm$ = "n" THEN GOTO bskip2 
TEXTSIZE 6 
LPRINT " " 
LPRINT filename$ ;time2$; 
LF'RlNT 
USING"#####.##";f~uxav2;pressav:patmav;p 1 av:p2av;p3av;p4av;p5av;p6av 
LPRINT USING "#####.##"; tcot 1inav;tcolloutav:thxinav; 
LPRINT USING "#####.##";thxoutav:thxborav:th2oinav;th2ooutav:tairav:tlabav: 
LPRINT USING "##,####";flow3av: LPRINT USING "####.###";revav; 
LPRINT USINGW####.##"; tpvav; 
LPRINT USING "####.####";pvvolrsav;pvarnpsav:morvoltsav:mo~ampsav; 
LPRINT USING "#####.##";lcbeffav; maxxflux;: LPRINT flowe$;tache$ 

b s k i p 2 :  
TEXTSEE 10 
flowe$="ok": tache$="okW 
delaysecs=TIMER 
IF delaysecsc 16200 OR deIaysecs>77400& THEN dmins=ndelay*mins 
d e l a y :  
IF TIMER-delaysecs < (60*dmins) THEN GOTO deiay 
GOTO waiting 

i c e r r o r  1 : 
REM PRINT " Count is out of range 0-255" 
revs = O 
tache$ = "tcel" 
GOTO fmcalcs 

t c e r r o r 2 :  
REM print " Not enough fiow has passed, increase tirne interva1" 



revs = O 
tache$ = " no revs" 
GOTO fmcalcs 

fmer ro r  1 : 
REM PRINT " Counr is out of range 0-255" 
flow3 = 0 
flowe$ = "fme l" 
GOTO elect 

fmer ro r2 :  
REM print " Not enough flow has passed, increase time interval" 
flow3 = 0 
flowe$ = " no flow" 
GOTO elect 

wai t ing:  
REM opened = 1, file is opened; opened = O, file is closed 
n = l :  
secsnow = TIMER 
IF (secsnow > secsoff+l200) AND (opened = 1) THEN GOSUB closing 
IF (secsnow < secson-1200) AND (opened = O ) THEN GOSUB opening 
IF (secsnow >= secson) AND (secsnow <= secsoff) THEN GOTO bmonitorl 
GOTO waiting 

closing : 
CLOSE #2 
CLOSE #3 
opened = O 
REmTRN 

opening:  
f i lenam4 = "m" + pvused$ + DATEM$ 
tankname$ = "t" + pvused$ +DATEM$ 
OPEN "O", #2, filename$ 
OPEN "O", #3. tankname$ 
PRINT #2."FILENAME";CHR$(9);"TIME1';CHR$(9 j;"date*';CHR$(9);" 
";CHR$(~);"F~U~";C~$(~);"PRESSURE;CKR$(~); 
PRINT #2. 
"Patm1';CHR$(9);"P 1 ";CHR$(9);"P2":CHR$(9);"P3" ;CHR$(9);"P4";CHR$(9);"P5";C HR 
$(9);"P6";CHR$(9); 
PRINT#2, 
"Tcol1,in":CHR$(9);"Tcoll,out";CHR$ (~);"THX.~~";CHR$(~);"THX.O~~";CHR$(~);"THX~ 
OC" ;CHR$(9); 
PRINT #2. 
"TH20.in1*;CHR$(9);"TH20.out";CHR$(9);"Tair";CHR$(9);"Tlab";CHR$(9); 
PRINT#2, "F~~~";CHR$(~);"RPMS'~;CHR$(~);"TPV";CHR$(~);"PV volts";CHR$(9);"PV 
amps";CHR$(9); 
PRINT #2. "MOT volts1';CHR$(9);" MOT ampsW;CHR$(9); "LCB 
eff '  ;CHRS(9);"Fluxerror1' ;CHR$(9); 
PRINT #2 ,  "flowerror";CHR$(9);"tachrrrot" 



P m  
#3."filename";CHR$(9);" time" ;CHR$ ( " T  1 (~o~)";CHRS(~);"T~";CHR$(~);"T~ ";CI.IR 
U9); 
PRINT #3. "T~";CHR$(~):"TS":CHR$(~);"T~";CHRS(~);"T~";CHR$(~):"T~";CHR$(~); 
PRINT #3, 
"T~" :CHR$(~) ; "T  1 O(~O~~O~)";CHR$(~);"TC~~~";CHR$(~);"EST~(MJ)" ; c H R $ ( ~ ) ; " T ~ ~ ~ ~  
ma 

opened = 1: tkread = I :  tktime = TIMER 
RETmN 

in i t i a lmon:  
dmins=mins  
plto = 0: p2to = 0: p3to = 0: p4to = O: p5to = O: patmlo = 0: p6t0=0 
pressto = O: fluxavto = 0: tcollinto=O: tcolloutto=û: thxoutto=O: thxinto=O 
th2ooutto=O: th2oînto =O: tairto = 0: pvampsto = 0: pvvoltsto=O: 
motvoltsto = O: motampsto = O: Lcbeffto = 0: flow3to =O 
flowe$ = "ok": tache$="okU: tpvto=O: tlabto=O: revto=O:thxbotto=O 
FumJFw 

t ank read :  
send$=xlist$(l7): GOSUB PUTGET: Tcw = temp 
send$=xlist$( 12): GOSUB PUTGET: texit = temp 
T t2=0  
FOR 1=1 TO 10 

send$=xlist$( 12-1): GOS UB PUTGET:Tk2(I)= temp:Tt2=TtS+T2([) 
E x T I  
tkav=Tt2 /  10 
IF T2k( IO)<Tcw THEN Tcw=Tk2(10) 
tkmj= 454/lOOO*.OO4 178*993*(tkav-Tcw) 
tktime = TIMER: tkread = O 
PRINT #3. tankname$;CHR$(9);TIME$;CHR$(9);Tk2( l);CHR$(g);Tk2(2);CHR$(9); 
PRINT #3, Tk2(3);CHR$(g);Tk2(4):CHR$(9);Tk2(5);CHR$(9);Tk2(6);CHR$(9); 
PRINT #3, 
Tk2(7);CHR$(9);Tk2(8):CHR$(9);Tk2(9);CHR$(9);Tk2( IO);CHR$(9);Tcw;CHR$(9);tk 
mj;CHR$(9);texit 
FtmuRN 

START: 

TEXTFONT 4:TEXTMODE 1 :lEXTSIZE 9 
CALL DATEMOD(DATEM$) 
DIM xlist$(66).lab$(66), PVM$(20), FMV(5O). fmt(SO),PCFM(50), DV(S0) 
DIM PVMP(20). MNPUMP$( IO) 
OPEN T O M  1 :9600.N.8.11' AS # 1 LEN= 10000 
send$=lmSETCAL l,9.998,98.9S,480.3,989.89.IOO l.6,998S.6825O6,lOOOOOO" 
GOSUB PUTGEï 
send$=llSETAZ O. 1 " :GOS UB PUTGET 
send$="SETREF 1,lW:GOSUB PUTGET 
send$="ECHO O" :GOSUB PUTGET 



REM Statements pulled from PUTGET 
REM TIMER ON: ON TIMER (7) GOSUB TIMEOUT 
REM TlMER Off  
REM COUNT=û (fiom PRINT #l line) 
REM COUNT=COUNT+ 1 (from IF (LOC( 1 )>O GOTO GET 1 ) 
REM GOSUB XERROR 

PUTGET: 
PRINT # I,send$:S$="" 
GET 1 : 
REM Delay (7) to be used to slow down program with SE/30. 
FOR NNN= 1 TO 7:NEXT NNN 
IF LOC(I)=O TKEN GOTO GJ3 1 
A$=INPUT$(I .# 1):IF A$="," THEN A$=CHR$(9) 
ff LOC(1)>0 THEN S$=S$+A$ ELSE GOTO GET2 
IF A$oCHR$(13) GOTO GETI 
temp=VAL(S$) 
GET2: 
S$="":IF LOC( 1 )>O GOTO GET 1 
RETURN 

TIMEOUT: 
PRINT "TIMEOUT!" 
BEEP:BEEP:PRINT"Error in data transmission ..." 
PR1NT:PRINT "Please reboot the program" 
R E m m J  

LISTS: 

xlist$(O)="OHMS2 W O" 
lab$(O)="zero resistance" 

xlist$(l)="THMST 1.2" 
lab$( l)="thermistor reference ternp." 

REM Tank temperature probe 
xlist$(2)="TCP 2.3.0": xlist$(3)="TCP 3.3.0" 
xlist$(4)="TCP 4,3.O":xlist$(S)="TCP 5,3.0":xlist$(6)="TCP 6.3.0" 
xIist$(7)="TCP 7.3 .01':xIist$(8)="TCP 8.3.0": xl ist$(9)="TCP 9,3.OW 
xlist$(lO)="TCP 10.3,0":xlist$( 1 I)="TCP 1 1.3,O" 

lab$(2)="solar tank temp (bottom)" 
lab$(3)="solar tank temp (2)" 
Iab$(4)="solar tank temp (3)" 



lab$(S)="solar tank temp (4)" 
lab$(6)="solar tank temp (5)" 
lab$(7)="solar tank temp (6)" 
lab$(8)="solar tank temp (7)" 
labS(9)="solar tank temp (8)" 
lab$(lO)="solar tank temp (9)" 
labf(1 l)="solar tank temp (top)" 

lab$( 12)="solar tank outlet temp" 
lab$( 13)="HX glycol outlet temp" 
lab$(l4)="HX glycol inlet temp" 
tab$(lS)="HX water outlet temp" 
lab$(I 6)=lBHX water inlet temp" 
lab$ ( 17)="cold water inlet temp" 
[ab$( 1 8)=110utside air temp" 
labS( 19)="heater glycol inlet" 

REM Collecter inlet and outlet thermocouples 
xlist$(20)="TCP 20,3.0":xlist$(2 l)=llTCP 2 1 J,O" 
xlist$(22)="TCP 22.3,0":xlist$(23)="TCP 23.3.0" 
xlist$(2S)="TCP 25.3 .O" :xlist$(26)="TCP 26,3 ,O" 

lab$ (20)="collector inlet temp" 
lab$(2 l)="collector outlet temp" 
lab$(22)="inside air temp" 
lab$(23)="PV module temp (Siemens PC 1 1" 
lab$(25)="collector A outiet temp" 
lab$(26)="collector B ou tlet temp" 

xlist$(24)="TCP 24,3,011 
lab$(24)=11inside air temp" 
xlist$(27)="TCP 27,3,OU 
lab$(27)="PV module temp (Solarex MSX-30)" 

REM May 08/92: Channel #37 on 8082A does not work. 

REM Pyranometer voltage 
xlist$(3 I)="DCV 3 1,2" 
lab$(3 l)="solar flux (WIm2)" 

REM AMETEK pressure indicator 
xlist$(30)=" DCV 30,O" 
lab$(3O)=" AMETEK pressure (psi)" 

REM Pressure tranducers 
lab$(46)="glycoI supply pressure" 
lab$(48)="roof P/T supply voltage" 



lab$(49)="col~ector out pressure" 
lab$(50)="collector in pressure" 
lab$(5 1 )=" atmospher ic  pressure" 
Iab$(52)="glycol reser. pressure" 
lab$(53)="glycol return pressure" 
lab$(S4)="pump outlet  pressure" 
lab$(SS)="lab P/T supply voltage" 

REM April 14.199 1 - deiermined that channels 58 & 59 malfunction 

lab$(56)="motor voltage" 
lab$(5 7)="motor current" 
lab$(6O)="PV module voltage" 
lab$(6 l)="PV module cunen t"  
xlist$(56)="DCV 56.0" 
xlist$(57)=" DCV 57.1 " 
xlist$(dO)="DCV 60,O" 
xlist$(6 l)="DCV 6 I l l  " 

xlist$(62)=" DCV 62,O" 
xlist$(63)="DCV 63 ,O" 
lab$(62)="tachometer pulsecounter (V)" 
lab$(63)="flow meter pulsecounter (V)" 

PVM$(1)="Solarex MSX-30 (30 W)":PVMP(1)=29.9 
PVM$(8)="Siemens PR04 JF (75 W)":PVMP(8)=75 
PVM$(7)=11Siemens P C l  (17 W); SN: 018618 B 29 93 03162":PVMP(7)=17 
PVM$(6)="Siemens M20 (20 W)":PVMP(6)=20 
PVM$(9)="Solarex MSX-20 (20W);SN:xxxx":PVMP(9)=20 
PVM$(S)="Megasol GS 1220 (20 W); SN: 945206":PVMP(5)=20 
PVMS(3)="Asuopower (44 W)":PVMP(3)=44 
PVM$(2)=11Siemens PRO 1 JF ( 1 7 W); SN: xxxx1':PVMP(2)= 17 
PVM$(4)="Unisolar MBC-262 (1 1 W); SN: xxxx":PVMP(4)= 10.9 
PVM$( lO)="Siemens P R 0 2  JF (35W):SN:xxxx":PVMP( lO)=35.6 
PVMS(1 l)=llSolarex MSX-20 (20W);SN:xxxx":PVMP(lI )=20 
PVM$(12)="Siemens M I 0  (lOW);SN:xxxx":PVMP(12)=9.78 
PVM$(13)="Sunwize (25W);SN:xxxx":PVMP(13)=25 



LLSS$="Glycol lines: 3/8 OD cold" 
LLRS$(I)=" 3/8 OD hot" 
LLRS$(2)=" 1/2 OD hot" 

REM This is the serial number for the LCB-3M-12V : 
SNLCB$(I)="JD 1196049" 
REM This is the serial number for the LCB-3M-14SV : 
SNLCB$(2)="LB9930 1 14" 
REM This is the serial numer for the LCB-T (tunable LCB) : 
SNLCB$(3)="LBO 194360" 

REM Collector area and label 
Acoll=2.473* 1.203*2 
COLL$="Two S32 TDL coIlectors in parallel: anodised absorbers," 
COLLA$=" gross area (m2) = " 
C S N  1$="S32A 1427":CSN2$="S32B 1422" 

REM VoIume of solar tanks (liters) 
MT=454 
TANK$="454 L Rheem, 75 mm insulation" 

REM Length of LifeLine outside and inside (meters) 
LLO=30.4:LLI=4.8 :LL=LLO+LLI 

REM Perimeter of LifeLine (meters) 
PLL=. 1096 

REM Heat exchanger label 
HX$="Shell-and-coil; 4 coils (100'); SB 10-000 1" 

REM HX-tank lines 
LHXT$="3/4 inch (nominal ID) lines between HX and tank" 

REM GlycoI line sizes 



REM Default settings 
DEFAULTS : 

FLOWM: 

REM mg i s  in kgls 
PRINT " How many seconds for counting pulses (O to input USGPM)":BEEP 
INPUT vinr:IF vinuO GOTO FLWMI 
PR1NT:PRIIVT "flow rate (USGPM)":BEEP 
INPUT USG:mg=USG*.0632:RETURN 

FLWM 1 : 
REM ps = pre scaler setting on PC8 
psfm=l 
fmsec l=TIMER 
FLWM3:iF TIMER=fmsecl THEN GOTO FLWM3 
send$=xlist$(63):GOS UB PUTGET: fmv 1 =ternp 
fmsec 1 =TIMER 
FOR nc=l TO 50 
send$=xlist$(63):GOSUB PUTGET:fmv2=temp 
fmsec2a=TIMER 
NEXT nc 
n l = 0  
FLWM2: 
n 1 =n 1 + 1 :IF TIMER=fmsec2a THEN GOTO FLWM2 
frnsec2=fmsecSa+( 1 -n 1/640) 
fmdc l=INT(fmv I/.O 1+.5):fmdc2=INT(fmv2/.0 1 + . 5 )  
REM IF fmdcl <O OR fmdc 1>255 THEN GOTO fmerror 1 
REM IF fmdcSc0 OR fmdc2>255 THEN GOTO fmerrorl 
REM iF ABS(fmv2-fmv1)<.009 THEN GOTO fmerror2 
fmpc=INT((fmv2-fmv 1 )/.O 1): IF fmpcc0 THEN fmpc=fmpc+256 
frnpc=fmpc*psfm:fmsecs=fmsec2-fmsec 1 
REM fc was determined experimentall y 
f c=1 .1431* .89121  
mg=fc*fmpc*2 .49  15/frnsecs/ I  0 0 0  
PRINT n 1;fmsecS-fmsec 1 ;fmpc: 



PRINT USING "##.###";mg/.0632 
GOTO FLWMI 

AFLOWM: 

REM "mg" (glycol flow rate) is in kg/s 

PRINT "Manual input of glycol flow? 1 = yes; O = no; 2 = previous value ..." ; 
BEEP-PRINT 
AFLW6:B$=INKEY$:IF B$="" GOTO AFLW6 
IF B$="OW THEN GOTO AFLW7 
IF B$="2" THEN RETURN 
IF B $ o W  1 " THEN PRINT "Must be 1 or O! !":BEEP:GOTO AFLW6 
BEEP:[NPUT "Input flow in USGPM?",USGPM 
rng=USGPM*.063 
REIWRN 

AFLW7: 
nc= 18 
AFLW4: 
n l=O:n2=0 
send$=xlist$(63):GOSUB PUTGET:FMVO=temp* 100 
fmt I=TIMER 
AFLW5:IF TIMER=fmt 1 THEN GOTO AFLWS 
send$=xlist$(63):GOS UB PUTGET:FMV(I )=temp* 100 
fmti=TIMER 
IF FMV(1)d;MVO THEN GOTO AFLW4 

FOR n=2 TO nc 
send$=xlist$(63):GOSUB PUTGET 
fmtf=TIMER 
FMV(n)=temp* 100 
IF FMV(n)cFMV(n- 1) THEN GOTO AFLW4 
il? FMV(n)>2SS THEN GOTO AFLW4 
NEXT n 

fmtx=Tf MER 
AFLWM2:nl=n l +  1 :IF T I M E k f m t x  TKEN GOTO AFLWM2 
fmtf=fmtf+( l  -n 11600) 
fmdt=fmtf-fmti  
fmpc=INT(FMV(nc)+.S)-INT(FMV( 1 )+S) 

mg= 1 . 0 4 2 * f m p c f 2 . 4 9  I S/fmdt/lOOO 
IF m g 4  THEN mg=1 
REM dtp is the time between pulses from the flow puiser 
d t p = 2 . 4 9  1 5 / m g / 1 0 0 0  
f m d t = f m d t - d t p I 2  
mg=  1 .O 1 9 * f m p c * 2 . 4 9  151fmdtf 1 0 0 0  



REM fc=l.I431*.89121*I.023=1.019*1.023=1.042 

GOTO AFLW4 

IF frndc 1 4  OR fmdcb255  THEN GOTO fmenor 1 
IF f m d c 2 4  OR fmdc2>255 THEN GOTO fmerrorl 
IF ABS(FMV(FPC)-FMV(FPC-n))<.009 THEN GOTO fmerror2 

IF DV(n)>S AND DV(n)< 16 THEN DV(n)= IO 
iF DV(n)>IS AND DV(n)<26 THEN DV(n)=20 
IF DV(n)>ZS AND DV(n)<36 THEN DV(n)=30 
IF DV(n)>35 AND DV(n)<46 THEN DV(n)=40 
IF DV(n)>45 AND DV(n)<56 THEN DV(n)=50 

AFLWM4:n2=n2+ 1:iF TIMER=fmtx+l THEN GOTO AFLWM4 

PRINT USING "####";fmpc; 
PRINT US ING "##.###";fmdt; 
PRINT USING "##.###";rng/.0632 

S UB CPWCAL(T.cp) STATIC 
cp=42 t 5-î.849*T+.O7637*TA2-.OOO84O3*TA3+.OOOOO3lOl#*TA4 
END SUB 

SUB VISCOSITY(Tgly.visc) STATIC 
visc=( I 1400-428*Tgiy+6.1 *TglyA2-.0296*TglyA3)/1000000& 
END Sm 

SUB RHO(Tgly,rhog) STATIC 
rhog= 1043- .53*Tgly- -00  15*TglyA2 
msUB 

SUE3 DATEMOD(DATEM$) STATIC 
IF LEFT$(DATEFl2)="O1 " THEN MON$="Jm " 

IF LEFî$(DATE$,2)="02" THEN MON$="Feb " 

IF LEFT$(DATE$,2)="03" THEN MON$="M= " 
IF LEFT$(DATE$,2)="04" THEN MON$=" Apr 
IF LEFT$@ATE$,2)="05" THEN MON$="May " 
IF LEFï$(D ATE$ .2)="06" THEN MONS="Jun " 
IF LEFT$(DATE$,2)="07" THEN MON$="Jul " 
IF LEFT$(D ATE$ ,2)="O8 " THEN MON$=" Aug " 
IF LEfl$(DATJ3$,2)="09" THEN MONS="Sep " 
IF LEFT$(DATE$,2)=" IO" THEN MON$=" Oct " 
CF LEFT$(DATE$,2)=" 1 1 " THEN MON$="Nov " 
IF LEFT$(DATE$.2)=" 12" THEN MON$="Dec " 
DATEM$=MON$+MID$(DATE$,~,~)+", "+RIGHT$(DATE$,4) 
Er'JD S m  



SUB Angle STATIC 

EM> Sur3 



APPENDIX B 

TABLES 



Table (6.1): PV short-circuit current vs. Flux 

Data gathered September 03 io 1 8, 1996 

MSXSO PR01 Astropower MBC-262 Megasol M20 PC1 PR04 Solec-18 PRO2 MSX-20 M l 0  Sunwlze 



Tablc (6.2): PV operaiing curreni vs. Flux 

Data gathered September 03 IO 18, 1996 

Flux MSX-30: PRO1 ~MBC-262 Megasol PC1 Solec-18 PR02 MSX-20 Ml0  Sunwize PR04 :Astropower1 M20 



Table (63): PV operating voltage and current vs. Flux 

Data gathered September 03 to 18. 1996 

MSX-30 PRO1 Astropower MBC-262 Megasol M2O PCi 
Flux V I  V  I  V  I V I V I V I V I  
30 15 0.05 8.7 0.01 15.1 0.1 15 0.02 15.1 0.01 13.2 0.01 9.4 0.01 
60 14.9 0.13 12.8 0.01 15.1 0.2 15 0.04 15.1 0.03 14.4 0.01 12.9 0.01 
110 14.9 0.22 15.1 0.03 15.1 0.29 15 0.07 15.1 0.07 15.2 0.08 15.1 0.03 
180 14.9 ' 0.34 ' 15.1 ' 0.1 15.1 - 0.46 15.1 ' 0.12 - 15.1 ' 0.14 - 15.2 ' 0.18 . 15.1 0.09 
230 14.9 0.43 15.1 0.17 15.1 0.61 15.1 0.16 15.1 0.22 15.2 0.22 15.1 0.15 

Ml0 Sunwize 
V I V I  

15.2 0.01 15 0.05 
15.1 0.02 15.1 0.07 
15.1 0.04 15.1 0.14 
15.1 0.08 15.1 0.22 
15.1 0.12 15.1 0.34 
15 0.16 15 0.43 
15 0.19 15 0.49 
15 0.22 15 0.59 
15 0.27 14.9 0.66 
15 0.32 14.9 0.75 

14.3 0.36 14.2 0.84 
14.3 0.4 14.2 0.9 
14.4 0.43 14.2 0.96 
14.4 0.47 14.2 1.03 
14.3 0.51 14.2 1.09 
14.4 0.53 14.3 1.13 
14.4 0.55 14.3 1.18 
14.4 0.58 14.3 1.23 
14.4 0.61 14.3 1.25 
14.4 0.63 14.3 1.28 







Table (6.6): PV opeiating voltage and current vs. Flux 

Data gathered Januxy 24. 1997 

MSX-30 PRO1 Astropower MBC-262 Megasol M20 PC1 
=lux v I v 1 v I v I V I V i  v I 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
50 14.7 0.09 13.1 0.01 14.7 0.07 14.8 0.01 14.7 0.05 14.8 0.04 13.9 0.01 
100 14.7 0.13 14.8 0.03 14.7 0.17 14.7 0.02 14.7'0.09 14.7-0.08 14.6 0.01 
150 14.7 0.21 ' 14.7 0.08 14.7 ' 0.29 14.7 0.03 14.7 0.15 14.7 0.16 14.7 0.08 
200 14.7 0.31 14.7 0.13 14.7 0.43 14.7 0.05 14.7 0.22 14.7 0.24 14.7 0.14 
250 14.7 0.39 14.7 0.19 14.7 0.52 14.7 0.09 14.7 0.29 14.7 0.31 14.7 0.2 

'lux 
O 
50 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 

M l0  Sunwize 
V I V I  
O 0 0 0  

14.7 0.02 14.7 0.08 
14.7 0.04 14.7 0.1 1 
14.7 0.06 14.7 0.19 
14.7 0.1 14.7 0.25 
14.7 0.13 14.7 0.31 
14.7 0.17 14.7 0.41 
14.7 0.21 14.7 0.47 



Table (6.7): PV operating current vs Flux (Cornparison between PV modules) 

Data gathered September 03 io 18, 1996 and January 24, 1997 

Flux 
O 
30 
60 
110 
180 
230 
280 
330 
380 
430 
490 
540 
600 
650 
700 
750 
800 
850 
900 
950 

Septem ber 
MZO 

O 
0.01 
0.01 
0.08 
0.18 
0.22 
0.32 
0.39 
0.47 
0.53 
0.59 
0.65 
0,73 
0.77 
0.64 
0.66 
0.48 
0.43 

January 
MSX-20-11 

O 
0.04 
o. 1 
0.15 
0.21 
0.27 
0.34 
0.41 
0.44 
0.5 
0.58 
0.64 
0.71 
0.78 
0.85 
0.91 
0.95 
1 .O1 
1 .O8 
1 . Id  

January September ' September . - 



Table (6.8): I V  opcri-circiiii voliage vs. Flux 
Daia güihcred Jüriuaty 27, 1997 

:lux MSX-30 PRO1 Astropower MBC-262 Megasol M20(30 cells) PCI  PR04 MSX-20-9 PR02 MSX-20-11 MlO(34 cells) Sunwize 



Table (6.9): PV opt.rafin~ currenf VS. Ftux 

Daia gaihered April 12, 1997 

Flux MSX-30 PRO1 MBC-262 , Megasol . MSX-20-9 PRO2 MSX-20-11 Ml0  PR04 Astropower M20 Tpv 



Table (6.10): PV operating voltage and current vs. Flux 
Data gathered April 12. 1997 

MSX-30 PRO1 Astropower MBC-262 Megasol M20 
Flux 

O 
50 
1 O0 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 
600 
650 
700 
750 
800 
850 
900 
950 
1 O00 

Flux 
O 

50 
100 
1 SO 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 
600 
650 
700 
750 
800 
850 
900 
950 
1000 

PCl 
v I 
O O 

9.7 0.01 
14.8 0.01 
14.8 0.05 
14.8 0.1 
14.8 0.16 
14.8 0.22 
14.7 0.27 



Table (6.1 1): PV operating current vs. Flux 

Daia gaihered June 28, 1997 

Flux MSX-30 PRO1 MBC-262 PC1 Ml0 MSX-10-5 MSX-10-13 I Tpv 



Table (6.12): PV operating voltage and current vs. Flux 
Data gathered June 28, 1997 

Flux 
O 
60 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 
610 
650 
700 
750 
800 
850 
900 
917 

Flux 
O 

50 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 
600 
650 
700 
750 
800 
850 
900 
917 



Table (6.13): Hydraulic and thermal test data (case A) 

Pump mode!: CNl305AFFL Serial number: 96-01 1 
Motor modet: 3A-2406112P 
Solarex MSX-20 (20 W) 

D ~ Y  
Mar.03.97 
Mar.03.97 
Mar.03.97 
Mar.03.97 
Mar.03.97 
Mar-03.97 
Mar.03.97 
Mar.03.97 
Mar.03.97 
Mar.03.97 
Mar.03,97 
Mar.03.97 
Mar.03.97 
Mar. O3,97 
Mar.03,97 
Mar.08.97 
Mar.08,97 
Mar.08,97 
Mar.08,97 
Mar.08.97 
Mar.08.97 
Mar.08,97 
Mar.08,97 
Mar.08.97 
Mar.08.97 
Mar.08,97 
Mar.08,97 
Mar.08.97 
Mar.08,97 
Mar. l4,97 
Mar. 14.97 
Mar. 14,97 
Mar. 14,97 
Uar.14,97 
Mar. 14.97 
~ a r .  14.97 
Mar. 14,97 
blar.14,97 
dar. 14.97 
Mar. 14.97 
aar. 14,97 
dar. l4,97 
dar. 14.97 

Flux 
299 
357 
395 
452 
506 
553 
599 
660 
714 
756 
812 
845 
897 
946 
1 008 
379 
401 
455 
500 
549 
593 
659 
696 
748 
799 
851 
901 
957 
992 
299 
350 
401 
448 
501 
552 
595 
651 
702 
752 
816 
853 
908 
950 

'serial num ber: 036196-1030-0044 - 



Table (6.14): Hydraulic and thermal test data (case B) 

Pump model: CN1305AFFNS Serial number: 96-01 1 

Time 
751 
$:O1 
8:13 
8:25 
8:36 
8:45 
8: 58 
9:06 
9:34 
938 
1o:oo 
10:03 
10:20 
10:38 
7: 35 
7:42 
8:03 
8: 16 
8: 30 
8:44 
858 
9:13 
9:28 
9:51 
1 O:O7 
1 O:23 
10:40 
1 1 :O0 

Flux 
302 
350 
402 
450 
498 
555 
609 
655 
763 
803 
853 
917 
95 1 
1009 
233 
266 
349 
40 1 
458 
514 
568 
625 
677 
729 
781 
840 
894 
949 

-serial number: 036-96-1 O3O-ûO4.4 - 

PV Power ' Flow-Umir 



Table (6.15): Hydraulic and thermal test data (case B) 

Pump modet: CNl305AFFNS Serial number: 96411 
Motor model: 3A-2406112P 
Siemens Mi0 ( I O  W) 

Time 
7: 57 
8:l l  
8:24 
8:39 
8:51 
9:04 
9:20 
9: 35 
9: 57 
10:13 
10:32 
1 O:5O 
1 1 :O5 
7: 35 
759 
8:: 1 
8:25 
8:36 
8:48 
9101 
9: 14 
9:29 
9:44 
10:Ol 
10:15 
1 O:37 
11:M 

Flux 
328 
377 
436 
491 
545 
589 
649 
696 
747 
809 
860 
919 
984 
335 
36 1 
406 
466 
51 1 
557 
604 
652 
705 
752 
805 
850 
901 
958 

Serial num ber: 036-96-1 030-0044 

Tc Th PV Power Flow-Umii 



Table (6.16): Hydraulic and thermal test data (case C) 

2ump model: CNl305AFFNS Serial number: 96-01 1 - -- - - . - - . 

~ o t &  model: 3A-1402072P serial- nuiber: 01737-8009-08 

D ~ Y  
Apr. 1 1 -97 
Apr. 1 1.97 
Apr. 1 1,97 
Apr. 1 1,97 
Apr. 1 1,97 
Apr. 1 1.97 
Apr. 1 1.97 
Apr. 1 1.97 
Apr. 1 1.97 
Apr. 1 1.97 
Apr. 1 1,97 
Apr. 1 1.97 
Apr. 1 1,97 
Apr. 1 1,97 
Apr. 1 1,97 
Apr. 1 1,97 
Apr. 11,97 

Flux 
234 
275 
314 
356 
406 
457 
505 
554 
601 
655 
706 
752 
799 
854 
904 
957 
1001 

Siemens Mi0 (10 W) 
Apr.09,97 852 
Apr.09.97 8:- 
Apr.09.97 904 
Apr.09,97 9: 19 
Apr.09,97 9:38 
Apr.09.97 956 
Apr.09.97 10:05 
Apr.09.97 10: 18 
Apr.09.97 10:32 
Apr.09.97 1 O:SO 

PV Power Flow-Umir 
3.78 0.23 
4.50 0.27 
5.18 0.34 
5.92 0.42 
6.79 0.48 
7.68 0.56 
8.52 0.63 
9.38 0.7 
10.20 0.77 
11.15 0.83 
12.04 0.9 



Table (6.17): Friction factor test data (case C) 

Pump model: CNlSOSAFFNS Seriai number: 96-011 
Motor modei: 3A-1402072P Serial num ber: 01 7-97-800948 
Solarex MSX-20 (20 W) 
Re-supply f-laminar f-turbulent fmeasured Re-retum ' f-laminar f-turbulent fmeasured 

82 0.781 
98 0.651 
128 0.502 
162 0.395 
198 0.323 
249 0.257 
293 0.218 
346 O. 185 
397 0.161 
462 O. 1 39 
523 O. 122 
58 1 0.1 1 
647 0.099 
732 0.087 
809 0.079 
887 0.072 
967 0.063 

Siemens Ml0 (10 W) 
98 0.652 
134 0.479 
165 0.387 
214 0.299 
267 0.24 
297 0.21 5 



Table (6.18): Hydraulic and thennal test data (case D) 

Pump model: CN1305AFFNS Serial number: 9641 1 -- - 

~ o t &  rnodel: 3A-1402072P Serial number: 01 7-97-8009-68 
Çolarex MSX-20 (20 W) - - 

Day fime 
Apr.30.97 7:56 
Apr.30.97 8: 17 
Apr.30.97 8:29 
Apr.30.97 8:45 
Apr.30,97 8% 
Apr.30.97 9 0 4  
Apr.30.97 9: 10 
Apr.30,97 9:39 
Apr.30.97 959 
Apr.30.97 10:13 
Apr.30.97 10:26 
Apr.30.97 1 O:U 
Apr.30.97 1 1 :46 
Siemens Ml0 (10 W) 
Apr.27,97 8:39 
Apr.27,97 8:47 
Apr.27,97 8:59 , 

Apr.27.97 9108 
Apr.27,97 9: 19 
Apr.27,97 934 
Apr.27.97 9:46 
~pr.27.97 10:OO . 

Apr.27.97 10: 17 
Apr.27.97 1 
Apr.27.97 1 O:5l 
Apr.27.97 11 :O9 
Apr.27.97 1 1 :31 
Apr.27,97 1 1 :36 
Apr.27,97 1 1 :58 

Flux DP-Pump - .  Tc - PV Power - Flow-Umir 



Table (6.19): Friction factor test data (case D) 

Pump model: CNl305AFFNS -- Serial - number: 96411 
~ o t o r  so,arex modei: M-s- 3~-1402072~ .i.20 W) - Serial - -- . num - . ber: - 01 7-97-800948 .- -. - - - -  - 

~ e d u p p l y  f-laminar * f-turbulent ' fmeasured ' Re-retum ' f-laminar ' f-turbulent -fmeasurec 
1 26 0.506 
162 O. 394 
202 0.316 
261 0.245 
312 0.205 
379 0.169 
438 0.146 
572 0.1 12 
696 0.092 
796 0.08 
861 0.074 
1002 0.064 
1235 0.052 

Siemens Ml0 (10 W) 
125 0.51 3 
138 0.464 
195 0.328 
202 0.31 8 
224 0.285 
275 0.233 
319 0.201 
357 0.179 
425 0.151 
482 0.133 
530 0.121 
591 O. 1 08 
637 0.1 
645 0.099 



Table (6.20): Energy delivered to the heat exchanger (kW) 

' Case A Case 8 Case B Case C Case C ' Case D ' ' Case D 
 lux ' MSX-20 ' Flux MSXûO Flux Ml0 '  lux' MSX-20 ' Flux Ml0  '  lux' MSX-20 !  lux' M ~ O  
299 ' 0.26 ' 302 ' 0.24 335 ' 0.21 ' 234 ' 0.05 * 378 0.37 202 ' 0.07 ' 348 ' 0.46 



TEST TARGET (QA-3) 

APPLIED - IMAGE. lnc - - 1653 East Main Street - -. - Rochester. NY 1- USA -- --= Phone: 71 6/482-0300 -- -- - - FM: 71 6/288-5989 




